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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we tackled the problem of errors in spreadsheets by
studying spreadsheet authors’ mental models. It is a common asser-
tion that humans have mental models of the systems they interact
with, and it is difficult to explain many aspects of human behaviour
without resorting to a construct such as mental models. We there-
fore argue that it is important to first of all understand what types
of mental models spreadsheet authors possess when they are doing
different spreadsheet tasks in order to better understand why the
spreadsheet process is so error-prone and to be able to devise new
tools that better correspond to the way they think.

In the first empirical study we conducted in this research work,
we investigated and characterized mental models of spreadsheet
authors as they are doing various spreadsheet tasks. We found
that spreadsheet authors have (at least) three mental models of a
spreadsheet: the real world model that comprises general knowledge
of the world around us; the domain model that represents knowledge
of the problem domain and the functionality of the spreadsheet in
problem domain or application terms; and the spreadsheet model that
codes the expressions and data relationships in the spreadsheet.
When explaining a spreadsheet, the real-world and domain mental
models are prominent and the spreadsheet model is less evident,
but when locating and fixing an error, one must constantly switch
back and forth between the domain model and the spreadsheet
model, which requires frequent use of the mapping between prob-
lem domain concepts and their spreadsheet model counterparts.
These results suggest that a tool intended to aid in comprehension
and debugging of spreadsheets should make prominent real-world
and problem domain concepts and map them easily to spreadsheet-
specific details.

We thus developed and evaluated a spreadsheet visualization
tool that demonstrates that it is possible to devise spreadsheet au-
thoring and debugging tools that are easy to use and that cor-
respond to spreadsheet authors’ mental models of spreadsheets



by relieving spreadsheet authors from spreadsheet details and let-
ting them utilize more of their mental model of the application or
problem domain. The tool translates traditional spreadsheet for-
mulae into problem domain narratives and highlights referenced
cells. The tool was evaluated in the second empirical study of
this research work and was found to be easy to learn and helped
spreadsheet authors to locate more errors in spreadsheets. Fur-
thermore, the tool increased the use of the domain mental model
when spreadsheet authors were describing errors and seemed to
improve the mapping between the spreadsheet model and the do-
main model which is crucial in spreadsheet debugging and com-
prehension.

We have also put forward a case for the need to shift from the
traditional spreadsheet paradigm to another paradigm in which a
spreadsheet author should also be able to debug a spreadsheet in
problem domain terms rather than just using traditional spread-
sheet cell references. In this proposed paradigm, a spreadsheet au-
thor should also ideally be allowed to create spreadsheets by writ-
ing formulae in domain terms. We thus also developed a prototype
spreadsheet visualization tool that allows spreadsheet authors to fix
errors in a spreadsheet using domain terms. The tool was evaluated
in the third empirical study of this research work and was found to
promote spreadsheet authors to think more in domain terms in a
way that overshadows the way they traditionally think when they
are describing errors and even when fixing errors, hence promoting
a paradigm shift from traditional spreadsheets.

Universal Decimal Classification: 004.67; 004.052.4; 004.416.2; 004.02;
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1 Introduction

1.1 BACKGROUND

1.1.1 What are spreadsheet systems?

Spreadsheet systems are one of the most widely used applications
used for trivial as well as non-trivial applications in private and
public enterprises (Panko, 2000; Ballinger, Biddle, & Noble, 2003;
Wilson et al., 2003). They are used for a variety of important tasks
such as business decision making, mathematical modelling, scien-
tific computations, tabular and graphical data representation, data
analysis among others (Chambers & Scaffidi, 2010).

Spreadsheet systems allow computations to be defined by cells
and their formulae. A cell’s value is defined solely by the formula
explicitly given to it by the user (Burnett et al., 2001). A cell value is
recalculated automatically whenever a value on which it depends
(a reference) changes thus providing immediate feedback. Spread-
sheet systems also provide for copying of contiguous regions of
cells from one physical area to another. References between the
cells may be either absolute or relative in either their horizontal or
vertical index. All copies of an absolute reference will refer to the
same row, column or cell whereas a relative reference refers to a cell
with a given offset from the current cell.

A spreadsheet program (hereafter referred to synonymously as
spreadsheet) is usually perceived only as a two-dimensional grid
of cells populated mainly with numerical values although every
spreadsheet has a formula view as well as an underlying data-flow
graph (Igarashi, Mackinlay, Chang, & Zellweger, 1998). An illustra-
tion of different views of a spreadsheet by Igarashi et al. (1998) is
presented in Figure 1.1. A data-flow graph represents the network-
structure of cell dependencies expressed by the references in the in-
dividual formulae. However, the data-flow graph is normally “hid-
den” from the spreadsheet developer. It is therefore not surprising
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that most spreadsheet developers superficially view a spreadsheet
as a word processor for numbers and not necessarily as a complex
data-flow graph that spreadsheets really are (Clermont, 2005).

Figure 1.1: An illustration of different views of a spreadsheet.

Like the numerical view of a spreadsheet, the formula view of
a spreadsheet has also some disadvantages. It is possible to see
either all the formulae or all the values but not both at the same
time. For a single cell, it is possible to see both the formula and the
cell value at the same time but this does not give much information
about the overall structure of the spreadsheet. In some cases, this
locality to a single cell may help by narrowing the point of focus
instead of dealing with the spreadsheet as a whole, but it is also
difficult to get sense of the general structure of the whole spread-
sheet (B. A. Nardi, 1993; Hendry & Green, 1994). As a result, it
is difficult to identify where data comes from and where it goes
unless one makes a detailed examination of the cell dependencies.

The spreadsheet paradigm also differs from the procedural pro-
gramming paradigm in several ways:

• Spreadsheet programs are modeless in the sense that they
do not require the spreadsheet developer to separately code,
compile, link, and execute the spreadsheet program as is the
case with procedural programs (Ruthruff et al., 2005).

• Spreadsheet programs provide immediate feedback to the
spreadsheet developer. For example, when a formula for a

2 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 183
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particular cell changes, the results are immediately reflected
(Ruthruff et al., 2005).

• The structure of a spreadsheet program is usually represented
in a two-dimensional tabular layout while the code for proce-
dural programs is represented in a linear fashion (Ayalew,
2007).

• From the point of view of a spreadsheet developer, a spread-
sheet program does not have clear separation between input,
computational code and output. This is not the case with pro-
cedural programs (Ayalew, 2007).

1.1.2 Importance of spreadsheets

Although some spreadsheets are simple throw-away scratch-pad
calculations, many spreadsheets have been quite useful for busi-
ness as well as personal endeavours (Wilson et al., 2003). There
are some large periodically used spreadsheets that are submitted to
regular update-cycles like any conventionally evolving application
software (Clermont, Hanin, & Mittermeier, 2002).

Panko (2000) conducted a study in which it was observed that
46 percent of non-trivial spreadsheets examined were rated as im-
portant or very important to the surveyed organization. Panko
(2000) also noted that another study found that information gen-
erated from spreadsheets is also used in high-level decision making
offices in business enterprises. This shows how critical non-trivial
spreadsheets can be, to the running of a business enterprise.

Spreadsheets have also been used in science and engineering
disciplines such as physics and chemistry, just to mention a few, be-
cause spreadsheets are assumed to be more usable than procedural
programs (Clermont et al., 2002). Another reason for spreadsheet
usage in science and engineering is that spreadsheets already in-
corporate a way of displaying graphs and this can be very useful in
displaying results of scientific experiments (Clermont et al., 2002).

The preceding examples demonstrate that spreadsheet program-
ming can not be regarded as a trivial subject.
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1.1.3 Deficiencies in spreadsheets

Despite their popularity, most spreadsheets have deficiencies. For
example, most spreadsheets are created by people who are not
professional programmers and as such, they contain errors which
the developers themselves may not easily notice (Galletta, Hartzel,
Johnson, Joseph, & Rustagi, 1996; Panko, 1998, 2000; Powell, Baker,
& Lawson, 2009).

Studies have also shown that a high proportion of observed er-
rors in spreadsheets are concerned with the construction and use
of formulae (Chadwick, Knight, & Rajalingham, 2001). Unfortu-
nately, most spreadsheet errors are not trivial considering that key
decisions, for example in business firms, are based on information
extracted from spreadsheets (Galletta et al., 1996; Panko, 1998, 2000;
Powell et al., 2009). Therefore, it is important to help spreadsheet
developers expose these errors or even prevent them from occurring
as errors in spreadsheets may lead to flawed decision making.

Furthermore, non-trivial spreadsheets may need to be modified
by other people other than the spreadsheet developer. Moreover,
changes to the structure of the spreadsheet may be necessary since
spreadsheets may need to maintained just as any conventionally
evolving application software (Clermont et al., 2002). However,
for one to make meaningful changes to the structure of a spread-
sheet, it is necessary to understand or comprehend the spreadsheet
first (Davis, 1996).

Spreadsheets normally come in the two-dimensional tabular ar-
rangement of numeric values with some accompanying explana-
tory text. Usually this does not suffice for a third party to clearly
comprehend and understand what the spreadsheet is all about.

Thus, problems of understandability or comprehensibility are
one key deficiency in spreadsheets which unfortunately also com-
pound the problem of errors in spreadsheets (Davis, 1996; Clermont
et al., 2002).
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1.1.4 Impact of deficiencies in spreadsheets

Errors in spreadsheet programs are non-trivial and costly (Galletta
et al., 1996; Panko, 1998, 2000; Powell et al., 2009). Despite this
observation, there has not been quantitative data on the impact of
spreadsheet errors. However, the European Spreadsheet Risks In-
terest Group (EuSpRIG) publishes on its web page1, verified stories
on how errors in spreadsheets have affected public as well as pri-
vate enterprises.

For example, it is documented on the website that in 2004, some
city officials, in one of the cities in the United States, miscalculated
the amount of sales taxes generated at one of the city’s parks during
the first couple of months of its operation. The mistake inflated the
figures by tens of thousands of dollars, which in turn meant the
total sales estimates were overblown by millions of dollars. The
mistake was attributed to an error in a spreadsheet formula which
amplified a subtotal amount.

It is also documented that mis-stated earnings of a company led
to the stock price of an online retailer to fall by 25 percent in a day
and the Chief Executive Officer had to resign. Again a spreadsheet
error was to blame. A single erroneous numerical input in a spread-
sheet was the cause of the mis-statement. These are just some of the
stories that underscore that spreadsheet errors are non-trivial and
costly.

1.1.5 Classification of errors in spreadsheets

Data from field studies and laboratory experiments indicate that
errors in spreadsheets are indispensable. Panko (2000) has tabu-
lated data indicating error rates in spreadsheets as produced by
researchers in various field audits and laboratory experiments. The
most important result of these studies is that spreadsheet error rates
are huge enough to tell us that most non-trivial spreadsheets will
contain errors.

1http://www.eusprig.org/horror-stories.htm
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Several classification schemes have been identified to catego-
rize spreadsheet errors depending on the context in which a re-
searcher is doing the analysis (Ayalew, Clermont, & Mittermeier,
2000). Panko (2000) identified three categories of spreadsheet er-
rors namely: mechanical errors, logical errors and omission errors.
Mechanical errors are simple slips such as mistyping a number or
pointing to a wrong cell when entering a formula. Logical errors
are defined as errors that occur when a spreadsheet developer has
a wrong algorithm for a particular formula cell. On the other hand,
omission errors are defined as errors that occur when a spreadsheet
developer does not have complete understanding of the problem at
hand and therefore produces an incomplete spreadsheet model of
the problem. Hence omission errors are introduced due to faulty
reasoning.

Another general classification scheme used by Panko (2000), cat-
egorizes spreadsheet errors as quantitative errors and qualitative
errors. A quantitative error is defined as an error that produces
an incorrect value in an least one bottom-line variable in a spread-
sheet. On the other hand, qualitative errors emanate from factors
such as poor spreadsheet design which may later cause problems
in data entry or even lead to incorrect data modifications and hence
generate quantitative errors. This scheme further categorizes quan-
titative errors into mechanical, omission and logical errors which
have already been defined in the preceding paragraph.

Raffensperger (2008) classified spreadsheet errors into five cate-
gories: wrong input errors, accidental logic errors, wrong thinking
errors, accidentally overwritten formula errors and software errors.
Wrong input errors are caused when one types in a wrong value as
input and also when spreadsheet data goes stale due to a spread-
sheet containing time-sensitive data going out of date. Accidental
logic errors are caused when a formula points to a wrong cell, col-
umn, row or blank cell. Errors of this type can also be caused by
a numerical formula pointing to a label when it should point to a
number and also when a formula is wrong such that it does not
reflect what is true in the problem domain. Wrong thinking errors
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are caused when a whole spreadsheet is correct technically but it
fails to solve the correct problem due to limited understanding of
the whole problem being solved by the spreadsheet developer. Ac-
cidentally overwritten formula errors are caused when a formula
is overwritten with a constant. Software errors, on the other hand,
are caused by bugs inherent in the spreadsheet system in use. For
example, a formula failing to update after inserting a row at the
bottom of a block.

There is another spreadsheet error classification scheme pro-
posed by Ayalew et al. (2000). Unlike the other classification schemes
given above, Ayalew et al. (2000) do not categorize spreadsheet er-
rors by their cause, but rather by the spreadsheet concept the errors
seem to be associated with. Thus, they have three categories of er-
rors namely: physical area related errors, logical area related errors
and general errors.

Physical area related errors are defined as those errors that nor-
mally deal with missing values in a physical area or values of
the wrong type somewhere in the physical area. This kind of er-
rors leads to several side-effects such as impacting on the results
if new values are added to the area. According to this classifica-
tion scheme, physical area related errors include what are termed
as “reference to a blank cell/reference to a cell with value of wrong
type” errors, “incorrect physical area specification” errors, “acci-
dental deletion/addition of a cell within a physical area” errors
and “physical area mix up” errors. On the other hand, a logical
area is defined as an area that represents some kind of cohesion
between cells. It usually originates from copying from the same
source multiple times. Examples of logical area errors include over-
writing a formula with a constant value and having a formula copy
mis-reference. General errors have been defined as those errors
that are not explicitly associated with a physical or logical area and
are usually made during formula definition. An error might occur
due to typographical errors or inability to formulate the necessary
mathematical expression for a formula. An error might also occur
due to incorrect use of formats which might affect the way a value
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is displayed.

1.1.6 Spreadsheets in the context of the end-user programming
paradigm

Computer end-users may be defined as people for whom conven-
tional computer programming is not their main job although they
use computers as part of their daily lives (Blackwell, 2002). How-
ever, it is now common place to see computer end-users (hereafter
referred to as end-users) being involved in some form of “program-
ming”. End-users are being involved in “programming” applica-
tions such as spreadsheets, databases, animations, web applica-
tions, simulations, just to mention but a few. Although end-users
are not professional programmers they might be experts in their
professional domains. Some of these end users are business profes-
sionals, educators, scientists, engineers and many more belong to
other professions.

End-users may be motivated to do some “programming” be-
cause they want to use a computer to accomplish a particular goal.
For example, a teacher may create a spreadsheet for recording stu-
dent grades for a particular course. End-users may also do some
“programming” because this might be an an efficient way of solv-
ing a problem in comparison to manually solving the problem. For
example, a mathematician may write some program code using a
mathematical software application to find a solution to a complex
differential equation. In all these cases, their main goal would be
accomplishing a task at hand rather than producing high-quality,
dependable program code (Ko, 2007). Pre-packaged software ap-
plications may not be suitable in these situations because these soft-
ware applications cannot do every task required by an individual
and worse still, they cannot be customized to every individual’s
needs (Myers, Ko, & Burnett, 2006). This need has led to the birth
of the end-user programming paradigm.

The rising growth in the popularity of the end-user program-
ming paradigm can be attributed to the tools that have been devel-
oped to empower this kind of computer users. For example, the
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development of the spreadsheet paradigm has led to many users
developing their own spreadsheets, hence doing some “program-
ming”. An end-user programming environment provides the tools
for an end-user to accomplish a task at hand. Examples of end-user
programming environments include spreadsheet systems, web au-
thoring applications and animation environments.

Statistically, it was estimated that, in the year 2005, there were 55
million end-user programmers in the United States alone. This was
about 20 times greater than the estimated number of professional
programmers (Wilson et al., 2003; T. Y. Chen, Kuo, & Zhou, 2005;
Scaffidi, Shaw, & Myers, 2005). These estimates clearly indicate
that a sizeable amount of software produced in the whole world is
developed by non-professional programmers. These end-user pro-
grammers write programs not as their primary job function but
rather to support their quest for achieving their main goal such as
accounting, doing office work, developing a web page, etc. (Myers
et al., 2006). And indeed, although the art of creating a spreadsheet
is a programming activity, many spreadsheet authors are experts in
their own occupation but not in programming tasks hence they are
end-user programmers (Sajaniemi & Pekkanen, 1988; Green, 1990).

1.1.7 Challenges in end-user programming

Despite the huge popularity in end-user programming, programs
developed by end-users are very prone to errors (Galletta et al.,
1996; Panko, 1998, 2000; Powell et al., 2009). Programs developed
by end-users are not developed according to software engineering
principles as is the case with software developed by professional
software developers. Many end-user developers would not want
to get involved in the nitty-gritties of coding in a particular pro-
gramming language, let alone try to learn the formal syntax and
semantics of a particular programming language. In fact, learn-
ing programming language syntax has been identified as one of
the significant learning barriers in end-user programming environ-
ments (Ko, 2007). Other learning barriers in end-user programming
environments include (Ko, 2007):
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• Design barriers: the end-user programmer might not know
what he/she wants the computer to do in order to solve a
problem.

• Selection barriers: the end-user programmer might know what
he/she wants the computer to do but does not know how to
choose an appropriate tool for the task.

• Coordination barriers: the end-user programmer might know
the appropriate tools for a particular task but he/she does not
know how to make the tools work together in order to solve the
problem at hand.

• Use barriers: the end-user programmer might know what
tools to use for a particular task but does not know how to
use those tools.

• Understanding barriers: the end-user programmer might think
that he/she knows how to use a particular tool but unfortu-
nately the tool does not do what he/she expects.

• Information barriers: the end-user programmer might think
that they know why a tool behaved in an unexpected or prob-
lematic manner but they might not have knowledge to check the
problem.

Another major challenge in end-user programming is the real-
ity that end-user needs vary so widely such that one cannot come
up with general design tools and languages that can fit every end-
user programmer’s needs (Ko, 2007). It is also a major challenge
to make users understand the importance of the programs they de-
velop (Ko, 2007). This is particularly true for non-trivial programs
that have long life spans such that the programs might need long-
term maintenance. A case in point are some spreadsheets that are
not simple throw-away calculations but are continuously evolving
as part of a business enterprise reporting function. The question
would therefore be on how to develop tools that can capture the
evolving program’s history and design (Ko, 2007).
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In trying to address some of the challenges outlined above, some
researchers have advocated that much research on end-user pro-
gramming should focus on development environments which can
help end-users achieve their goals through the use of metaphors
such as forms and spreadsheets (Segal, 2005). Coupled with the
statistics on the number of end user programmers, it is easy to see
the need for more research in end-user programming.

1.1.8 From end-user programming to end-user software engi-
neering

One research direction in end-user programming has been the con-
cept of “end-user software engineering” (Burnett, Cook, & Rother-
mel, 2004). End-user software engineering attempts to answer the
research question “Is it possible to bring the benefits of rigorous
software engineering methodologies to end users in order to ad-
dress the problem of lack of quality in software produced by end-
user programmers?” (Myers, Burnett, & Rosson, 2005).

End-user software engineering does not propose to transform
end users into software engineers (Burnett, 2009). Rather, it ad-
vocates for the creation of end-user programming environments
that employ new, incremental, feedback devices supported by anal-
ysis and inferential reasoning to help the end-user reason about
the dependability of their software as they work with it, in a man-
ner that respects the end-user’s problem-solving directions to an
extent unprecedented in existing software development environ-
ments (Burnett, 2009).

Thus, end-user software engineering can be formally defined
as end-user programming that involves systematic and disciplined
activities that address software quality issues such as reliability, ef-
ficiency, usability, etc. (Ko et al., 2011). End-user software engi-
neering can therefore be viewed as an extension of end-user pro-
gramming in the sense that end-user programming is the “create”
part of end-user software development, and end-user software en-
gineering adds consideration of software quality issues to both the
“create” and the “beyond create” parts of end-user software devel-
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opment (Burnett, 2009).
It is important, however, to note that a basic premise in end-user

software engineering is that it can only succeed to the extent that it
acknowledges that the end-user probably has little expertise or in-
terest in software engineering (Burnett, 2009). Thus, the challenge
of end-user software engineering research is to find ways to incor-
porate software engineering activities into users‘ existing workflow,
without requiring people to substantially change the nature of their
work or their priorities. For example, rather than expecting spread-
sheet users to incorporate a testing phase into their programming
efforts, spreadsheet tools can simplify the tracking of successful
and failing inputs incrementally, providing feedback about software
quality as the user edits the spreadsheet program (Ko et al., 2011).
To this end, several end-user software engineering tools and tech-
niques have been developed, even in the spreadsheet context.

1.1.9 Proposed end-user software engineering tools in the spread-
sheet context

As the adage says “prevention is better than cure”, some end-user
software engineering tools have focussed specifically on prevent-
ing spreadsheet users from making errors in their spreadsheets.
Erwig, Robin, Irene, and Steve (2005) developed a system called
Gencel in which spreadsheet templates using the Visual Template
Specification Language (ViTSL) are used to generate spreadsheets
which are free from reference, range or type errors. With this tech-
nique, spreadsheet templates are created and verified by domain
experts and later on can be used by less experienced users to gener-
ate spreadsheets that always conform to the template. This concept
was extended to include the automatic generation of spreadsheet
templates from object-oriented specifications that have been spec-
ified using Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams (Engels
& Erwig, 2005). This model driven spreadsheet environment was
called ClassSheets whereby the business logic of a spreadsheet is
captured through templates (Engels & Erwig, 2005).

Belo et al. (2013) introduced a query language based on the
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Structured Query Language (SQL) where users can easily construct
queries right in their spreadsheet environment, without the need
for complicated configurations, or extra programs other than a sim-
ple add-on. Their approach, called QuerySheet, builds upon the
concept of ClassSheet models whereby queries refer to entities in
ClassSheet models, instead of the actual data, and thus allowing
the user not to have to worry about the arrangement of the spread-
sheet’s data, but only what information is present (Cunha, Erwig, &
Saraiva, 2010; Belo et al., 2013). Model driven approaches have the
advantage of guaranteeing spreadsheets which are free from certain
types of errors since spreadsheet users can only work on spread-
sheets that conform to predefined specifications. Nevertheless, we
put forward that model-driven approaches may be problematic to
some spreadsheet developers since model-driven approaches pro-
vide an environment that is different from the traditional spread-
sheet environment which provides for spreadsheets to be devel-
oped in an ad-hoc, interactive and incremental manner.

Other end-user software engineering tools have focussed on au-
tomatically detecting errors in spreadsheets for the user. Ayalew
and Mittermeier (2003) developed a spreadsheet debugging tech-
nique based on “interval testing” and slicing. In this technique,
each formula cell has a user-specified value interval and a system-
generated value interval. When the user-specified interval and the
system-generated interval for a cell do not agree with the actual
spreadsheet computation, the cell is marked as displaying a symp-
tom of a fault. A fault tracing strategy is then used to identify the
most influential faulty cell from the cells perceived by the system
to contain faults. This is based on the number of precedents and
dependents of the influential faulty cells. Automatic visualization
of potential faulty cells in spreadsheets is advantageous to spread-
sheet users as it helps the user to quickly spot potential faulty cells
in spreadsheets. However, requiring users to be specifying value
intervals may be problematic to some spreadsheet users as user in-
tervention requires extra effort from spreadsheet users.

Hofer, Riboira, Wotawa, Abreu, and Getzner (2013) adapted and
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applied to spreadsheets, debugging techniques designed for more
traditional procedural or object-oriented programming languages
by using a more formal approach with similarity coefficients to
calculate fault probabilities of cells in a spreadsheet. The tech-
niques adapted are spectrum-based fault localization, spectrum-
enhanced dynamic slicing, and constraint-based debugging. Other
researchers like Jannach and Schmitz (2014) have developed auto-
matic fault localization tools for spreadsheets by translating a given
spreadsheet into a constraint-based representation, such that addi-
tional inferences about possible reasons for an unexpected value in
some of the cells can be made. Automatic fault localization tools
have the advantage of helping spreadsheet developers to quickly
spot potential errors in spreadsheets. However, they do not guar-
antee to catch all errors in spreadsheets. Moreover, the spreadsheet
developer sometimes has to provide some information in advance
e.g. the expected outcomes or which cells produce a correct output
and which cells are erroneous (Jannach, Schmitz, Hofer, & Wotawa,
2014).

Abraham and Erwig (2004) developed an automated reasoning
system for spreadsheets called UCheck. UCheck infers header unit
information for cells based on labels in a spreadsheet. Based on the
header unit information, the system identifies cells in the spread-
sheet that contain erroneous formulae. Abraham and Erwig (2005b)
also extended the UCheck system to produce a system known as
UFix in order to improve on the way error messages are reported
to users hence improving the spreadsheet debugging process. They
also developed a type system and a type inference algorithm for
spreadsheets which can be used in identifying some kind of errors
in spreadsheets (Abraham & Erwig, 2004).

Abraham and Erwig (2005a) also developed a semi-automatic
spreadsheet debugger known as GoalDebug based on a technique
known as “goal-directed debugging”. GoalDebug allows users to
mark cells with incorrect outputs and specify the expected output.
The GoalDebug system then generates a list of change suggestions,
any one of which when applied would result in the expected output
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being computed in the marked cell. The generated change sugges-
tions are ranked based on a set of heuristics before being presented
to the user. The generated change suggestions can be automati-
cally applied and hence eliminating errors that can be introduced
by end users through editing of cell formulae. Techniques such as
GoalDebug can be of help to spreadsheet users as they can quickly
spot potential errors in spreadsheets. However, expecting users to
provide information such as expected output beforehand could be
tedious on the part of the user.

Some end-user software engineering tools have focussed on help-
ing spreadsheet users to inherently test their spreadsheets.
Rothermel, Burnett, Li, Dupuis, and Sheretov (2001) developed a
spreadsheet testing methodology which they termed “What You
See Is What You Test” (WYSIWYT) to help users test spreadsheets.
The methodology uses data-flow adequacy and coverage criteria
to give the user feedback on how well tested a spreadsheet is.
The WYSIWYT testing methodology has been integrated with an-
other spreadsheet testing technique known as the “Help Me Test”
(HMT) (Fisher, Cao, Rothermel, Cook, & Burnett, 2002) technique
into the Forms/3 (Burnett et al., 2001) spreadsheet language.

The HMT technique automatically generates test cases for the
user as he/she actively works on the spreadsheet. Forms/3 is a
form-based research spreadsheet language developed at the Ore-
gon State University that also allows users to define assertions on
expected cell values (Burnett et al., 2003). To promote the usage of
assertions by end-user programmers, Wilson et al. (2003) devised
a curiosity centred approach to eliciting assertions from end-users
through a “surprise, explain, reward” strategy. Randolph, Morris,
and Lee (2002) developed a spreadsheet verification tool based on
the WYSIWYT methodology. Their main emphasis was to use the
WYSIWYT methodology algorithms in implementing a spreadsheet
independent tool. They placed much emphasis on issues of porta-
bility and the automatic generation of test cases.

Ruthruff et al. (2005) transferred the concept of program slic-
ing to spreadsheets to come up with a visual, interactive approach
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to fault localization within the WYSIWYT methodology context.
Their technique also required a user to specify in advance infor-
mation about correct and incorrect cell values and considered those
cells that theoretically contribute to an erroneous cell value to be
possibly faulty. Incorporating testing as an inherent part of the
spreadsheet process as implemented in testing methodologies such
as WYSIWYT methodology can be advantageous to the user as it
is not intrusive to the spreadsheet developer hence could be easily
adopted by spreadsheet users. This is because spreadsheet devel-
opers being non-professional programmers many not be interested
in embarking on explicitly testing a spreadsheet.

Various spreadsheet visualization tools have also been proposed
for different purposes such as spreadsheet comprehension, debug-
ging, documentation, etc. all in the quest to improve software qual-
ity in spreadsheets. Generally, visualizing a program helps the
user to check the correctness of a program by visualizing its be-
haviour (Ko et al., 2011). Most of spreadsheet visualization tools
are based on the data-flow (data dependency) graph behind the
spreadsheets (Sajaniemi, 2000).

Sajaniemi (2000) developed the S2 and S3 spreadsheet visual-
ization tools in which logical areas or semantic units in a spread-
sheet are highlighted and data-flow between logical areas is indi-
cated through arrows. This was an improvement to the arrow tool
by Davis (1996).

Y. Chen and Chan (2000b) developed a tool that enabled all
precedents and dependents of a group of cells to be shown at once,
instead of just displaying arrows between individual cells as done,
for example, in Microsoft Excel. Ayalew et al. (2000) proposed a
graphical spreadsheet visualization model that is not only based on
a data-flow graph but also on visualizing logical and physical ar-
eas in spreadsheets. Clermont et al. (2002) developed a spreadsheet
visualization toolkit that partitions a spreadsheet into logical areas
known as equivalence classes. The equivalence classes are mainly
based on structural similarity of formulae. With large spreadsheets
(e.g. having more than 5000 used cells), the number of equivalence
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classes becomes too large and hence they devised a further abstrac-
tion mechanism called semantic classes. Semantic classes are repre-
sented as nodes in a generated graph and data-flow between cells
in different semantic classes is represented by directed edges.

Ballinger et al. (2003) developed a spreadsheet visualization tool
that would first statically extract artifacts from spreadsheets and
then convert this information into visualizations such as spread-
sheet data-flow diagrams. Kankuzi and Ayalew (2008a, 2008b) also
developed a spreadsheet visualization tool in which semantically
related cells in a spreadsheet are automatically detected and high-
lighted by using the Markov Clustering (MCL) algorithm to aid in
spreadsheet comprehension.

Hermans, Pinzger, and van Deursen (2011) also developed a
spreadsheet visualization tool based on data dependencies whereby
the user can inspect the data flows within a spreadsheet on differ-
ent levels of detail – from a global view, different worksheets of a
spreadsheet and their dependencies are shown; on the lowest level,
the formula view, dependencies between individual cells are dis-
played while on an intermediate level, the worksheet view, all data
blocks within a worksheet, as well as the dependencies between
them are shown. Hermans, Pinzger, and van Deursen (2012) also
extended their tool to automatically detect potential sources of er-
rors in the general design of spreadsheets containing many work-
sheets through what they called “inter-worksheet smells”.

As the saying goes that “a picture is worth a thousand words”,
visualizing spreadsheets provide glimpses on different aspects of a
spreadsheet and hence may aid in spreadsheet comprehension and
debugging. However, we put forward that spreadsheet visualiza-
tions need to be developed in such a way that they are easy to use
and empirically proven to be useful to spreadsheet users.

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As alluded to above, despite their widespread popularity, spread-
sheets exhibit some deficiencies. Most spreadsheets contain non-
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trivial errors which the developers themselves may not easily no-
tice (Galletta et al., 1996; Panko, 1998, 2000; Powell et al., 2009).
This problem of errors in spreadsheets is, however, compounded
by spreadsheets being generally difficult to understand and com-
prehend, despite the simplicity in creating them and their intuitive
interface (Davis, 1996; Clermont et al., 2002). Studies have also
shown that a high proportion of observed errors in spreadsheets are
concerned with the construction and use of formulae (Chadwick et
al., 2001).

Many tools and techniques have been developed to try to cor-
rect these deficiencies but the problems still persist. In this research
work, we tried another approach, i.e., study whether it is possi-
ble to devise spreadsheet tools based on spreadsheet developers’
mental models. Realizing that the term “mental model” has been
defined differently by different researchers, in our context, we bor-
row the definition by Doyle and Ford (1998) which states that a
mental model is “a mental image of the world around us that we
carry in our heads depicting only selected concepts and relation-
ships that represent real systems.” Accordingly, a user’s mental
model of a system reflects the user’s understanding of what the
system contains, how it works and why it works that way (Carroll,
Olson, & Anderson, 1987). Thus, for example, a spreadsheet devel-
oper’s mental model for a spreadsheet does not carry all possible
information, but just those aspects of the spreadsheet that the de-
veloper finds appropriate for the task he or she has. It is important
for features of a system to match with the corresponding mental
models of its users as otherwise there will be mental conflicts re-
sulting in errors and other sub-optimal behaviour (B. A. Nardi &
Zarmer, 1993).

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS

To attack the problem at hand, we chose to study spreadsheet au-
thors’ mental models as they are doing various spreadsheet tasks
whether when working with a spreadsheet created originally by
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themselves or by someone else. The term spreadsheet author can
be used synonymously with spreadsheet developer. However, in this
research work, we opt for the term spreadsheet author to empha-
size distinction from a professional software developer and also to
emphasize that spreadsheet authors do not just work on spread-
sheets created by others but also create non-trivial spreadsheets
themselves and use these in their daily work and hence they are
particularly familiar with writing and editing spreadsheet formu-
lae.

It is a common assertion that humans have mental models of
the systems they interact with and it is difficult to explain many
aspects of human behaviour without resorting to a construct such
as mental models (Rouse & Morris, 1986). We therefore argue that
it is important to first of all understand what types of mental mod-
els do spreadsheet authors possess when they are doing different
spreadsheet tasks in order to better understand why the spread-
sheet process is so error-prone and to be able to devise new tools
that better correspond to their mental models. Therefore, in this
research work, we applied the theory of mental models to try to
come up with a solution to the spreadsheet error and comprehen-
sion problem.

Our research work had three specific objectives:

(i) We wanted to investigate and characterize mental models of
spreadsheet authors as they are doing various spreadsheet
tasks, and particularly, when they are explaining and debug-
ging their spreadsheets.

(ii) We wanted to develop a spreadsheet visualization tool that
demonstrates that it is possible to devise spreadsheet author-
ing and debugging tools that are easy to use, efficient and
correspond to spreadsheet authors’ mental models of spread-
sheets.

(iii) We wanted to put forward a case if there is need to shift from
the traditional spreadsheet paradigm to another paradigm that
can better reflect spreadsheet authors’ mental models.
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For each objective, we had specific research questions that had
to be answered in order achieve the set goal. In investigating and
characterizing mental models of spreadsheet authors we had the
following research questions:

• RQ1 – Do spreadsheet authors have several mental models when
they are doing various spreadsheet tasks, and particularly, when
they are explaining and debugging their spreadsheets?

• RQ2 – What are the roles of mental models in spreadsheet authors
when they are doing various spreadsheet tasks, and particularly,
when they are explaining and debugging their spreadsheets?

• RQ3 – What are the implications of mental models in spreadsheet
authors on spreadsheet authoring and debugging tools?

In a quest to develop a spreadsheet visualization tool that demon-
strates that it is possible to devise spreadsheet authoring and de-
bugging tools that are easy to use, that are efficient and that cor-
respond to spreadsheet user’s mental models of spreadsheets, we
had the following research questions:

• RQ4 – Is it possible to develop a spreadsheet understanding and
debugging tool that relieves users from spreadsheet details and lets
them utilize more of their mental model of the application domain?

• RQ5 – Can the tool be learned easily by users?

• RQ6 – Can the tool help users in debugging their spreadsheets?

• RQ7 – Can spreadsheet authors be satisfied with the tool after using
it?

In a quest to put forward a case if there is need to shift from
the traditional spreadsheet paradigm to another paradigm that can
better reflect spreadsheet authors’ mental models, we had the fol-
lowing research questions:

• RQ8 – Is it possible to construct a tool that is based on a different
paradigm rather than the current traditional spreadsheet paradigm?
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• RQ9 – What are the effects of such a tool on spreadsheet authors’
mental models?

Research questions RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 are answered in Chap-
ter 3; research questions RQ4, RQ5, RQ6 and RQ7 are answered
through the work presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5; while re-
search questions RQ8 and RQ9 are answered in Chapter 6.

1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Constructive research is the overall approach that has been used
in this work. Constructive research is a research methodology that
aims at producing novel solutions to practically and theoretically
relevant problems and it is widely used in software engineering
and computer science although it has its origins in management
and social sciences (Kasanen & Lukka, 1993; Iivari, 2007). This
methodology is about constructing an artifact that solves a domain
problem in order to create knowledge about how the problem can
be solved, and if previous solutions exist, how the solution is new
or better than previous ones (Kasanen & Lukka, 1993; Iivari, 2007).

The essence of constructive research are artifacts such as a pro-
gramming language, a compiler, a software development method,
an algorithm, etc. In the use of artifacts, there are domain problems
discovered and knowledge is created as a response to the particular
domain problem of the particular artifact (Kasanen & Lukka, 1993;
Labro & Tuomela, 2003; Piirainen & Gonzalez, 2013).

Constructive research usually has got the following steps
(Kasanen & Lukka, 1993; Labro & Tuomela, 2003; Piirainen & Gon-
zalez, 2013):

(i) Finding a practically relevant problem.

(ii) Obtaining an understanding of the topic and the problem.

(iii) Innovating, i.e., constructing a solution idea based on a solid
theoretical justification.
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(iv) Demonstrating that the solution works.

(v) Showing theoretical connections and research contribution.

(vi) Examining the scope of applicability and generalizability.

In practice, though, the steps do not follow each other in a sim-
ple sequence as the process is both iterative and sometimes recur-
sive (Kasanen & Lukka, 1993; Piirainen & Gonzalez, 2013).

In looking for problems, one can find a problem through literature
search, colleagues, their own experience, etc. and most importantly
the problem has to be practically relevant.

In understanding the topic and the problem, one can be practical by
doing empirical work, for example, through a user study or observa-
tion (participation). In our case, we mainly used “user studies” in
the empirical work. One can also be theoretical in understanding
the problem by scanning through “relevant” literature to get a big
picture of existing knowledge.

Innovating is about constructing a solution that solves the identi-
fied problem with a clearly defined theoretical justification. In our
case, we develop spreadsheet visualization tools that demonstrate
a proposed solution to the problem at hand.

In demonstrating that the solution works, a testing or validation
exercise is conducted. Normally, validation is perhaps the hardest
part of constructive research and it has to be performed in industrial
settings, whenever possible to ensure practical relevance. Analysis
and experience are some of the techniques that are used in validat-
ing a solution construct and the empirical model (data, usually statis-
tical, on practice or in controlled situation is collected) is one way
that is employed in validating a solution construct. In this research
work, we also employed user studies as an empirical technique in
validating the solution constructs. In particular, we conducted user
studies on the spreadsheet visualization tools we developed.

On showing theoretical connections and research contribution of the
solution construct, novelty is crucial. However, there are many pos-
sibilities on the novelty of the solution construct: it could be an en-
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tirely new idea though this is rare; it could be cross-domain knowl-
edge sharing; it could be an improved idea or implementation or
solution; or it could be an interesting research approach; or indeed
something else.

On examining the scope of applicability and generalizability, it is
worth noting that broad applicability is generally a good thing but
not always good because there are many specific practical applica-
tions where narrow scope solutions are valuable.

Overall, constructive research is evaluated based on the con-
struct or artifact which is checked for relevance (theoretical and
practical), novelty and practical utility.

As alluded to above, this research work was conducted based
on a constructive research methodology. And we mainly used “user
studies” in the aspects that involved empirical work that we carried
out within this constructive research methodology context. We em-
ployed “user studies” in understanding the topic and the problem
and in validating the proposed solution constructs.

A user study is an experiment in which human subjects are
under study and it conforms to the norms for empirical inquiry
and the scientific method (McKenzie, 2007). Empirical inquiry is a
means of gaining knowledge through direct or indirect observation
or experience other than theory or pure logic (Goodwin, 2009). A
scientific method consists of systematic observation, measurement
and formulation, testing and modification of hypotheses (Glass,
1994; Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2013). Therefore a user study
is based on observation which has to be done in a systematic way
conforming to specific principles of reasoning.

In the user studies, we stick to the ideals and characteristics
of a true experiment as described by Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser
(2010):

• A true experiment is based on at least one testable hypothesis
or research question and aims to validate it.

• There are usually at least two conditions (a treatment condi-
tion and a control condition) or groups (a treatment group
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and a control group).

• The dependent variables are normally measured through quan-
titative measurements.

• The results are analyzed through various statistical signifi-
cance tests.

• A true experiment should be designed and conducted with
the goal of removing the potential of biases.

• A true experiment should be replicable with different sam-
ples, at different times, in different locations and by different
experimenters.

We use a within-subjects experimental design in the studies that
we have conducted in this research work. A within-subjects ex-
perimental design, also known as repeated-measures design, is an
experiment design in which all participants in a user study are ex-
posed to every treatment or condition (Seltman, 2012). One of the
greatest advantages of a within-subjects design is that it does not re-
quire a large pool of participants (Seltman, 2012). Generally, a sim-
ilar experiment in a between-subjects design would require twice
as many participants as a within-subjects design. A within-subjects
design can also help reduce errors associated with individual differ-
ences (Seltman, 2012). In a between-subjects design where individ-
uals are randomly assigned to a treatment condition, there is still a
possibility that there may be fundamental differences between the
groups that might impact the results. In a within-subjects design,
individuals are exposed to all levels of a condition, and as a result,
the results will not be distorted by individual differences because
each participant serves as his or her own baseline.

However, there are also drawbacks of a within-subjects design
(Seltman, 2012). A major drawback of using a within-subjects de-
sign is that the sheer act of having participants take part in one con-
dition can impact performance or behavior on all other conditions,
a problem known as carryover effects. Second, fatigue is another
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potential drawback of using a within-subjects design. Participants
may become exhausted, bored or simply disinterested after taking
part in multiple treatments or tests. Lastly, performance on subse-
quent tests can also be impacted by practice effects. Taking part in
different levels of the treatment condition or taking the measure-
ment tests several times might help the participants become more
skilled. This can skew the results and make it difficult to determine
if any effect is due to the different levels of the treatment or simply a
result of practice. We carried out our studies with these drawbacks
in mind and tried as much as possible to counterbalance them.

The user studies we have been conducting in this research work
were following typical steps in the life-cycle of an human-computer
interaction experiment (Lazar et al., 2010):

(i) Identifying a research problem to be investigated.

(ii) Specifying the design of the study such as selection criteria of
participants for the study, instruments to be used and type of
experimental design to be followed.

(iii) Running pilot studies before rolling out the user studies in
order to test the design and study instruments.

(iv) Recruiting of participants in a user study - recruitment was
mainly through word of mouth. Participants in our user stud-
ies were mainly professional accountants who use spreadsheets
in their daily work.

(v) Running the actual data collection sessions - each participant
was being visited at their place of work to avoid introducing
ecological effects in the studies. In the first user study, partici-
pants would talk aloud while performing a given task and the
sessions would be recorded therein (verbal protocols (Rouse
& Morris, 1986)). In the second user study, participants were
subjected to a usability (Nielsen, 1994) evaluation of the tool
we have developed through efficiency tasks such as locating
errors in a spreadsheet with and without a tool. In the third
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user study, participants performed debugging tasks and writ-
ten transcripts (Rouse & Morris, 1986) were collected from the
participants.

(vi) Analyzing the data - for the first user study, transcripts of
recorded sessions were encoded and analyzed through con-
tent analysis techniques adapted from program summary anal-
ysis (Good, 1999). For the second user study, usability met-
rics (Nielsen, 1994) were numerically analyzed and content
analysis techniques used in other aspects of the analysis. For
the third user study, content analysis techniques were used to
analyze the written transcripts. Statistical analysis of data was
done using the R Statistical Package (The R Foundation, 2013).

(vii) Reporting the results - the results are reported with various
visual aids to aid in the interpretation of the results.

In summary, this research work was conducted based on a con-
structive research methodology with user studies playing a pivotal
role in empirical aspects of the work. An illustration of the sequence
of steps we followed in this research work within the constructive
research methodology context is given in Figure 1.2. Inherently in
the same figure (Figure 1.2), we also show the interrelationships be-
tween the research questions being answered in this research work.

1.4.1 Justification of methodology

Constructive research has several advantages over less direct em-
pirical field research approaches (Lukka, 2000). With constructive
research, the feasibility and actual working of a construct is tested
in practice (real-world set-up) hence offering a pragmatic way of
demonstrating truth by arguing that “what works is true”. Thus
constructive research bridges theory with practice. This is unlike,
for example, just designing a theoretical model in a laboratory envi-
ronment. Constructive research also offers the possibility of gaining
straight forward practical benefits through the artifacts that are con-
structed hence acting as an incentive to research participants to par-
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Figure 1.2: Steps we followed within the constructive research methodology context in this
research work. Inherently are also interrelationships between the research questions.
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ticipate in the studies as study participants expect that the construc-
tive researcher helps to solve problems they face hence a win-win
situation for both the researcher and research participants. This is
unlike less direct empirical methods like questionnaire-based sur-
veys where research participants may not have immediate direct
benefit. It is for these benefits that we opted for constructive re-
search methodology in this research work.

Despite the advantages of constructive research, there are also
potential research risks of the constructive research approach (Lukka,
2000). For example, constructive research typically takes long time
to conduct hence spanning several months to several years which
may lead to researcher fatigue. A researcher following the con-
structive research approach also risks empty praising of findings of
the research hence it is also important to maintain a sincere critical
reflection of the findings revealed in the research process.

1.5 OVERVIEW OF THE REST OF THE DISSERTATION

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 pro-
vides a review of various literature on the concept of mental models
and how it is linked to programming in general and spreadsheets
in particular. An empirical study of spreadsheet authors’ mental
models in explaining and debugging tasks that we conducted is
presented in Chapter 3. The new spreadsheet visualization tool
that we developed is presented in Chapter 4 while an evaluation
of its usability and of its effects on mental models of spreadsheet
authors is given in Chapter 5. We provide a case for the need for
a paradigm shift in spreadsheets to a paradigm that better reflects
spreadsheet authors’ mental models in Chapter 6 while we con-
clude this dissertation in Chapter 7.
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In this chapter, we review various literature on the concept of men-
tal models and how it is linked to programming in general and
spreadsheets in particular.

2.1 THEORY OF MENTAL MODELS

2.1.1 Nature of mental models

The term “mental model” was coined by Johnson-Laird (1983) al-
though the history of the concept can be traced to the work by
Kenneth Craik entitled “The Nature of Explanation” published in
1943 (Staggers & Norcio, 1993). Mental model theory challenged
the prevalent notion that time that human reasoning depended on
mental logic consisting of formal rules of inference similar to those
in logical calculus (Johnson-Laird, 2010). Mental model theory has
two main research threads: logical mental models and causal men-
tal models (Markman & Gentner, 2001). Logical mental models are
mental representations that people are thought to have when they
perform logical reasoning tasks. On the other hand, causal men-
tal models are mental representations that are used in reasoning
about physical systems and mechanisms such as spatial represen-
tation, human-computer interaction, ecology and these mental rep-
resentations are based on long-term domain knowledge or theo-
ries (Markman & Gentner, 2001). Causal mental models also differ
from logical mental models in that logical mental models are cre-
ated on the spot and involve only information currently active in
working memory, whereas with causal mental models, even those
currently active in working memory, are assumed to draw on long-
term memory structures (Markman & Gentner, 2001). In this re-
search work, we are focussing on causal mental models and not
logical mental models and therefore the term “mental model” in
this research work refers to “causal mental model”.
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The study of mental models is important as it is a common as-
sertion that humans have “mental models” of the systems they in-
teract with and it is difficult to explain many aspects of human
behaviour without resorting to a construct such as mental mod-
els (Rouse & Morris, 1986). The term “mental model” has, however,
been defined differently by different researchers. Confusion has
surrounded the term “mental model” because different researchers
have sometimes referred to different owners of the models when
talking about mental models (Carroll et al., 1987). For example, is
the mental model being referred to that of an ordinary user of a
system or that of a developer of a system? Confusion has also sur-
rounded the term “mental model” because sometimes it is also not
clear as to what the mental model represents (Carroll et al., 1987).
For example, is the mental model representing a task or is it repre-
senting the architecture of a system? In our context, we borrow one
definition given by Doyle and Ford (1998) where a mental model is
defined as

“a mental image of the world around us that we carry
in our heads depicting only selected concepts and rela-
tionships that represent real systems.”

Accordingly, a user’s mental model of a system reflects the user’s
understanding of what the system contains, how it works and why
it works that way (Carroll et al., 1987). It is therefore important for
features of a system to match with the corresponding mental mod-
els of the user as otherwise there will be mental conflicts resulting
in errors and other suboptimal behaviour (B. A. Nardi & Zarmer,
1993). Systems whose features match with the corresponding user’s
mental models of the same are easy to learn and use (Carroll et al.,
1987).

Sometimes the term “mental model” is confused with the term
“cognitive model”. However, these two terms are different. A men-
tal model describes a user’s mental representation of a real system
while a cognitive model describes the cognitive processes and in-
formation structures used to form the mental model (Storey, Frac-
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chia, & Müller, 1999). Norman (1983) also distinguishes a “mental
model” from a “conceptual model” by defining conceptual models
as tools for the understanding or teaching of physical systems while
mental models are what people really have in their heads and what
guides their use of things. A user’s mental model of a system may
be based on the conceptual model provided, but is probably not
identical to it (Borgman, 1985). The term “mental model” is also
not synonymous with the term “knowledge” in general (Rouse &
Morris, 1986). On the other hand, the concept of “mental models”
connotes special types of knowledge for describing a system pur-
pose and form, explaining how a system works and its observed
states, and prediction of future system states (Rouse & Morris,
1986). This research work focusses on mental models rather than
cognitive models or conceptual models.

Mental models are thought to have some characteristics. Norman
(1983) observed that mental models are incomplete since most peo-
ple’s understanding of the systems they interact with is meagre and
full of inconsistencies and sometimes this could lead one to have an
inaccurate model of a system. Mental models are also thought to
be unstable since many people forget about the details of the sys-
tem they interacting with especially if they had not used the system
after a period of time (Norman, 1983). In other words, mental mod-
els are dynamic and modifiable and are bound to change as one
works with a system. Mental models are also thought to lack firm
boundaries as mental models of similar systems and operations get
confused with one another (Norman, 1983). Thus, a person can
combine mental models of similar systems which sometimes leads
to confusion.

Norman (1983) also put forward that mental models are “un-
scientific” in that people maintain “superstitious” beliefs about a
system in the hope of saving mental and physical effort. Mental
models are also thought to be “parsimonious” in that extra phys-
ical effort is often preferred over extra mental effort especially in
relatively similar situations to avoid confusions (Norman, 1983).
Mental models are also thought to be “runnable” or can be men-
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tally simulated but human ability to “run” mental models is lim-
ited (Norman, 1983).

A person can also have simultaneous or parallel multiple men-
tal models of a system which reflect the different levels of abstrac-
tion the person might have of a particular system when performing
different tasks on the system (Carroll et al., 1987; Markman & Gen-
tner, 2001). Thus, for example, one mental model could describe
the technical aspects of a system and another the purpose of the
system.

There are some issues which every researcher needs to consider
when studying mental models. These include (Rouse & Morris,
1986):

• Accessibility of mental models - To what extent is it possible
to “capture” an individual’s mental models? This is particularly
constrained by human’s lack of ability to verbalize their men-
tal models hence making it difficult for researchers to capture
mental models. However, there are several methods that have
been used to “capture” an individual’s mental models.

• Forms of representation of mental models - What do mental
models look like? This issue concerns how mental models are
encoded and how they evolve. This issue is important be-
cause accessibility and use of mental models is dependent on
their form. For example, it is theorised that mental models
are rather image-like or pictorial rather than symbolic in a
list processing sense hence the difficulty in verbalizing men-
tal models.

• Context of representation of mental models - To what extent can
mental models be general rather than totally context-dependent? It
is generally theorised that mental models are specific rather
than general although this specificity is difficult in accounting
for the richness in problem solving behaviour particularly in
human ability to solve novel problems. However, this rich-
ness has been explained through the use of multiple men-
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tal models, analogous problem solving and learning through
metaphors.

• Nature of expertise - How do mental models of experts differ from
those of novices? Evidence suggests that mental models of
novices and experts are fundamentally different. It is theo-
rised that experts tend to have conceptually abstract pattern
oriented mental models while novices have representational
mental models. However, this brings into question the use of
verbalization techniques to capture mental models of experts
since it is generally accepted that it is difficult to verbalize ab-
stract “things”. It is also important to note that a shift from
one being a novice to being an expert does not necessarily
mean that all novice mental model aspects are discarded. In
other words, mental models may include a bit of unnecessary
“material” that humans might find no need to question or
discard even though this might have negative effects in novel
situations.

• Cue utilization - How are mental models affected by the cues one
employs either by choice or due to availability? It is generally
accepted that humans have that ability to extract from the en-
vironment cues necessary for predicting the future state of
a system. Inappropriate cues could therefore lead to have
wrong mental models on how something works. Cue utiliza-
tion has also been found to be different between novices and
experts. Experts seem not to be unduly influenced by super-
ficial cues as compared to novices and therefore an important
aspect of being an expert is to select more useful features of a
problem or system.

• Instruction - How can and should training affect an individual’s
mental models? In particular, what mental models should a hu-
man have for a particular task or job and how should these mental
models be imparted? Normally it is assumed that an individual
needs to be imparted with theoretical knowledge of a system
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in order to form correct mental models of the system. How-
ever, there is little evidence that this results in better and more
useful mental models. Therefore, a more holistic approach is
needed by placing emphasis on the form of knowledge, guid-
ance in the use of prior knowledge since all of these interact
to affect the development and use of mental models.

2.1.2 Methods for “capturing” mental models

Human’s lack of ability to verbalize their mental models makes it
difficult for researchers to capture mental models (Rouse & Morris,
1986). However, there are several methods that have been used to
attempt to “capture” an individual’s mental models (Rouse & Mor-
ris, 1986) namely: empirical inquiry, empirical modeling, analytical
modeling and direct inquiry.

Empirical inquiry involves the use of observational or experi-
mental methods to “capture” the characteristics of mental models.
Empirical studies provide evidence for effects of various indepen-
dent variables on characteristics of mental models but only indirect
insights into the form of mental models. This technique is widely
used in experimental psychology.

Empirical modeling involves algorithmically identifying the re-
lationship between what is observed in a person and subsequent
actions. Techniques such as regression are used to identify input-
output relationships and from these the structure and parameters
of mental models can be inferred.

Analytical modeling involves using available theory and data
to formulate assumptions about the form, structure and parame-
ters of mental models for particular tasks. Based on these assump-
tions, human performance is calculated or computed analytically
and compared to empirical data. The nature of some domains such
as neural information processing dictate the use of analytical mod-
eling.

Direct inquiry involves directly asking people about their men-
tal models. This approach is a sharp contrast to the other indirect
methods, i.e., empirical inquiry, empirical modeling and analytical
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modeling. Introspection is used in direct inquiry. Introspection is
the examination of one’s conscious thoughts and feelings. There are
several approaches to introspection. One of which is verbal proto-
col which is simply a transcript of a human “thinking aloud” as
he or she performs a task. These verbal protocols serve as “data”
for experiments. Various content analysis techniques can then be
used to analyze the verbal protocols. The disadvantage with ver-
bal protocols is that they provide information about what humans
are thinking but not how they are thinking. Therefore, they should
be used to test hypotheses on the “what” of thinking and not the
“how” of thinking. Another approach to introspection is asking a
person to write down what they are thinking (written transcript)
instead of “thinking aloud”. Another approach to direct inquiry
is interviews and/or questionnaires. Interviews and/or question-
naires differ from verbal protocols in that with interviews or ques-
tionnaires the inquiry does not happen as the task is performed as
is the case with verbal protocols and written transcripts.

The above stated methods can also be classified into two: em-
pirical inquiry, empirical modeling and analytical modeling are in-
ferential methods of “capturing” mental models while verbal pro-
tocols, written transcripts, interviews and questionnaires are ver-
balization methods (Rouse & Morris, 1986).

2.1.3 Limitations in the study of mental models

Studying mental models in human beings is also not without its
limitations. First, there is always an effect of researcher subjec-
tiveness in the study of mental models because in effect study-
ing mental models of other people is tantamount to one or more
humans developing models of other human’s models of the ex-
ternal world (Rouse & Morris, 1986). Therefore researchers need
to be aware of the biases they bring when they are studying the
mental models of other people (Rouse & Morris, 1986). Second,
the search for mental models will never ever eliminate uncertainty
since it is difficult to actually “see” what is going on in someone’s
head (Rouse & Morris, 1986). And as such, it will always remain a
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“blackbox” and therefore it is too simplistic to assume that mental
models are static unitary entities that can be identified if appropri-
ate methods are used (Rouse & Morris, 1986). It would rather be
safe to assume that mental models are more likely to be dynamic
entities that can have multiplicity of forms (Rouse & Morris, 1986).

2.1.4 Proposed research directions in the study of mental models

Carroll et al. (1987) recommended some research directions in the
field of mental models. First, researchers should detail what a spe-
cific mental model would consist of and how a person would use
it to predict a system’s behaviour. Second, researchers should in-
vestigate whether people have and use mental models of various
kinds. Third, researchers should determine the behaviours that
would demonstrate the models form and the operations used in
it. Fourth, researchers should determine how people intermix dif-
ferent mental models in producing behaviour. Lastly, researchers
should provide system designers with tools that can help them to
develop system features that correspond to user’s mental models
of a given system.

2.2 MENTAL MODELS OF PROGRAMMERS

There have been several studies that have focussed on mental mod-
els of programmers. It is important to understand mental models
of programmers because programming is a highly cognitive activity
that requires the programmer to develop abstract representations of
a process in the form of logic structures and therefore having a well-
developed and accurate mental model may affect the success of a
programmer (Ramalingam, LaBelle, & Wiedenbeck, 2004).

Letovsky (1987) posited that a programmer has a mental model
which encodes a programmer’s understanding of the target pro-
gram. It is also quite agreeable among researchers that a pro-
grammer can have various simultaneous mental models of a pro-
gram (Allen, 1997). These simultaneous mental models correspond
to various levels of abstraction of a program by a programmer and
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they are also dependent on the task at hand (Storey, 2005). It is
also quite agreeable among researchers that programmers, whether
expert or novice, usually have function related knowledge and pro-
gram related knowledge about a program (Storey, 2005). This func-
tion related knowledge is also called the domain model since it cap-
tures the application or problem domain specific knowledge about
the real-world problem being solved by a particular program. On
the other hand, the program-related knowledge or program model
captures the programmer’s knowledge about program text and con-
trol flow.

Users might have different mental models of a system depend-
ing on the sophistication of the user (Carroll et al., 1987). Therefore,
expert programmers do not necessarily have the same mental mod-
els as novice programmers. For example, an expert programmer
might have very different understanding of a given computer pro-
gram than a novice programmer.

2.2.1 Mental models of expert programmers

Brooks (1983) theorized that, in a program comprehension task, ex-
pert programmers understand a completed program in a top-down
manner by reconstructing knowledge about the problem domain
of the program (domain model) and mapping that to the actual
program code itself (program model). In other words, in program
comprehension, an expert programmer first constructs a domain
model about the program before mapping it to a program model.
The mapping goes through several intermediate domains, and com-
prehending a program involves reconstructing part or all of these
mappings. Soloway and Ehrlich (1984) also found that expert pro-
grammers use a top-down approach in comprehending a program.

On the other hand, Pennington (1987) found that expert pro-
grammers comprehended procedural programs in a bottom-up man-
ner such that a program model is formed first before a more ab-
stract domain model. Bergantz and Hassell (1991) found that in a
logic programming comprehension task, programmers also used a
bottom-up approach by constructing both a program model based
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on the detection of data structure relationships and a domain or
real-world model based on the detection of function relationships.

Familiarity with a problem domain seems to affect the type
of comprehension model an expert programmer can invoke. For
example, expert programmers invoked the top-down comprehen-
sion model when the problem domain was familiar (Brooks, 1983)
while in cases where the problem domain was unfamiliar to the
expert programmer, the bottom-up comprehension model was in-
voked (Pennington, 1987; Bergantz & Hassell, 1991). In other words,
when the application or problem domain is familiar, expert pro-
grammers initially have a more abstract domain model before pro-
gressing to detailed program model of a program while on the other
hand, when the application or problem domain is not familiar, ex-
pert programmers initially have a more detailed program model
before progressing to an abstract domain model of a program.

von Mayrhauser and Vans (1995) observed a mix of the top-
down and bottom-up comprehension models in some expert pro-
grammers and therefore united earlier theories of program compre-
hension in an integrated comprehension model where a program-
mer invokes three mental models: the domain model that incorpo-
rates problem domain knowledge; the program model that encom-
passes the program control-flow abstraction; and the situation model
that describes data-flow and functional abstractions.

2.2.2 Mental models of novice programmers

Several studies have also focussed on mental models of novice
programmers. Corritore and Wiedenbeck (1991) studied mental
models of novice programmers when comprehending procedural
programs. They found that mental representations of the novice
programmers were primarily detailed, concrete mental representa-
tions of the program text, with little or no modeling using real-
world references. In other words, the novice programmers had
more of the program model other than the domain model.

Wiedenbeck and Ramalingam (1999) also studied whether men-
tal representations of novice programmers focus more on domain-
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level or program-level knowledge and whether the mental repre-
sentation of object-oriented programs differ from procedural pro-
grams in a program comprehension task. The study results in-
dicated that novices tend to develop a mental representation of
small object-oriented programs strong in function-related knowl-
edge, but weaker in data flow and program-related knowledge.
On the other hand, novices’ mental representations of small pro-
cedural programs were stronger in program-related knowledge. In
other words, when comprehending an object-oriented program, the
novices invoked more of their domain model than the program
model while for the procedural program, the novices tended to in-
voke more of their program model other than the domain model. It
thus seems that a programming paradigm can influence a dominant
mental model that novice programmers can invoke.

In program authoring, Ramalingam et al. (2004) suggested that
teaching programming from the object-oriented perspective, other
than from a procedural perspective, may in itself assist the goal
of developing the domain mental model, because the high salience
of objects, their attributes, and the relationships of objects high-
lights the correspondence of computing objects to real world ob-
jects. However, Ebrahimi and Schweikert (2006) found that when
novices are taught object oriented programming concepts at an
early stage, they tend to spend more time trying to understand
objects and less time on problem solving. Hence an early forma-
tion of domain mental models may not necessarily be helpful for
novices particularly in the program authoring process.

Novice programmers often also have incorrect program mod-
els when learning to program. Kurland and Pea (1985) found that
novice programmers sometimes have mistaken program models by
having a wrong view of some programming concepts. In particular,
they found that children learning to program through the LOGO
programming environment had wrong mental models of the con-
cept of recursion. Götschi, Sanders, and Galpin (2003) also found
that novice programmers often held a non-viable or inappropriate
looping program mental model of recursion, rather than the viable
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or appropriate copies program mental model. A mental model of a
programming concept is viable if it allows one to accurately and
consistently represent the mechanics of a programming concept
while a mental model of a programming concept is non-viable if
the programmer has misconceptions about the mechanisms of the
programming concept (Götschi et al., 2003). Ma, Ferguson, Roper,
and Wood (2007) also found that at the completion of the first year
course one third of students still held non-viable mental models of
value assignment in a program, with only 17% of students hold-
ing viable mental models of reference assignment in a program. In
addition, it was found that the students with viable mental mod-
els performed significantly better than those with non-viable men-
tal models in assigned programming tasks. Jimoyiannis (2013) ex-
plored secondary education students’ mental models of the concept
of programming variable and the assignment statement and found
that the students’ thinking and application patterns were preva-
lently based on non-viable mathematical-like mental models about
the concepts of programming variable and the assignment state-
ment.

It is therefore important that novice programmers have correct
mental models that also correspond to the task at hand and the
programming paradigm in use. Thus, for example, the domain
model may be appropriate in the program comprehension process
in the object oriented paradigm while the program model may be
appropriate in the program comprehension process in the procedu-
ral programming paradigm.

2.2.3 Techniques for characterizing programmer’s mental mod-
els

There are several techniques that are used in characterizing pro-
grammer’s mental models. For example, Jimoyiannis (2013) used
the Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome (SOLO) taxon-
omy to explore novice programmers’ mental models of the con-
cept of the programming variable and the assignment statement by
collecting data in the form of the novice programmers’ written re-
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sponses to programming tasks related to short code programs and
having the responses mapped to the different levels of the SOLO
taxonomy. The novice programmers in this case were secondary
education students. The Structure of the Observed Learning Out-
come (SOLO) taxonomy is a general educational taxonomy for clas-
sifying learning outcomes in terms of their complexity, thus en-
abling instructors to assess students’ work in terms of its quality
not of how many responses in a particular subject task or activity
are correct (Jimoyiannis, 2013). The taxonomy includes five lev-
els revealing the structural complexity of students’ knowledge as
they learn and the lower levels focus on quantity (the amount the
learner knows) while the higher levels focus on the integration, the
development of relationships between the details and other con-
cepts outside the learning domain (the integration of the details
into a structural pattern) (Jimoyiannis, 2013).

Another common technique used in studying programmers’ me-
ntal models is program summary analysis. For example, program
summary analysis has been used to characterize mental models
of novice programmers (Corritore & Wiedenbeck, 1991). Program
summary analysis has also been used to characterize mental mod-
els of expert programmers in program comprehension (Pennington,
1987). Hoadley, Linn, Mann, and Clancy (1996) also used program
summary analysis to characterize mental models of students ca-
pable of reusing program code. Good (1999) also used the tech-
nique to describe how mental models depend on the underlying
programming paradigm while O’Shea and Exton (2004) used pro-
gram summary analysis to investigate how mental models depend
on the task type of the programmer. Hughes and Buckley (2004)
and Sajaniemi and Kuittinen (2005) also used program summary
analysis to evaluate learning outcomes in novice programmers.

Program summaries can come in various forms such as tran-
scripts of audio or videotaped interviews, written-down explana-
tions of programs, etc. In general, program summaries allow sub-
jects to express what they think, using their own words, at their
chosen level of abstraction and detail (Good, 1999). By omitting
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detailed instructions about the form of the summary, subjects’ own
preferences guide the selection of information in the summary and
a wide variation in the responses is usually achieved. The program
summary methodology avoids the problems of false positive results
often associated with binary choice questions, and the difficulties in
designing sensitive and reliable multiple choice questions (Good &
Brna, 2004). In program summary analysis, the interest is not in
the correctness of the summary; the abstraction level and the types
of information are more important characterizations of the mental
model than an error-free memorization of the program code.

Different techniques can be used to analyze program summaries.
For example, Pennington (1987) analyzed program summaries by
dividing the summaries into statements and classifying the state-
ments into data flow, control flow or functional, Good (1999) im-
proved Pennington’s technique by analyzing program summaries
using two independent measures: information types classification
and object description categories. In information types classifica-
tion, program summary analysis is based on what kind of informa-
tion about a program each statement reveals. On the other hand,
object description categories focus on the way individual objects are
described in program summaries. There are seven categories in the
object description categories classification, namely:

• Program only – references to objects which can occur only in
the program realm.

• Program – references to objects which could be described at
various levels in program terms.

• Program–real-world – references to objects which can occur
in both the real-world and program realms.

• Program-domain – references to objects which can occur in
both the program realm and the problem domain.

• Domain – references to objects which can occur only in the
problem domain.
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• Indirect reference – anaphorically referencing an object e.g.
through personal pronouns.

• Unclear – objects that can not be classified due to ambiguity,
lack of clarity or lack of identification.

Later, Byckling, Kuittinen, Nevalainen, and Sajaniemi (2004) eval-
uated the technique by Good (1999) and suggested some improve-
ments. For example, selection of objects and detection of object
references in program summaries might be difficult to agree on,
particularly if there is more than one rater. Hence it is suggested
that objects are agreed on first, before the categorization process.

2.3 MENTAL MODELS OF SPREADSHEET USERS

It is well documented that many spreadsheet users are not expert
programmers, although the art of creating a spreadsheet itself is a
programming activity (Sajaniemi & Pekkanen, 1988; Green, 1990).
These non-expert programmers are actually end-users hence many
spreadsheet creators can rightfully be called “end-user program-
mers”. Many researchers have also investigated mental models of
this set of end-user programmers.

Saariluoma and Sajaniemi (1989) showed that spreadsheet users
employ visual images or image-based mental representations in
planning manipulations on a spreadsheet. This result is consistent
with the well-known importance of visual imagery in other kinds
of problem solving (Green & Navarro, 1995). Navarro-Prieto and
Cañas (2001) found that the spreadsheet, with its visual characteris-
tics, helped programmers develop a mental model of their program
based on data flow structure even in the easiest tasks. This is in con-
trast to what programmers in traditional programming languages
have. Use of imagery in spreadsheets was attributed to enhance ac-
cess to data flow information. This imagery seems to have an effect
in the mental models of spreadsheet users.

Mittermeier and Clermont (2002) assumed that the mental model
of the spreadsheet author is influenced by layout or geometry in
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spreadsheets and as such it is almost certainly line-based, column-
based, or block-based. Unfortunately, geometric considerations in
spreadsheets can be misleading because data and control-flow in
spreadsheets are not made explicit. And to avert this problem,
Mittermeier and Clermont (2002) also proposed enhancing the men-
tal model from a geometrical based one to logical areas which of-
fers an abstraction from the granularity of cells in form of semantic
units and semantic classes. The logical areas are based on equiv-
alence classes which are based on either on structural criteria of
formulae or on equivalences with respect to usage of data.

Hendry and Green (1994) have specifically investigated mental
models of spreadsheet authors. They conducted a study in which
spreadsheet authors were tasked to explain their own spreadsheet.
The purpose of the study was to identify general types of informa-
tion that spreadsheet authors find important when explaining their
spreadsheets to others. Transcripts of the interviews conducted for
the study (i.e., program summaries) were analyzed and the follow-
ing four information types were identified: internal and external
origins of data in a spreadsheet; problem domain descriptions of
data in a spreadsheet; problem domain explorations of spreadsheet
data roles; and computational domain explanations of the roles
of spreadsheet regions. Study findings indicated that participants
were concerned with the external origins of data and described
spreadsheet data in terms of problem domain constructs. Further,
various roles of data in a spreadsheet were also explained in terms
of the problem domain; and participants not only described regions
of a spreadsheet in problem domain terms but also in terms of their
computational role.

In general, many researchers have criticized the traditional spre-
adsheet paradigm for its low conceptual level, e.g. (Hendry & Green,
1994; B. A. Nardi, 1993; Clermont, 2005; Ayalew, 2007) and it has
been argued that this low conceptual level causes many errors in
spreadsheet development and use (Tukiainen, 2001). It is thus im-
perative that researchers explore ways of raising the conceptual
level of spreadsheets. For example, Tukiainen (2001), proposed the
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structured spreadsheet calculation paradigm in which implicit log-
ical collections of cells in spreadsheets are made explicit so that the
users can refer to these structures as a whole and connect these
structures to computation so that the changes in structures will be
reflected automatically to the computation. And as such, by offer-
ing this kind of abstraction, the conceptual level of the structured
spreadsheet calculation becomes higher than the traditional spread-
sheet calculation to reflect the mental model of the spreadsheet user.

2.4 MENTAL MODEL MAPPING AND PERFORMANCE

It is important for features of a system to match with the corre-
sponding mental models of users as otherwise there will be mental
conflicts resulting in errors and other suboptimal behaviour
(B. A. Nardi & Zarmer, 1993). Systems whose features match with
the corresponding user’s mental models of the same are easy to
learn and use (Carroll et al., 1987).

An individual can also have simultaneous multiple mental mod-
els of a system which reflect the different levels of abstraction the
person might have of a particular system when performing differ-
ent tasks on the system (Carroll et al., 1987). Therefore it is impor-
tant that simultaneous mental models map to each other accord-
ingly for optimal behaviour.

In programming, Brooks (1983) theorized that, in a program
comprehension task, programmers understand a completed pro-
gram in a top-down manner by reconstructing knowledge about
the problem domain of the program and mapping that to the ac-
tual program code itself. The mapping goes through several in-
termediate domains, and comprehending a program involves re-
constructing part or all of these mappings. And according to von
Mayrhauser and Vans (1995), program variables belong to the pro-
gram mental model (program model), and they exist in order to
implement some need in the application domain mental model
(domain model). Therefore, meaningful variable names may ease
the mapping between the program mental model and the appli-
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cation domain mental model in a program comprehension task.
Visual aids have also been known to improve mental models as
well as their mappings because they emphasize semantic relation-
ships that constitute the information that would facilitate better per-
formance depending on the problem being solved and the task at
hand (Navarro-Prieto & Cañas, 2001).

In spreadsheets, symbolic names and formula translation have
been used with the hope to clarify the mapping between various
levels of abstraction of a spreadsheet. We postpone a detailed dis-
cussion of this to Chapter 4 (“A Spreadsheet Visualization with a
Mental Model Perspective”), Section 4.6.

2.5 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we reviewed related work on mental models and
spreadsheets. In particular, we looked at various perspectives on
the definitions of the term “mental model” and the theory of mental
models in general. We also reflected on various research works on
mental models of programmers in general and spreadsheet users in
particular.
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3 An Empirical Study of
Spreadsheet Authors’ Mental
Models 2

3.1 INTRODUCTION

As presented in Chapter 1, spreadsheets are easy to create and ma-
nipulate because of the intuitiveness and simplicity of the spread-
sheet interface although this simplicity comes with a cost—many
spreadsheets have non-trivial errors (Panko, 1998; Powell et al.,
2009). And this problem of errors in spreadsheets is compounded
by spreadsheets being generally difficult to comprehend (Davis,
1996). Many tools and techniques have been developed to try to
help spreadsheet authors in producing error-free spreadsheets (see
Chapter 1, Section 1.1.9)

We argue that it is important to first of all understand what
types of mental models spreadsheet authors possess when they
are doing different spreadsheet process activities. This can help
us to understand why the spreadsheet process is so error-prone
and it can also help us to develop the right tools and techniques
for spreadsheet activities. This approach also goes beyond the use
of general user interface design principles as it provides detailed
information of the specific tasks in spreadsheet work.

As stated in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, in our context, we borrow
the definition of the term “mental model” as given by Doyle and
Ford (1998) where a mental model is defined as

2The condensed version of this chapter is published as a refereed paper:
Kankuzi, B., & Sajaniemi, J. (2013). An empirical study of spreadsheet authors’
mental models in explaining and debugging tasks. In Proceedings of the 2013 IEEE
Symposium on Visual Languages and Human-Centric Computing (pp. 15 – 18). Wash-
ington, DC, USA.
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“a mental image of the world around us that we carry
in our heads depicting only selected concepts and rela-
tionships that represent real systems.”

Thus, a mental model of a spreadsheet does not carry all possible
information, but just those aspects of the spreadsheet that the user
finds appropriate for the task he or she has.

Any tool that a spreadsheet author uses should match the corre-
sponding mental model as otherwise there will be mental conflicts
resulting in errors and other suboptimal behaviour (B. A. Nardi &
Zarmer, 1993). As the number of spreadsheet authors is vast and
mixed, it is more rational to adapt spreadsheet systems to authors
than to try to do the opposite. Although, one could argue that it
is hard (if not even impossible) to adapt a system to a “vast and
varied set of users”, we believe that understanding how a varied
set of users generally thinks when using a system to perform a task
could potentially offer clues on how to adapt a system to its users.
Therefore, we set our research questions as follows:

RQ1 – Do spreadsheet authors have several mental models when they
are doing various spreadsheet tasks, and particularly, when they are ex-
plaining and debugging their spreadsheets?;

RQ2 – What are the roles of mental models in spreadsheet authors when
they are doing various spreadsheet tasks, and particularly, when they are
explaining and debugging their spreadsheets?;

RQ3 – What are the implications of mental models in spreadsheet au-
thors on spreadsheet authoring and debugging tools?

In this chapter, we therefore report on a study we carried out to
explore the nature of mental models of spreadsheet authors when
they are explaining and debugging their own spreadsheets. We will
start with study design and results, followed by a discussion of the
findings and implications for tool development. The chapter ends
with short conclusions.
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3.2 THE STUDY

In this study, we were interested to reveal the nature of spread-
sheet users’ mental models in two different activities: explaining a
spreadsheet and debugging a spreadsheet. Consequently, the par-
ticipants were first asked to explain one of their own spreadsheets,
and then to find and fix seeded errors in the same spreadsheets.
Talk-aloud protocols were then analyzed to reveal the nature of par-
ticipants’ mental models in these activities.

3.2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited through word of mouth. Twelve per-
sons (five women and seven men) volunteered to participate in the
study. The participants work in various companies and organiza-
tions in Malawi in southern Africa. Each participant is an accoun-
tant by profession with a senior managerial position. Senior man-
agers were chosen because they are actually involved in authoring
spreadsheets unlike their juniors who just use already constructed
spreadsheets. Each of the participants use spreadsheets on a daily
basis and all of them use Microsoft Excel spreadsheet application
program for their spreadsheets. One person, a male participant,
was unable to participate in the second activity due to work-place
relocation; so, only the remaining eleven participants are included
in the results.

3.2.2 Procedure

Before the two activities, each participant was requested to choose
one spreadsheet they had created themselves. For the first activity,
we printed hard copies of the spreadsheets in advance to be used in
the explaining activity. For the second activity, we seeded each of
the spreadsheets with errors that could be described at various lev-
els of abstraction. For ecological validity, we used common errors
that spreadsheet authors typically make (Raffensperger, 2008). The
errors were not applicable to all spreadsheets but we generalized
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the errors we used as follows: title label or text changed so that
some basic semantics of the spreadsheet are changed; a referenced
range changed in a formula cell; a formula overwritten with a con-
stant value (input value) in a group of copy-equivalent formulae;
and a formula changed by adding/subtracting a constant value.

In the first activity, explaining, each participant was requested to
explain the chosen spreadsheet to the researcher. Specifically, each
participant was asked to identify and circle groups of cells that “go
together” (related cells) on a hard copy of their spreadsheet; there-
after participants were also requested to explain why they grouped
those cells the way they did. In essence, the participants were being
asked to identify different spreadsheet regions on a hard copy of a
spreadsheet based on their semantic meaning. During the explana-
tion, the researcher asked some further questions to clarify vague
points. The explanation was recorded and later on transcribed ac-
cordingly.

Appendix A contains part of the spreadsheet used by partici-
pant number 2 in the explanation task. Figures and other data have
been blurred in the spreadsheet to maintain confidentiality of par-
ticipant’s information. Appendix B contains the transcript of the
interview with participant number 2 in the explanation task. The
data for participant number 2 has been randomly selected to be
included in the Appendix for illustration.

In the second activity, debugging, conducted four months after
the first activity, each participant was given an erroneous copy of
their spreadsheet and asked to locate the errors and to fix them. The
researcher told each participant beforehand that error seeding was
part of the research methodology, and all participants were content
with this explanation. Participants were requested to explain their
activities to the researcher by talking aloud while working. Again,
the explanation was recorded and transcribed later on.

In order to maintain the ecological validity of this study and to
avoid the potential effects of new equipment and environment, the
activities were conducted at the participants’ place of work.
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3.2.3 Coding of data

The debugging activity was split into two sub-activities: locating
errors and fixing each identified error. Accordingly, the transcripts
of the second activity were split into error locating episodes and
error-fixing episodes. Therefore, for each participant in the study,
we had three transcripts: for the explaining task, the error locating
task, and the error fixing task.

We adapted the program summary analysis technique of object
description categories by Good (1999) in analyzing the content of
each transcript as follows. We first extracted all object references
that dealt with the spreadsheet application (like “cell” or “net book
value”) but excluded other nouns (such as “computer”, “spread-
sheet”, etc.). Each object reference was then coded on a yes/no
scale with respect to three types: “real-world”, “domain-specific”,
and “spreadsheet-specific”. We considered as real-world those ob-
ject references where the object is named in terms of terminology
that is specific to the real world and as such can be understood
by every one (and not only by profession or industry specialists).
In other words, the terminology can be understood by everyone
independently of the application or problem domain of the cur-
rent spreadsheet, e.g., “a car”, “an airplane”, etc. We classified
as domain-specific those objects that are named in terms of termi-
nology that is specific to the problem domain or application. For
example, terms such as “depreciation” are specific to the account-
ing domain while terms such as “ticket drop-out” are specific to the
airline industry. Finally, we classified as spreadsheet-specific those
objects that are named in spreadsheet specific terminology, e.g., “a
cell”, “B1”, “column”, etc. It is important to note that, depending
on context, an object reference might sometime fall into more than
one category, e.g., “revenue”, “budget”, etc. might be real-world as
well as domain-specific at the same time. For example, a layperson
might understand what “budget” is and at the same time, “budget”
is terminology that is also applicable in the accounting domain.

The coding scheme was validated by introducing it to an inde-
pendent rater. Then the researcher and the independent rater coded
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the transcript of one task independently and discussed the differ-
ences among their codings. Having repeated this for another tran-
script, they coded independently a third transcript and the inter-
rater reliability was measured using Cohen’s kappa in the three
types. The kappa values were 0.86 for real-world, 0.69 for domain-
specific, and 0.95 for spreadsheet-specific cases. As kappa values
above 0.60 are considered to be good, and values over 0.80 are ex-
cellent (Stemler, 2001), the rest of the transcripts were coded by the
researcher only.

Appendix C illustrates the object reference classification used in
program summary analysis of transcript for participant no. 2 in the
spreadsheet explanation task.

3.3 RESULTS

The spreadsheets that the participants selected for the study con-
tained simple accounting applications and varied in size from 144
to 2691 cells (including empty cells). Table 3.1 gives a summary of
the spreadsheets and the activity sessions.

Table 3.1: Summary of spreadsheets and sessions in the three tasks.

Mean Min Max
Number of formula cells 201 0 504
Number of numeric value cells 140 6 288
Number of text value cells 87 28 212
Total number of cells 978 144 2691
Length of explaining sessions (min) 11:05 5:11 18:18
Length of debugging sessions
(min)

13:17 4:58 27:31

The number of coded object references varied from 13 to 115
(mean 76) in the explaining task, from 16 to 499 (mean 109) in the
error location task, and from 12 to 498 (mean 84) in the error fixing
tasks. The relative frequencies of the three object reference types in
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the transcripts of the three tasks are given in Table 3.2 (where M
stands for mean and S.D. stands for standard deviation), and are
further illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Table 3.2: Relative frequencies (%) of different object reference types in the three tasks.

Task Total
Explaining Locating Fixing
M S.D. M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.

Obj.ref. Real-world 51.5 15.8 21.7 22.0 20.5 15.4 31.2 22.7
type Domain 57.9 22.9 52.2 18.8 36.8 25.0 49.0 23.5

Spread-
sheet

16.7 14.1 51.3 23.5 64.5 22.1 44.2 28.4

Figure 3.1: A line illustration of the relative frequencies of different object reference types
in the three tasks.

To test for statistical significance of the results, we ran a two-way
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with two within-
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subjects factors with the relative frequency of each object type as
the dependent variable and two independent variables: the type
of task with three levels (explaining, error locating and error fix-
ing), and the type of object reference (real-world, domain-specific,
spreadsheet-specific); see Figure 3.1. We used an alpha level of 0.05
for all the tests. There was no main effect either of task (F(2,20)
= 0.169, p = 0.846) nor of object reference types (F(2,20) = 2.389, p
= 0.117). There was, however, a significant two-way interaction of
task and object reference types (F(4,40) = 23.27, p < 0.0001), i.e., dif-
ferences in the frequencies of each object type are due to the joint
effect of the type of task at hand and the type of object reference.

In order to study the statistical significance in more detail, for
example, to compare domain-specific object references in explain-
ing and locating tasks, one would carry out post-hoc tests. How-
ever, as the data is quite small, with large individual differences
among participants, such results would be dubious. Therefore, we
will make the conservative assumption that they are not and base
our discussion on the overall tendencies.

3.4 DISCUSSION

We will first discuss what the overall differences in the use of differ-
ent object types tell us about the role of mental models of spread-
sheet authors. Then, we will look at the differences in the three
tasks of explaining, error locating, and error fixing. We will first
consider differences between the three tasks and then within each
of the tasks individually. This is followed by more detailed exam-
ples of the role of mental models in debugging activities. Finally,
we will discuss what implications our results have on spreadsheet
tool design and consider the validity of this research.

3.4.1 Existence of several mental models

Research into psychology of programming, e.g., (Letovsky, 1987;
Pennington, 1987; Corritore & Wiedenbeck, 1991; von Mayrhauser
& Vans, 1995), has revealed that programmers have several mental
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models of a program comprising such as the programming lan-
guage level description or the application or problem domain level
description of the same functionality. Therefore, it seems likely that
spreadsheet authors have several mental models of their spread-
sheets, e.g., the spreadsheet notation level model or the problem
domain level model.

In the analysis of the participants’ protocols, we looked at the
objects that the participants referred to in their speech and at the
specific words they used in referring to those objects. As discussed in the
Literature Review chapter (Chapter 2), a similar technique has been
applied in program summary analysis to characterize program-
mers’ mental models of traditional programs (Pennington, 1987;
Corritore & Wiedenbeck, 1991; Good, 1999; Hoadley et al., 1996;
Hughes & Buckley, 2004; O’Shea & Exton, 2004; Sajaniemi & Kuit-
tinen, 2005). In our study, we used it to characterize the nature of
spreadsheet authors’ mental models of their spreadsheets, that is, to
what extent they understand a spreadsheet in real-world terms, in
domain-specific terms, and in spreadsheet-specific terms. Further-
more, we looked at the differences in the mental models in various
tasks: explaining, error location and error fixing.

The results showed that even though the participants used over-
all roughly the same amount of the three object types, their use
varied significantly between the three tasks of explaining, error lo-
cating and error fixing. This means that the participants had differ-
ent ways of thinking about a spreadsheet and that they were able
to change their viewpoint depending on the task at hand. Thus,
in essence, their mental models of the spreadsheets contained all
these elements and they were able to concentrate on some specific
components of their mental models depending on the nature of
the task. We hypothesize that these elements can be characterized
as three mental models: the real-world model that comprises general
knowledge of the world around us; the domain model that represents
knowledge of the application or problem domain and the function-
ality of the spreadsheet in application or problem domain terms;
and the spreadsheet model that codes the expressions and data rela-
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tionships in the spreadsheet.
We do not argue that these mental models would cover all the

knowledge that is needed in working with spreadsheets; neither do
we claim that the division of this knowledge into the three models is
definite. However, we do argue that there are conceptually varying
types of spreadsheet knowledge and that spreadsheet authors use
different types of knowledge in different tasks. As these varying
types of knowledge depict selected concepts and relationships that
represent a spreadsheet, we refer to them as mental models (Doyle
& Ford, 1998). In the following, we look more closely at their use in
different tasks, and contemplate their role in devising methods and
tools for different activities in spreadsheet creation, testing, debug-
ging, and use.

3.4.2 Mental models between different tasks

The results indicate that during each of the tasks, participants think
multi-dimensionally with different activation levels of each men-
tal model at the same time. We thus codify the results that were
illustrated in Figure 3.1 in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Codification of nature of mental models of participants as they performed the
three tasks of explaining, locating errors, and fixing located errors in their spreadsheets.

Mental Model Explaining Error Error
Locating Fixing

Real-world model high low low
Domain model high high medium
Spreadsheet model low high high

Referring to Table 3.3, the real-world model significantly dimin-
ishes when performing debugging tasks (locating and fixing errors)
unlike when explaining a spreadsheet. It seems that explaining a
spreadsheet includes a description of the connection between real-
world concepts and the spreadsheet; in debugging the spreadsheet
is treated in a more isolated fashion. Thus, unlike when explain-
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ing a spreadsheet, real-world constructs are used minimally when
performing debugging tasks.

Overall, the domain model is the most prominent mental model
with the relative frequency of 49.0%. There are no significant differ-
ences in the role of the domain model when a participant is explain-
ing a spreadsheet or locating errors in a spreadsheet, but its role
diminishes a little when they are fixing errors in a spreadsheet.

The spreadsheet model is quite low when explaining a spread-
sheet unlike when doing the debugging tasks. One might argue
that the increased use of spreadsheet terms in debugging is due
to the lack of domain-specific names of individual cells, but this is
not the case, because all cells represent problem domain data items
and can hence be named in problem domain terms. We thus hy-
pothesize that to explain a spreadsheet, authors concentrate on the
problem domain content, but to locate errors as well as to fix located
errors, one must also be well conversant with technical intricacies of
a spreadsheet such as cell referencing, hence the spreadsheet model
becoming more pronounced in the debugging tasks.

3.4.3 Mental models within different tasks

Looking at the three mental models simultaneously for each given
task as illustrated in either Figure 3.1 or Table 3.3, it is clear that
when explaining a spreadsheet, the participants talk (i.e., think)
mainly in terms of problem domain and real-world concepts, but
the spreadsheet model seems to be less evident. It is also clear
that when locating errors, study participants think mainly in terms
of problem domain and spreadsheet concepts while the real-world
model seems to be rather less evident. This is unlike in the explana-
tion task where both the domain and real-world models are promi-
nent. The relationships between mental models in the explaining
task and error locating task are illustrated in Figure 3.2.

We hypothesize that during the explanation task, real-world
concepts are mainly related with problem domain concepts with
little reference to the spreadsheet model. Thus, an explanation of
a spreadsheet is more of an explanation of its functionality in the
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of the relationships between mental models in the explaining
task and error locating task.

application or problem domain than a description of its implemen-
tation in the underlying spreadsheet system. In the error locat-
ing task, participants think mainly in terms of problem domain
and spreadsheet concepts, that is, they are mainly concerned with
checking if problem domain concepts map correctly to spreadsheets
concepts and vice-versa. Thus, there is a noteworthy difference in
the behavior of the participants in the two tasks of explaining and
error locating.

When fixing errors, the situation is different: there is now a single
major mental model (as opposed to two major models in both ex-
plaining and error locating tasks): the spreadsheet model. In order
to understand the reason for this, let us first have a look at different
error types.

An error occurs if there is a mismatch between what is in the
spreadsheet and what is in the application domain or real-world.
A mismatch between, for example, the problem domain and the
spreadsheet can be due to an error in the domain model or due
to an error in the mapping between the domain model and the
spreadsheet model; we will call such errors “domain errors”. It
is also possible that an error occurs within the spreadsheet model
only. There are thus three types of errors: domain errors, real-world
errors, and spreadsheet errors. For example, a mistake in remem-
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bering the number of days in a year is an error in the real-world
model; picking up wrong values for net book value calculation is
an error in the domain model; entering a wrong cell reference is an
error in the spreadsheet model. Of course, it is not that easy to see
the reason for a bug by looking at the bug only (e.g., the latter two
errors may show up as the same bug), but the important point is to
realize that errors may be related to any of the three mental models.

In fixing domain errors, we could repeatedly identify spread-
sheet authors correcting the error in the domain model (in their
head) and thereafter quickly switching back to the spreadsheet mo-
del to correct the error in spreadsheet-specific terms to reflect the
correct domain model. In the case of spreadsheet errors, they cor-
rect the error in spreadsheet terms and thereafter verify that the
correction also reflects correctly the domain and real-world mod-
els.

Thus, the roles of the three mental models in the error fixing
task can be explained by the different nature of individual errors:
fixing domain-related errors requires the mapping between domain
and spreadsheet concepts; fixing real-world-related errors requires
the mapping between real-world and spreadsheet concepts; fix-
ing spreadsheet-related errors requires spreadsheet concepts only.
Thus one would expect to see more spreadsheet concepts than prob-
lem domain and real-world concepts during the fixing task. We il-
lustrate the relationships between mental models in the error fixing
task in Figure 3.3.

3.4.4 Mental models in debugging episodes

The previous subsections considered the role of mental models be-
tween and within the three tasks of explaining, error locating and
error fixing. We will now look in more detail the role of mental
models in debugging, i.e., locating and fixing errors, by looking at
participants’ behavior in debugging three seeded errors—one for
each error type.

One example of a seeded real-world error involved erroneously
calculating the distance covered by a vehicle by subtracting a larger
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Figure 3.3: An illustration of mapping of mental models in the error fixing task.

figure from a smaller figure which would give a negative covered
distance. A negative covered distance certainly can not make sense
in the real world. The very same error could be described in the
domain model as covered distance being erroneously calculated
from “opening mileage minus closing mileage” instead of being
calculated from “closing mileage minus opening mileage”. In the
spreadsheet model, the error could be achieved by changing a for-
mula, say, from B46=B44–B43 to B46=B43–B44 and thereafter apply-
ing the same to the whole row 46 which is the covered distance.

The following is an excerpt from a transcript of an interview
with participant number 8 whose spreadsheet was seeded with this
error:

[In the middle of error locating:] ... I will also check the
covered distance, see if is opening, closing minus open-
ing I see that it’s not... then I will have to make sure that
it reads as how they are supposed to, it reads closing
minus opening and this should be the same thing for all
other areas...... but then I see that there is a problem here
on column O, we’ve got minus and also on N, I need to
find out why we have got a minus value and I see there
is a problem in the closing mileage [Error fixing starts:]
which I need to double check on my other records to
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see why we have got a smaller number on the closing
mileage then I will put ... mark it yellow for following
up, same thing on cell O44, I will put a yellow thing
there... mark, same thing on cell P4 ahah P44, ... okay
[Error locating continues:] but the rest of them are okay
because of the fact that the figures are positive and also
of course on E44 probably the figure has not yet been
recorded there that’s why there is a zero and also on
D44 which I intend to follow up...

In the preceding excerpt, the participant firstly identifies the er-
ror in the domain model and also corrects the error in the domain
model before effecting the correction in the spreadsheet model on
the spreadsheet on all cells in the affected row. The participant
also verifies the effected corrections against what is also in the real-
world model. Suspect problematic cells are marked for further fol-
lowing up after double checking with physical records.

An example of a seeded domain error was to change a “gross
contribution” calculation in one spreadsheet from “Total Revenue
– Total Direct Operating Costs” to “Total Revenue + Total Direct
Operating Costs”. In the spreadsheet model, we had a formula
changed from F29=F13–F27 to F29=F13+F27. The following is an
excerpt from a transcript of an interview with participant number
2 whose spreadsheet was seeded with this error:

[In the middle of error locating:] Let me check subto-
tals.....This gross contribution is supposed to be... total
revenue less total operating costs but as you can see I
have just highlighted the total contribution for this col-
umn it’s showing as you see it’s a plus...in that formula
it’s like these are also revenues yet they are expenses [Er-
ror fixing starts:] so we can correct the formula...this for-
mula should be minus...let me check...it’s because this is
600 something that’s why it’s like this, this one it’s the
same so I will copy this formula to here...also this one
it’s the same I copy this formula because it was added
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instead of subtracted. Sure...uuuuuh...

In the preceding excerpt, the study participant is primarily de-
scribing the error in the domain model. The error is also corrected
in the domain model before being effected in the spreadsheet model
on the spreadsheet.

An example of a seeded spreadsheet error we had in this study,
was changing the referenced range in a formula cell. For example,
we changed the range in the formula in cell H36 of the spreadsheet
of study participant number 6. A formula H36=H15+H28+H34 was
changed to H36=H28+H34 hence H15 was deliberately excluded.
In the domain model, this very same error could be described as:
“The grand totals are excluding furniture and fittings”. An excerpt
of the transcript for this error is as follows:

[In the middle of error locating:] ... then I can check on
the grand total, grand total we have a problem, grand
total there is an error, [Error fixing starts:] grand total
should be equal to the total for furniture and fittings
plus total for computers and office equipment and total
for motor vehicles, so I will also change....so I have to
change I have to correct, I have to correct by including
all the totals... [Error locating continues:] so I can check
the rest of the totals ...it shows that all the totals... we
have errors in all the totals.. grand totals ... [Error fixing
continues:] so it means I can use this corrected grand
total for opening balance to correct all the grand totals
for the rest of the figures so it means I have corrected all
the errors I believe that were here...

Again, in the preceding transcript excerpt, the participant firstly
identifies the error in the domain model and subsequently makes a
correction in the domain model before effecting the change in the
spreadsheet model. Thereafter, a corrected formula, although still
being described in the domain model, is copied to other similar
parts of the spreadsheet (“I can use this corrected grand total for
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opening balance to correct all the grand totals for the rest of the
figures”).

Looking at the examples of the seeded errors, it is clear that
an error can be described in more than one way: the same error
can be described in the real-world model, the domain model as
well as in the spreadsheet model. However, this study indicates
that errors are primarily described in the domain model while also
being mapped to the spreadsheet model such as cell references.

3.4.5 Implications for tool development

There are various tools to aid in the comprehension of spread-
sheets as well as in debugging spreadsheets. However, results of
this study indicate that there have to be some pre-requisite charac-
teristics of these tools if they are to be effective in their intended
purpose. For example, understanding how spreadsheet authors
explain their spreadsheets is important because explaining what a
spreadsheet does is closely linked to comprehending and modifica-
tion of a spreadsheet (Hendry & Green, 1994). Results of this study
indicate that when explaining a spreadsheet, the real-world model
and domain model are prominent. Therefore, a tool intended to aid
in comprehension of a spreadsheet should make prominent real-
world and application or problem domain concepts in the spread-
sheet and map those concepts easily to spreadsheet-specific details
such as cell references. Borrowing from the example given in Sec-
tion 3.4.4 above, displaying a formula as “H36=H15+H28+H34”
might not be easier to understand than to say “grand total = total
for furniture and fittings + total for computers and office equipment
+ total for motor vehicles” whereby “grand total” maps to cell ref-
erence H36, “total for furniture and fittings” maps to cell reference
H15, etc. In other words, spreadsheet comprehension tools should
not focus much on amplifying spreadsheet specific details such as
cell references because doing so will cause a mismatch with how
spreadsheet users think.

Similarly, spreadsheet debugging tools cause a mismatch with
how spreadsheet users think if they focus much on amplifying pos-
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sible spreadsheet errors in more spreadsheet specific detail such
as cell references. The results of this study indicate that to lo-
cate and fix an error in a spreadsheet, one must constantly switch
back and forth between the domain model and spreadsheet model,
which requires frequent use of the mapping between application
or problem domain concepts and their spreadsheet model counter-
parts. However, as found by Hendry and Green (1994), mapping
cell and range references into problem domain interpretations is
difficult, and as such, it is imperative that a good debugging tool
will make prominent the mapping between problem domain con-
cepts and spreadsheet-specific details in the spreadsheet.

In other words, a good debugging tool must not only display
possible spreadsheet errors in spreadsheet terms (e.g., cell refer-
ences) but also in problem domain terms in order to help spread-
sheet users discern errors with a more pronounced mapping be-
tween the application or problem domain and the spreadsheet. It
is not enough to have a debugging tool that simply displays possi-
ble errors in terms of cell references or the underlying spreadsheet
data flow without providing a corresponding mapping to applica-
tion or problem domain related details of the spreadsheet. Again,
borrowing from the example given in Section 3.4.4 above, it might
be easier to discern that “covered distance = opening mileage – clos-
ing mileage” is erroneous than to just to have “B46=B44–B43”. This
lack of mapping between application or problem domain concepts
to spreadsheet specific details in many debugging tools can be one
of the reasons why many apparently very good debugging tools are
rarely used by spreadsheet users (Y. Chen & Chan, 2000a).

3.4.6 Threats to validity of study

The small number of participants as well as their narrow occupa-
tional and geographical distribution poses a risk of validity on this
research. On the other hand, even though the findings are new they
can be explained in ways that are consistent with previous litera-
ture. Moreover, the findings could be expressed in general terms
that are not tied to any profession or geographical region.
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The spreadsheets that the participants gave to this study were
quite simple, and the participants may have given out spreadsheets
which are not so crucial in their work due to privacy issues; it might
also be the case that spreadsheet authors mentally process larger
spreadsheets in qualitatively different ways. However, in practice
most spreadsheets are simple (Sajaniemi & Pekkanen, 1988), so we
can expect that the findings apply to a large body of spreadsheet
usage.

3.5 CONCLUSION

This chapter reported an empirical study carried out to explore the
nature of mental models of spreadsheet authors when they are ex-
plaining and debugging their own spreadsheets. Consequently, the
participants were first asked to explain one of their own spread-
sheets, and then to find seeded errors in the same spreadsheets.
Talk-aloud protocols were then analyzed to reveal the nature of par-
ticipants’ mental models in these activities.

The study findings indicate that spreadsheet authors have (at
least) three mental models of a spreadsheet: the real world model
that comprises general knowledge of the world around us; the do-
main model that represents knowledge of the application or prob-
lem domain and the functionality of the spreadsheet in problem
domain or application terms; and the spreadsheet model that codes
the expressions and data relationships in the spreadsheet. These
findings answer the research question RQ1 – Do spreadsheet authors
have several mental models when they are doing various spreadsheet tasks,
and particularly, when they are explaining and debugging their spread-
sheets?

The study findings also indicate that the roles of the identified
mental models vary depending on the task at hand – the authors
explain their spreadsheets mainly in terms of real world and appli-
cation or problem domain concepts, i.e., they mainly use the real-
world and domain mental models when explaining a spreadsheet;
in debugging, they constantly switch between application or prob-
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lem domain concepts and spreadsheet-specific concepts to locate er-
rors in a spreadsheet, i.e., they mainly switch between the domain
model and spreadsheet model when locating errors in a spread-
sheet. In turn, they mainly use spreadsheet-specific concepts to
fix an identified error, i.e., they mainly use the spreadsheet model
when fixing errors. These findings answer the research question
RQ2 – What are the roles of mental models in spreadsheet authors when
they are doing various spreadsheet tasks, and particularly, when they are
explaining and debugging their spreadsheets?

The findings stated above provide insights on the need for de-
veloping spreadsheet authoring and debugging tools that corre-
spond to spreadsheet authors’ mental models given the task at hand
and thus answering research question RQ3 – What are the implica-
tions of mental models in spreadsheet authors on spreadsheet authoring
and debugging tools? For example, the results indicate that to lo-
cate and fix an error, one must constantly switch back and forth
between the domain model and the spreadsheet model, which re-
quires frequent use of the mapping between application or problem
domain concepts and their spreadsheet model counterparts. It is
therefore not enough for a tool to visualize spreadsheet data flow
in spreadsheet terms without providing a corresponding mapping
to problem domain concepts. We present in the next chapter (Chap-
ter 4), a possible way on how to make this information available to
spreadsheet authors.
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4 A Spreadsheet Visualiza-
tion Tool With a Mental
Model Perspective 3

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Based on the results of the empirical study reported in Chapter 3,
we developed an interactive spreadsheet visualization tool whose
purpose is to ease the mapping between the domain/real-world
mental models and the spreadsheet mental model in spreadsheet
authors when they are working with a spreadsheet created orig-
inally by themselves or by someone else. We had the following
research question in mind when developing the tool:

RQ4 – Is it possible to develop a spreadsheet understanding and de-
bugging tool that relieves users from spreadsheet details and lets them
utilize more of their mental model of the application domain?

In this chapter, we give a description of the tool.

4.2 TOOL OVERVIEW

To offer spreadsheet details in application or problem domain terms,
the tool displays formulae in higher level symbolic names or
problem domain/real-world terms and referenced cells are auto-
matically highlighted. The problem domain/real-world informa-
tion is extracted from labels (headers) through spatial layout infor-
mation of each corresponding input cell in the formula. We call this

3The condensed version of this chapter is published as a poster paper: Kankuzi,
B., & Sajaniemi, J. (2014). A domain terms visualization tool for spreadsheets.
In Proceedings of the 2014 IEEE Symposium on Visual Languages and Human-Centric
Computing (pp. 209 – 210). Washington, DC, USA.
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displayed problem domain/real world information a “domain/real
world narrative” or simply a “domain narrative”. We thus call this
tool a domain terms spreadsheet visualization tool.

The tool has five distinguishing features and characteristics. First,
the tool displays a formula as a domain/real-world terms narra-
tive in a box just right below the active formula cell. For exam-
ple, in the spreadsheet depicted in Figure 4.1, a formula in cell
C9 given as “= SUM(C5:C8)” in spreadsheet-specific terms is auto-
matically translated to “SUM(Jan | James Bourne ... Jan | Jasmine
Hunt )” in domain terms. For each referenced cell, its correspond-
ing domain/real-world terms are extracted from its column and
row labels. The column and row names are separated by “|”; the
naming obeys a “column | row” direction following the standard
spreadsheet convention. Narratives are positioned a little bit lower
than the active formula cell to avoid distractions when navigating
through the cells.

Figure 4.1: Visualization of a Sales Report spreadsheet – The cell cursor is in C9, whose
formula is visible at the formula bar and narrated in domain terms in the cyan coloured
box. Cells referred to in the domain narrative are highlighted with cyan background. All
formula cells are marked with a magenta right border.

Second, to track changes automatically, the narratives are auto-
matically re-generated as one works through the spreadsheet thus
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providing rapid feedback to a spreadsheet author. Automatic gen-
eration of visualizations is important because users are not com-
fortable with tools that require much user intervention (Sajaniemi,
2000). Providing rapid feedback to the user is also one of the ideal
characteristics of an end-user programming environment
(Seta, Ikeda, Kakusho, & Mizoguchi, 1997).

Third, referenced cells are automatically highlighted and their
background colour matches with the background colour of the nar-
rative. For example in Figure 4.1, “Jan | James Bourne” or C5, “Jan
| Chris Hewitt” or C6, “Jan | Pat Hill” or C7, and “Jan | Jasmine
Hunt” or C8 are all highlighted in cyan colour. We have thus ap-
plied the Gestalt Law of Similarity whereby objects of the same
colour are naturally perceived as related (Wertheimer, 1938). In this
case, matching background colours of the narrative and highlighted
cells helps the user to automatically perceive the two as related.

Fourth, all formula cells are marked with a magenta right bor-
der so that a user can have a general overview of the structure
of a spreadsheet and differentiate formula cells from text cells as
well as input number cells. For example, in Figure 4.1, cell E5 is
not a formula cell while cell E9 (with a magenta right border) is
a formula cell. We have thus applied cognitive theories of visual
search (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) to provide a minimal clutter
pop-out effect that results in better speed and accuracy in formula
detection than the attentional template approach utilized in normal
spreadsheet systems.

Fifth, the tool is also superimposed on the spreadsheet display.
This is important because users may find it tedious and confusing
to determine the correspondence between a separate visualization
and the spreadsheet itself (Davis, 1996).

4.3 LABEL EXTRACTION IN THE TOOL

The problem domain/real world information displayed in the nar-
ratives is extracted from labels through spatial layout information
of each corresponding input cell in the formula as the spatial ar-
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rangement of the labels and formulae in a spreadsheet is typi-
cally strongly determined by the intended computation semantics
(Jannach et al., 2014). For each input cell, its corresponding appli-
cation or problem domain terms are extracted from its correspond-
ing column and row labels. For labels spanning multiple cells, the
tool break offs once it encounters non-textual information to have a
“multiple cell label” domain term. The column and row labels are
separated by “|”. The naming follows a “column | row” direction
because spreadsheet cell naming follows the column-row conven-
tion. Thus a combination of a column label and a row label forms
a symbolic name for each input cell.

The tool also handles situations where an input cell has an in-
complete symbolic name as follows:

(i) Missing column name – An input cell which does not have its
corresponding column name has its row name as its symbolic
name as illustrated in Fig 4.2.

(ii) Missing row name – An input cell which does not have its
corresponding row name has its column name as its symbolic
name as illustrated in Figure 4.3.

(iii) Missing both labels – An input cell that does not have both its
corresponding row name and column name has “unnamed”
as its symbolic name as illustrated in Figure 4.4.

4.4 IMPLEMENTATION

The tool is implemented as an add-in to a popular spreadsheet sys-
tem, Microsoft Excel, so that it should not be completely different
from the traditional spreadsheet environment. This was to take ad-
vantage of existing user experience as their familiarity with existing
tools and techniques could become worthless if the tool is too differ-
ent from what they know and how they are used to work (Kulesz,
2011). Experience is an asset, and learning new tools is hard. Even
if one manages to convince end-users of a new tool’s benefits, they
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Figure 4.2: An example of a domain narrative when a column name is missing. B4 is
translated to “Cash” and B5 to “Inventories” and hence the formula in B6 is translated as
“Cash + Inventories”.

Figure 4.3: An example of a domain narrative when a row name is missing. B5 is trans-
lated to “District 1” and D5 to “District 3” and hence the formula “=SUM(B5:D5)” in
E5 is translated as “SUM( District 1 ... District 3 )”.

Figure 4.4: An example of a domain narrative when both row name and column name
are missing. F5 is translated to “unnamed” and F6 to “unnamed” and hence the formula
“=F5+F6” in F7 is translated as “unnamed + unnamed”
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will still have to learn to cope with it in practice. As such, their
experience with existing tools and techniques could become worth-
less if the tool is too different from what they know and how they
are used to work (Kulesz, 2011; Jannach et al., 2014). Therefore, we
took effort to make sure that the tool should be available in the tra-
ditional spreadsheet environment and not be completely different
from it. The tool, implemented using Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA), has 1227 lines of code and has been tested to run in Mi-
crosoft Excel 2003, Microsoft Excel 2007 and Microsoft Excel 2010.
The tool is freely downloadable online4.

Figure 4.5: An illustration of a high-level architecture of the domain terms spreadsheet
visualization tool

Figure 4.5 depicts a high-level architecture of the tool. In the
tool, events such as clicking on a formula cell on the spreadsheet
display result in the display of an already generated domain terms
narrative as well as highlighting of its corresponding cell range.
Making changes to a formula cell or a label triggers the rebuild-
ing of all domain terms narratives for the spreadsheet with the
translator doing the conversion of spreadsheet specific terms to
domain/real-world terms.

4The tool is freely available at http://cs.uef.fi/spreadsheet_tools/
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4.5 POTENTIAL USES OF THE TOOL

The tool has the potential to be used in the following spreadsheet
activities:

(i) When creating or editing a spreadsheet, the tool can help one
in tracking effected changes as active formula cell ranges are
highlighted and a corresponding problem domain description
is displayed for an active formula cell. This has potential in
helping to create an error free spreadsheet as it will be provid-
ing an intuitive on-spot feedback to the spreadsheet author
on changes being done to the spreadsheet. This feedback can
thus act as a verification aid.

(ii) The tool may also be helpful in the comprehension of a spread-
sheet created by others through visual comprehension aids
such as highlighting all formulae in a spreadsheet and for
each formula cell, a click on it will highlight its precedent cells
(formula range) and a corresponding problem domain based
description of the cell is given in the formula cell caption box.

(iii) The tool may also help in the comprehension of a spreadsheet
as it can give a user a general overview of the structure of a
spreadsheet through the magenta right border markings on all
formula cells.

(iv) The tool may also be helpful in locating errors in a spread-
sheet. For example, a problem domain description or narra-
tive for a given formula cell, that does not match with what
is expected in the problem domain could provide a visual cue
for an error in that formula cell.

4.6 COMPARISON WITH OTHER TOOLS

In spreadsheets, symbolic names and formula translation have been
used with the hope to clarify the mapping between various levels
of abstraction of a spreadsheet. For example, many commercial
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spreadsheet systems such as Microsoft Excel and Google Spread-
sheets have a feature known as “named ranges”. Named ranges is
a feature that allows one to assign a symbolic name to a cell or a
group of cells in a spreadsheet (Google Inc., 2013). For example,
instead of using, say, “A1” to designate a cell or say, “A1:B2” to
designate a group of cells, one can name a cell or group of cells
as say, “budget_total” or whatever title they choose. Range names
are touted to allow spreadsheet authors to create meaningful cat-
egories in their spreadsheets; are also touted for making formulae
more comprehensible; and also allow entering of multiple cell ad-
dresses and as such one can enter the corresponding range names.
For example, instead of entering =SUM(A1:B2 , D4:E7), one can en-
ter the simpler, more intuitive, =SUM(budget_total , quarter2). The
named range feature of these commercial spreadsheets primarily
differs from our tool in that in our tool we automatically generate
symbolic names for spreadsheet-specific cell references instead of
having a user enter them manually as is the case with the named
range feature of these commercial spreadsheet systems.

Symbolic names and formula translation have also been used
in some spreadsheet visualization tools. Spreadsheet Professional,
a spreadsheet add-in developed by Spreadsheet Innovations Ltd.
(2013), translates formulae whereby references are replaced by sym-
bolic names obtained by searching for the first textual cell leftwards
(or optionally rightwards) and/or upwards (or downwards) from
the referenced cell. The drawback with finding symbolic names
by just searching for the first textual cell (leftwards, etc.) is that it
leaves out the neighbouring text which might form a “whole” sym-
bolic name as in many spreadsheets, symbolic names may occupy
more than one cell. In general, the notations in the translations also
differ from our tool. For example, Spreadsheet Professional trans-
lates the formula, “=SUM(C5:C8)” in the active cell given in cell C9
in the spreadsheet captured in Figure 4.6 as “C9: Total North.Jan =
SUM(James Bourne.Jan:Jasmine Hunt.Jan)”. In our tool, we trans-
late the same as “SUM( Jan | James Bourne ... Jan | Jasmine Hunt
)” in domain terms. Our tool also differs from the Spreadsheet
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Professional tool in the spatial location and display of the domain
narratives on the spreadsheet. For example, Spreadsheet Profes-
sional provides a translation of the current formula into English in
a translation bar at the top of the whole spreadsheet as depicted in
Figure 4.6 while we provide the same in a cyan coloured box just
below the active formula cell. In our case, once a person clicks on a
formula cell, the referenced cells are also automatically highlighted,
this is also not the case with Spreadsheet Professional.

Figure 4.6: A translation of the formula in the active cell, C9, in Spreadsheet Professional.

D. Nardi and Serrecchia (1994) developed a spreadsheet visual-
ization tool that also does formula translations. In this tool, labels
for input cells to a formula are given out as symbolic names as il-
lustrated in Figure 4.7 in which cell C4 is translated as
“PROFIT(year_2)” and are displayed in an interface separate from
the native spreadsheet system. Our approach is similar to this al-
though we differ in the spatial location of the generated explana-
tions (in our tool domain narratives are displayed as part of the na-
tive spreadsheet system) and we also differ in the way labels span-
ning multiple cells are handled when forming symbolic names. In
our case, we break off once we encounter a non-textual information.
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Moreover, our tool also differs from this tool in the syntactical nota-
tion of the generated explanation. For example, if in Figure 4.7, the
formula in cell B4 was =B2-B3, the tool by D. Nardi and Serrecchia
(1994) would generate an alternative corresponding explanation as
“REVENUE(year_1) - COST(year_1)”. In our case, we would trans-
late =B2-B3 as “year_1 | REVENUE - year_1 | COST” in domain
terms.

Figure 4.7: An illustration of how a symbolic name is assigned to a cell in the tool by
Nardi and Serrecchia (1994) - cell C4 is referred as “PROFIT(year_2)”.

Figure 4.8: A translation of the formula in the active cell, C9, in Spreadsheet Detective.

Spreadsheet Detective, a spreadsheet add-in developed by Southern
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Cross Software (2013), also translates spreadsheet formulae into a
higher level form as illustrated in Figure 4.8. In Figure 4.8, the
formula “=SUM(C5:C8)” in cell C9 has been translated to “C9 –
’Jan’TotalNorth - 17419. –
= SUM(C5:C8’JamesBourne:’JasmiHunt#)”. On the other hand, our
tool translates the same as “SUM( Jan | James Bourne ... Jan |
Jasmine Hunt )” in domain terms.

The SUMWISE extension to traditional spreadsheets by Miller,
Miller, and Parrondo (2010) employs user-defined row and column
names, rather than the usual A1 (or R1C1) references found in tra-
ditional spreadsheets. An illustration of the SUMWISE spreadsheet
extension is in Figure 4.9 where the selected cell in the “Revenue”
row contains the formula “=[January]*(1+[Growth])”. The SUM-
WISE extension differs from our tool in several ways. First, it com-
pletely replaces the traditional spreadsheet environment since tra-
ditional cell references are completely replaced with user-defined
row and column names which might make the operating environ-
ment so unfamiliar to the user. In our case, we have tried to move
around this challenge by presenting a formula in domain specific
terms using symbolic names as well as also giving the correspond-
ing formula in spreadsheet specific terms right in the traditional
spreadsheet environment. For example, in Figure 4.1, a formula
given in domain terms as “SUM(Jan | James Bourne ... Jan | Jasmine
Hunt )” has its corresponding spreadsheet specific formula still dis-
played as “SUM(C5:C8)” in the formula bar, i.e., as part of the “stan-
dard” spreadsheet environment. In our tool, the domain formula is
displayed as a narrative in a box just right below the active formula
cell and not in the formula bar as in the SUMWISE extension. And
in addition to this, we also clearly highlight all the referenced cells
of an active formula cell. Secondly, in the SUMWISE extension, the
symbolic names of cell references seem to be replaced by column
headers only. We feel this might cause confusion when accessing
some cells produces the same narrative. For example, in Figure 4.9,
where the selected cell in the “Revenue” row contains the formula
“=[January]*(1+[Growth])”, accessing the cell just below it in the
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“Expenses” row would display “=[January]*(1+[Growth])”. In our
case, each cell is uniquely identified by a symbolic name generated
from the column header and row header. In our case we would
therefore have “January | Revenue *(1+ Growth | Revenue )” and
“January | Expenses *(1+ Growth | Expenses )” which are clearly
distinct narratives.

Figure 4.9: An illustration of the SUMWISE spreadsheet extension.

Numbers, a spreadsheet application developed by Apple Inc.
(2013), automatically creates named ranges over given data after
adding data and headers. For example, in Figure 4.10, the named
ranges, “cars sold” and “total income” were used to create a for-
mula for “average price” as “total income / cars sold” that has
populated column D and the same formula can be used for the en-
tire column as the row number is not required. Our tool differs
from the named range feature in Numbers in three ways. First, in
our tool we use the “column name | row name” to come up with
a symbolic name for a cell while in Numbers, the symbolic name
is derived only from the column name or header. We feel this can
bring confusion as to which row is being referred to for a particular
reference cell. So for example, in Figure 4.10, we could have “total
income | January / cars sold | January” to represent “total income
for the month of January divided by the number of cars sold in
the month of January to get the average price of a car sold in the
month of January”. This would distinguish data for each month.
Secondly, in our tool, we do not replace the spreadsheet-specific
formula in the formula with a domain narrative as is the case in
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the Numbers spreadsheet application. We do this to ensure that we
do not create a very different spreadsheet environment that is so
much different from what users are used to. For example, in Figure
4.1, a formula given in domain terms as “SUM(Jan | James Bourne
... Jan | Jasmine Hunt )” has its corresponding spreadsheet specific
formula still displayed as “SUM(C5:C8)” in the formula bar and we
also clearly highlight all the referenced cells of an active formula
cell. Thirdly, our tool also differs from the Numbers named range
feature in the spatial location and display of the domain narratives
on the spreadsheet. In our tool, the domain formula is displayed as
a narrative in a box just right below the active formula cell and not
in the formula bar as in the Numbers spreadsheet application.

Figure 4.10: An illustration of named ranges in Numbers, the spreadsheet application.

Spreadsheet Auditor for Excel by JabSoft Ltd. (2013) is one other
commercial product that uses symbolic names and formula trans-
lation similar to what we have in our tool though with different
notation and spatial location of the domain narratives.

Chadwick et al. (2001) also translated spreadsheet formulae by
replacing cell references with symbolic names based on cell labels
within a spreadsheet. This technique was evaluated through a sur-
vey of 63 students (non-professionals) on their preference rankings
in which the usual notation of Microsoft Excel with cell references
was better accepted than when cell references were replaced with
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labels. We, however, put forward that the study by Chadwick et
al. (2001) is problematic because their study participants were non-
professionals and the study task was just a preference ranking ex-
ercise rather than a spreadsheet task.

Abraham and Erwig (2004) also extract higher level humanized
formulae for spreadsheets based on labels in spreadsheets. Labels
are referred to as “headers” while what we call “domain narra-
tives” they refer to as “units”. In addition to differing syntactical
notation from our work, they use the inferred units for carrying out
automatic consistency checking of formulae, whereas in our work
we show the domain narratives directly to the user to help them
understand the formula calculations.

Model-driven spreadsheet development approaches such as
ClassSheet models (Engels & Erwig, 2005; Cunha et al., 2010) also
translate spreadsheet formulae to more humanized higher level ob-
ject oriented style formulae. Our approach, however, differs from
model-driven spreadsheet development approaches such as Class-
Sheet models in several ways.

Much as ClassSheet models also present formulae at a ‘higher
level’, they anecdotally assume that higher level object oriented for-
mulae are useful. In our work, we do not assume this, and our
proposed solution is based purely on a theory of mental models
perspective which does not necessarily correspond to model-driven
development of spreadsheets.

Furthermore, in our approach, we took effort to make sure that
the tool should not be completely different from the traditional
spreadsheet environment since people are used to develop spread-
sheets in an ad-hoc, interactive and incremental manner. This is not
the case with model-driven approaches.

Our tool also automatically highlights referenced cells of an ac-
tive formula cell. On the other hand, in many spreadsheet sys-
tems, such as Microsoft Excel, referenced cells are highlighted in
edit mode only.
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4.7 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we reported a domain terms spreadsheet visual-
ization tool that we developed to demonstrate that it is possible
to have an easy-to-use spreadsheet understanding and debugging
tool that relieves users from spreadsheet details and lets them uti-
lize more of their mental model of the application domain. We gave
a description of the tool as well as potential uses of the tool. This
was to partly answer research question RQ4 – Is it possible to de-
velop a spreadsheet understanding and debugging tool that relieves users
from spreadsheet details and lets them utilize more of their mental model
of the application domain? We also compared our tool with similar
tools and techniques. It is important, however, to note that all the
above stated tools and techniques anecdotally assume that symbolic
names and formula translation can be useful to users nor has there
been psychological justification of the usefulness of symbolic names
and formula translation. An empirical evaluation of the usefulness
of symbolic names and formula translation in the spreadsheet pro-
cess such as in debugging should therefore be in order. We present
an empirical evaluation of the tool in the next chapter to completely
answer the aforementioned research question.
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5 Evaluation of the Spread-
sheet Visualization Tool 5

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, we reported a domain terms spreadsheet
visualization tool that we developed to aid in spreadsheet com-
prehension and debugging. In this chapter, we give an evaluation
of the usability of the tool, particularly when locating errors in a
spreadsheet. In particular, we keep the following research ques-
tions in mind:

RQ5 – Can the tool be learned easily by users?

RQ6 – Can the tool help users in debugging their spreadsheets?

RQ7 – Are users satisfied with the tool?
We also still keep in mind the following research question which

was partly answered in the previous chapter (Chapter 4):
RQ4 – Is it possible to develop a spreadsheet understanding and de-

bugging tool that relieves users from spreadsheet details and lets them
utilize more of their mental model of the application domain?

We believe that the empirical evaluation of our tool in locating
errors in spreadsheets could also be one contribution to determine
the usefulness of the special tools mentioned in Chapter 4. We also
believe that the empirical evaluation of our tool could also gauge
the usefulness of standard range names since their usefulness has

5The condensed version of this chapter is published as a refereed paper:
Kankuzi, B., & Sajaniemi, J. (2014). Visualizing the problem domain for spread-
sheet users: A mental model perspective. In Proceedings of the 2014 IEEE Symposium
on Visual Languages and Human-Centric Computing (pp. 157 – 160). Washington, DC,
USA.
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been questioned (Panko & Ordway, 2005; McKeever, McDaid, &
Bishop, 2009).

5.2 EVALUATION OF THE TOOL

In order to evaluate the usability of our tool and to study its effects
on spreadsheet authors’ mental representations, we conducted an
empirical study with frequent spreadsheet users working on a de-
bugging task. We adapted usability attributes by Nielsen (1994),
namely learnability, efficiency and satisfaction. Learnability is de-
fined as how easy it is for users to accomplish basic tasks the first
time they encounter a tool; efficiency is defined as how quickly
users can perform tasks once they have learned a system; and sat-
isfaction is defined as how pleasant it is to use a tool and thus how
satisfied one is with the tool.

If people cannot understand what a tool does, then the tool can-
not be useful. On the other hand, even if people understand the
notation of a tool, the tool can still be useless. Therefore, it is im-
portant to study first whether the notations used in a tool are un-
derstandable, i.e., whether people can learn to use the tool, and
only then to determine whether a tool helps in some tasks so as to
complete the answer to the research question RQ4. Therefore, the
evaluation was divided into four parts:

(i) Usability of the tool in terms of its learnability

(ii) Usability of the tool in terms of its efficiency

(iii) Usability of the tool in terms of the satisfaction of users

(iv) The effect of the tool on users’ mental models

It is important to note that efficiency and satisfaction usability pa-
rameters were only evaluated upon participants demonstrating that
they had learned and understood the tool.
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5.2.1 Participants

The evaluation involved 12 volunteer participants who were also
recruited through word of mouth. The participants were frequent
users of spreadsheets. Accountants frequently use spreadsheets in
their profession and as such, they were our choice of participants in
the evaluation. The accountants are of senior managerial positions
as such they are directly involved in authoring of spreadsheets un-
like their juniors who just use already developed spreadsheets. All
participants use Microsoft Excel for their spreadsheet applications.
The participants had also not participated in the previous study (the
study reported in Chapter 3). We managed to recruit one woman
and eleven men. Each participant in the study undertook study
tasks at their place of work.

5.2.2 Learnability

Methodology

The researcher visited each participant at their place of work and
demonstrated how the tool works. The demo spreadsheet used was
sourced from Duggirala (2012) and is partially depicted in Figure
4.1 in Chapter 4. In the demonstration, the researcher highlighted
and translated to spreadsheet terms the following two domain nar-
ratives on a printed copy of the demo spreadsheet:

• SUM( Q1 | Mark Watts ... Q1 | Gill Smith )

• Nov | Total North + Nov | Total South +
Nov | Total Wales + Nov | Total Scotland

The participant was then required to highlight on a hard copy
of the same demo spreadsheet the range of cells being given in as
a domain narrative (the highlighting task) as well as to write down
an equivalent spreadsheet-level notation of the same (the translation
task). Scores in each task were then recorded. A 50% score in each
task was considered to be good enough for the participant to con-
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tinue in the study. The following five domain level notations were
given:

• SUM( Jan | James Bourne ... Jan | Jasmine Hunt )

• Jan | Simon Campbell + Jan | Glen Wilks

• AVERAGE( Sep | Jane Hill ... Q3 | Jane Hill , Nov |
Jane Hill )

• SUM( May | Total North , May | Total South , May | Total
Wales , May | Total Scotland )

• SUM( Q1 | Total North , Q1 | Total South , Q1 | Total Wales
, Q1 | Total )

Results

For the highlighting task, the mean score was 85% (min 60%, max
100%). The most common error was the leaving out of some cells
that were supposed to be highlighted particularly for the expression

SUM( Q1 | Total North , Q1 | Total South , Q1 | Total
Wales , Q1 | Total )

The foregoing expression deliberately included “Q1 | Total” which
many participants ignored to highlight because it is generally er-
roneous to include a “Total” to the items that make up the “Total”
itself. Another common error in the highlighting task was in the
expression

AVERAGE( Sep | Jane Hill ... Q3 | Jane Hill , Nov |
Jane Hill )

Many participants seemed not to know that the “AVERAGE” func-
tion can take in cells that are not contiguous. In this case, “Nov |
Jane Hill” was usually left out.

For the translation task, the mean score was 83% (min 60%, max
100%). A common error was failing to write out the corresponding
translated expression to reflect the original expression. For exam-
ple, instead of translating the expression
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AVERAGE( Sep | Jane Hill ... Q3 | Jane Hill , Nov |
Jane Hill )

to “AVERAGE(M14:N14, P14)”, some participants wrote “M14:N14,
P14”. So, essentially, they could figure out the input cells to the
formula but forgot to write down exactly the corresponding re-
quired translation. Another common error in the translation was
re-writing the same expression in another equivalent form. For ex-
ample, instead of translating

SUM( May | Total North , May | Total South , May |
Total Wales , May | Total Scotland )

to the expected “SUM(H9, H18, H25, H31)” some participants wrote
“H9 + H18 + H25 + H31” which is not wrong per se, but does not
reflect the corresponding original expression. So, again, they could
figure out the input cells to the formula but did not write down ex-
actly the required translation. Errors in the highlighting task were
reflected in the translation task. For example one participant missed
out a cell in the highlighting task and that very cell was also missed
out in the translation.

A box-plot for scores in the two sub-tasks is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.1.

Discussion

Overall the participants performed well on both the highlighting
and translation tasks considering the very short introduction pre-
sented to them.

Many participants failed to translate an expression correctly de-
spite correctly figuring out input cells to the formula. We put for-
ward that this could be the case, because the participants may find
figuring out input cells to a formula to be more important than
dwelling much on the syntactical intricacies of a particular expres-
sion.

Since we considered a 50% or above score to be good enough
for the tasks, we concluded that each participant individually per-
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Figure 5.1: A box-plot illustration for scores in the two sub-tasks.

formed reasonably well in the learnability tasks and could proceed
to the other evaluation tasks.

5.2.3 Efficiency

Methodology

The efficiency of the tool was evaluated with a within-subjects de-
sign experiment where the task was to locate errors in a spread-
sheet either without the tool or with the tool. We prepared two
roughly equivalent spreadsheets (S1 and S2) with similar seeded
errors. The spreadsheets were sourced from the EUSES spreadsheet
corpus (Fisher & Rothermel, 2005). Six participants debugged their
first spreadsheet without the tool and the second spreadsheet with
the tool (three starting with spreadsheet S1 and three starting with
spreadsheet S2); the other six debugged their first spreadsheet with
the tool and the second without the tool (and again half of them
starting with spreadsheet S1).

The errors seeded in the spreadsheets are typical errors spread-
sheet users make as adapted from Raffensperger (2008) and
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Duggirala (2012). Error types of seeded errors and the number of
seeded errors in spreadsheets S1 and S2 are given in Table 5.1.

Each participant was individually requested to locate errors in
a given spreadsheet. Times for working on each spreadsheet were
also recorded. Participants were at liberty to stop working on the
assigned spreadsheet at any time they felt they had found enough
errors.

Table 5.1: Error types of seeded errors and their corresponding number of seeded errors in
spreadsheet S1 and spreadsheet S2.

Error Type
Errors in

Spreadsheet
S1

Errors in
Spreadsheet

S2
(A) Formula with no
precedents (hard-coded values)

10 9

(B) Numbers formatted as text 2 1
(C) Formula accidentally
overwritten with constants

2 2

(D) Formula missing some
range

1 1

(E) Formula incorrectly copied
such that it refers to
neighbouring range

1 1

(F) A numerical formula
pointing to a label when it
should point to a number

1 1

(G) A wrong problem domain
formula

2 2

Results

We excluded error type A from the analysis of the results. We did
this for several reasons: hard-coded values are not necessarily er-
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rors and indeed almost all the participants ignored them anyway;
most of the error occurrences of this type were not seeded as each
of the spreadsheets had them in their original form; and the num-
ber of occurrences of this error type is too high as compared to
the other types. Error type A therefore deflates the percentage of
errors located and hence affecting the true picture of the results.
Removing this error type significantly improves the means of lo-
cated errors from 32% (without tool) and 44% (with tool) to 53.9%
(without tool) and 66.6% (with tool).

In view of the above, our analysis therefore involved six error
types and nine errors in spreadsheet S1 (excluding the ten errors for
spreadsheet S1 from error type A) and eight errors in spreadsheet
S2 (excluding the nine errors for spreadsheet S2 from error type A).

Relative frequencies of errors located without the tool and with
the tool for each participant are illustrated in Figure 5.2. The mean
of the relative frequency of errors located without the tool was
53.9% (S.D. 23.4) and with the tool 66.6% (S.D. 23.9). The relative
frequencies of located errors for each error type without the tool
and with the tool for all participants are illustrated in Figure 5.4.
We ran a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with two within-subjects factors with the relative frequency of lo-
cated errors as the dependent variable and two independent vari-
ables: the usage of the tool(without the tool and with the tool) and
error type (six different error types). We used an alpha level of 0.05
for all the tests. There were significant main effects of usage of the
tool (F(1, 11) = 7.244, p = 0.021) and of error type (F(5, 55) = 4.735,
p = 0.001). However, there was no significant two way interaction
of usage of tool and error type (F(5, 55) = 2, p = 0.093).

The time used by each participant in debugging each spread-
sheet varied from 7 to 28 minutes (mean 15:55) without the tool,
and also from 7 to 28 minutes (mean 18:20) with the tool. We calcu-
lated error detection rate as the average time taken to locate an error
illustrated in Figure 5.3. One participant (p7) had an exceptionally
poor rate when working without the tool and was excluded as an
outlier from the analysis. In fact, this participant (p7) started with
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the tool and found 4 errors in 23 minutes (took 5.8 minutes to lo-
cate an error) and without the tool he found 2 errors in 21 minutes
(took 10.5 minutes to locate an error). And looking at the partic-
ipant’s subjective opinion of the tool, he wrote that he found the
tool “good for fast and accurate work”. We would thus suspect that
the participant after being exposed to the tool might have lost con-
fidence in working without the tool hence spending unusually long
times in locating an error. With the excluson of this participant,
the mean was thus 238 seconds (S.D. 151.0) without the tool and
218 seconds (S.D. 125.0) with the tool. A one-way within-subjects
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the error detection rate as the
dependent variable and the independent variable being the usage of
the tool (without the tool and with the tool) revealed no significant
difference (F(1, 10) = 0.2592, p = 0.622).

Figure 5.2: Bar chart illustrating relative frequencies of errors located without the tool and
with the tool for each participant.

Discussion

There was significant difference in the relative frequency of errors
located without the tool (53.9%) and with the tool (66.6%). We thus
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Figure 5.3: Bar chart illustrating error detection rates for each participant without the tool
and with the tool.

Figure 5.4: Bar chart illustrating relative frequencies of located errors for each error type
without the tool and with the tool.
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conclude that the tool generally helped participants to locate more
errors. In particular, in Figure 5.2, with the tool, participant number
eight managed to locate all errors in a given spreadsheet. However,
the tool was not helpful to participant number eleven. Participant
number three found the least number of errors without the tool
and also with the tool. Ironically, this participant had to take con-
siderable time to locate an error without the tool and with the tool
(see Figure 5.3). We suspect that maybe the participant found the
spreadsheets so unfamiliar as compared to the other participants
such that he had to take considerable time to familiarize himself
with the spreadsheets given to him. Once again, it is important to
note that the each participant was at liberty to stop working on the
assigned task at any time they felt they had found enough errors in
the given spreadsheets and as such the researcher could not inter-
vene in any of the tasks to give leads to a participant to locate more
errors in a spreadsheet.

On the other hand, even though errors were found faster with
the tool (mean 218 seconds vs. 238 seconds without the tool), the
difference was not statistically significant and one might be tempted
to argue that the tool does not help in the error detection process.
However, there was a strong practice effect as the participants de-
tected errors faster when working with their second spreadsheet
(F(1, 10) = 10.544, p = 0.009), which weakens the statistical signif-
icance of the tool effect on the error detection rate. Thus the tool
seems to speed up the process of checking formulae only slightly
but makes it clearly more accurate.

Our result differs from that of McKeever et al. (2009) who found
that the use of named ranges may lead to a reduction in debugging
performance. Their study was, however, quite different from ours.
First, the ecological validity of our study was better: participants in
the McKeever et al. (2009) study were novices and did not necessar-
ily know the problem domain whereas our participants were expe-
rienced spreadsheet users and familiar with the problem domain.
Second, named ranges are more error-prone than domain narra-
tives used in our tool, because the domain narratives are generated
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automatically by the tool and they are accompanied by a clear vi-
sualization of the referenced cells. Thus, our tool provides more
opportunities for a user to detect erroneous cell references. We also
note that some researchers argue that standard range names can
sometimes bring confusion in the spreadsheet understanding pro-
cess. For example, Panko and Ordway (2005) argue that in selecting
ranges for range names, pointing errors can assign the wrong range
to a range name and thus although the range will be wrong, but it
will appear to be correct in formulae that merely reference the range
names. In our case, the domain narratives are automatically gen-
erated and each narrative corresponds to the referenced range area
and as such a “correct range name but an incorrect range” type of
error (Panko & Ordway, 2005) is impossible in our tool.

Based on Figure 5.4, it seems the tool helps users to locate more
errors of the following error types:

• Error type E (formula incorrectly copied such that it refers to neigh-
bouring range, 50% vs. 92%): The difference between the num-
ber of located errors using the tool and without using the tool
for this error type was +42 percentage points. We put forward
that the tool is providing leverage in this case for two reasons.
First, the tool automatically highlights the formula range of
an active formula cell and therefore any mismatch with the
expected range is quickly taken as a cue for a possible error.
Without the tool, a user has no easily available visual cue of
the referred area and makes the check using imagery which
is more error-prone than a simple visual check. Second, the
tool also produces a narrative for each formula and hence if a
narrative mismatches with the expected narration, that can be
taken as a cue for a possible error.

• Error type C (formula accidentally overwritten with constants,
38% vs. 58%): The difference between the number of located
errors using the tool and without using the tool for this error
type was +20 percentage points. We put forward that the lack
of a cue for a presence of a formula or the lack of a narrative
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though expected, raises a flag for a possibility of an error.

• Error type B (numbers formatted as text, 25% vs. 42%): The dif-
ference between the number of located errors using the tool
and without using the tool for this error type was +17 per-
centage points. We put forward that this is the case because
the narrative captures a number as a row or column header
raising a cue for a possibility of an error since numbers are
not normally expected to be headers.

• Error type G (a wrong problem domain formula, 67% vs. 79%):
The difference between the number of located errors using
the tool and without using the tool for this error type was
+12 percentage points. We put forward that this is the case
because a domain narrative that does not match with what is
expected in the problem domain provides a cue for an error.
However, since the difference between the number of located
errors using the tool and without using the tool for this er-
ror type seems small, we put forward that in general, wrong
problem domain formulae easily contradict with what is ex-
pected in the application domain hence is easily identified as
an error.

There was no difference between using the tool and not using
the tool for error type D (formula missing some range, 83% vs. 83%).
We put forward that this might be the case because whether using
a tool or not, one debugging technique for many spreadsheet users
is to look at whether some cells in the expected range of a formula
are missing.

Without using the tool, participants performed better in locating
errors in error type F (a numerical formula pointing to a label when it
should point to a number, 75% vs. 58%). We suspect that the inclusion
of labels in a range of a formula easily contradicts with the expected
range of a formula hence even without a tool, spreadsheet users
easily catch this type of an error.

We therefore put forward that the tool is providing leverage for
several reasons. First, the tool produces a domain narrative for
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each formula and if a narrative does not match with the expected
narration, that can be taken as a logical cue for a possible error (er-
ror types D, E, and G). Second, the tool automatically highlights the
formula range of an active formula cell and therefore any mismatch
with the expected range can be taken as a visual cue for a possible
error (error types D and E). Third, the tool highlights all formula
cells with a magenta right border and therefore the lack of a cue
for a presence of a formula raises a flag for a possibility of an error
(error type C). Fourth, narratives capture only textual cells as row
or column headers raising a cue for a possibility of an error if the
contents of a numeric data cell is included in a narrative (error type
B). The results indicate that the tool generally helps users to catch
more errors in spreadsheets although different aspects of the tool
may be more helpful for some error types than others.

5.2.4 Satisfaction

After finishing the task of locating errors, participants were simply
requested to write down their opinion of the two scenarios in terms
of how they find it easier to locate errors as well as any suggested
improvements to the tool.

Eleven out of the twelve participants found the tool helpful in
locating errors. For example, one participant wrote: “Situation A
[with tool], was easier than B [without tool]. Because it has some finding
tips – there are the narrations in the formula cells, and also the high-
lights but also the magenta colours against the [formula] cells.” Another
participant also wrote: “The inclusion of higher level formulae assisted
quite a lot to check whether indeed those areas are captured.” Another
participant also wrote: “It was easier with the helper because you could
easily see the affected cells before doing anything else ... Perhaps it would
make work easier if the helper was embedded into the system to enable
even those who are not well conversant with Excel to see and make easier
interpretation.”

On the other hand, one participant said that he found the tool
confusing as he is used to the “normal Excel.” Ironically, this par-
ticipant found more errors with the tool than when locating errors
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on a spreadsheet without the tool. This demonstrates that “ben-
efiting” from a tool is not the same as “liking” a tool. However,
overall, the subjective opinion of the participants on the tool shows
that, generally, participants found the tool useful.

5.2.5 Effect on mental models

Methodology

Nine of the twelve participants wrote down explanations for each of
the located errors in the assigned tasks. The participants were not
asked to write the descriptions, but they wrote them voluntarily.
We therefore took advantage of this to analyze the effect of the tool
on the mental models of participants based on the characterization
of spreadsheet authors’ mental models that we found in the study
in Chapter 3, i.e., to what extent they deal with the application in
domain terms, real-world terms, and spreadsheet terms.

It is important to note that the participants’ explanations were
going beyond the contents displayed in the narrative boxes. For
example, for some cell, the visualization produced a narrative “8112
| TOTAL FUND BALANCES” which does not make sense and the
participant indeed correctly identifies the error in his explanation as
“Total liabilities and fund balances. There is an error of not adding
the total liabilities to the total figure.” So, the term “Total liabilities”
is not mentioned in the narrative, but represents the participant’s
understanding of the error. Thus, participants’ explanations can be
said to represent their mental models in the error locating task.

Each of the explanations was analyzed and classified using the
same technique we used in the study reported in Chapter 3. We
adapted the inter-rater reliability verified program summary anal-
ysis technique by Good (1999) in which each object/noun is classi-
fied as spreadsheet specific or domain-specific or real-world. The
categories are not exclusive, i.e., an object can be, say, both domain-
specific and real-world.
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Results

The relative frequencies of the three object reference types in er-
ror descriptions, without the tool and with the tool, are given in
Table 5.2 and illustrated in Figure 5.5.

Table 5.2: Relative frequencies (%) of different object reference types in error descriptions
without the tool and with the tool.

Condition Total
Without tool With tool
M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.

Obj.ref. Real-world 11.1 9.9 16.3 10.2 13.7 10.1
type Domain 23.3 19.8 38.2 18.1 30.8 19.9

Spread-
sheet

92.8 11.1 73.2 12.5 83.0 15.3

Figure 5.5: A line illustration of relative frequencies of overlapping object reference types
in error descriptions.

We ran a two way repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with two within-subjects factors with the relative fre-
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quency of each object type as the dependent variable and two in-
dependent variables: tool usage with two levels (without tool and
with tool) and type of object reference (real-world, domain specific
and spreadsheet specific). We used an alpha level of 0.05 for all
tests. There was no main effect of tool usage (F(1,8) = 0.005, p =
0.945). However, there was main effect of type of object reference
(F(2,16) = 71.48, p < 0.0001). There was also a significant interac-
tion of tool usage and type of object reference (F(2,16) = 19.12, p <
0.0001). Looking at the means as also illustrated in Figure 5.5, tool
usage is a very influential factor as it impacts differently on the ob-
ject references in each of the two scenarios particularly for domain
references and spreadsheet references. However, it is also clear that
tool usage does not affect real-world object references.

The foregoing analysis was on data whose coding scheme al-
lowed that certain terms to be overlapped in the classification, e.g.,
“zeroes” coded as “yes” for both categories. We therefore did fur-
ther analysis of the data with “pure” categorization where such
terms are left out, i.e., looking at object references that belong to
a single mental model only. Since the tool usage does not affect
real-world object references, we did not include “pure real-world
object references” in this analysis resulting in two opposite cate-
gories: “pure spreadsheet specific object references” and “pure do-
main specific object references”.

Without the tool, the mean of the relative frequencies was 90.8%
for pure spreadsheet object references and 9.2% for pure domain
object references. With the tool, the corresponding figures were
71.1% and 28.9%. The change affected by the tool is statistically
significant (F(1, 8) = 42.45, p = 0.0002).

Discussion

The use of different types of words is an indication of the mental
model a person is using at a moment (Pennington, 1987). The study
presented in Chapter 3 found that spreadsheet authors have at least
three mental models of a spreadsheet: the real-world model that
comprises general knowledge of the world around us and utilized
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in the spreadsheet; the domain model that represents knowledge
of the problem domain and the functionality of the spreadsheet in
problem domain or application terms; and the spreadsheet model
that codes the expressions and data relationships in the spread-
sheet. That study indicated that authors explain their spreadsheets
mainly in terms of real-world and problem domain concepts; in
debugging, they constantly switch between problem domain con-
cepts and spreadsheet-specific concepts, although they mainly use
spreadsheet-specific concepts to fix an identified error.

In this study, participants used mostly spreadsheet terms when
describing an error in the without tool case. This is in line with the
study reported in Chapter 3, i.e., with no tool support it was found
that the spreadsheet model was also prominent when locating er-
rors.

With the tool, the situation is different: when compared to the
without tool case, the prominence of the spreadsheet model now
decreases whereas the prominence of the domain model increases.
Thus, the tool affected a significant change in the roles of these two
models.

On the other hand, the amount of real-world terms was small
and not affected by the use of the tool. We put forward that this is
the case because when dealing with errors, the real-world model is
not as prominent as the two other mental models.

The further analysis with “pure” categorization of data gives
further evidence to the effect of the tool in changing the roles of the
spreadsheet and domain mental models: while participants deal
with errors almost solely in spreadsheet terms without the tool, the
tool gives them a more balanced representation that combines the
spreadsheet and domain models.

It is important to note that in practice very few errors can be
understood in the spreadsheet model, only. Most of the errors in
the current study did not belong to the domain model, either. Most
often, an error is a combination of domain and spreadsheet mod-
els and requires understanding the mapping between these two.
The tool made the mapping available to the participants as they
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could utilize both models simultaneously. This phenomenon sug-
gests that the tool bridges the gap between the two mental models.
The earlier study presented in Chapter 3 demonstrated that when
locating and fixing an error, one must constantly switch back and
forth between the domain model and spreadsheet model, which
requires frequent use of the connection between problem domain
concepts and their spreadsheet model counterparts. This study
demonstrated that the tool affected a more balanced use of these
two models and improved participants performance in spreadsheet
debugging.

We therefore put forward that the tool improves the mapping
between the spreadsheet and domain models which makes under-
standing and debugging spreadsheets more efficient.

5.3 THREATS TO VALIDITY OF STUDY

The spreadsheets that the participants used in this study were not
created by the participants themselves and as such there could be
an effect of unfamiliarity with the spreadsheets on their perfor-
mance. However, the spreadsheets were quite simple and from
the accounting field which the participants themselves belong to.
Moreover, spreadsheet users frequently use spreadsheets created
by others (Mittermeier & Clermont, 2002). As such, using spread-
sheets created by others could help to realistically gauge the efficacy
of the tool on its users.

The small number of participants as well as their narrow occu-
pation distribution (professional accountants only) also poses a risk
of validity on this research. On the other hand, the findings could
be expressed in general terms that are not tied to any profession.

Each participant was at liberty to stop working on the assigned
task at any time they felt they had found enough errors in the given
spreadsheets. This could have led some participants to find more
errors than others. However, this is not a problem as the study
was a within-subject design experiment in which each participant
was compared to themselves in the two conditions (using the tool
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or not) and we could accordingly use repeated measures statistical
analyses.

Finally, the participants were not asked to write the descriptions
of the errors they located, but they wrote them voluntarily. There-
fore the result is not based on an artificial task and hence maintains
the ecological validity of the study.

5.4 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we reported the empirical evaluation of the usabil-
ity of the domain terms spreadsheet visualization tool that we pre-
sented in the previous chapter. We also presented our findings on
the effects of the tool on participants’ mental models in a debugging
task.

The tool was found to be learnable and thus answering research
question RQ5 – Can the tool be learned easily by users? The tool also
helped the participants to locate more errors in spreadsheets. This
finding provides the answer to research question RQ6 – Can the tool
help users in debugging their spreadsheets? Participants also found the
tool useful in the error locating task and thus were satisfied with
the tool. This finding provides the answer to research question RQ7
– Are users satisfied with the tool? The analysis of the effect of the tool
on the participants’ mental models revealed that the tool makes the
prominence of the spreadsheet model to decrease while at the same
time increasing the prominence of the domain model in the user’s
reasoning. Thus the tool relieves users from spreadsheet details
and lets them utilize more of their mental model of the application
domain. Hence we put forward that the tool improves the mapping
between the spreadsheet and domain models which is crucial in un-
derstanding and debugging a spreadsheet. This finding completes
the answer to the research question RQ4 – Is it possible to develop
a spreadsheet understanding and debugging tool that relieves users from
spreadsheet details and lets them utilize more of their mental model of the
application domain?

The tool gives out spreadsheet formula narratives in domain
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terms, but does not currently allow spreadsheet authors to enter or
edit formulae using the same notation. Adding such a feature to
the tool would further decrease the need for the spreadsheet model
and bring formula editing closer to the domain model. We thus pro-
pose an extension to the tool to accommodate this paradigm shift
whereby a spreadsheet user should be able to debug a spreadsheet
in domain terms rather in traditional spreadsheet terms. Moreover,
the tool would also ideally allow spreadsheet creation by writing
formulae in domain terms. This is addressed in the next chapter
(Chapter 6).
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6 A Case for a Paradigm Shift
in Spreadsheets

6.1 INTRODUCTION

We inferred from the empirical study reported in Chapter 3 that
tools intended to aid in comprehension of a spreadsheet should
make prominent real-world and domain concepts and map those
concepts easily to spreadsheet-specific details; and a good debug-
ging tool must not only display possible spreadsheet errors in spre-
adsheet terms (e.g., cell references) but also in domain terms in
order to help spreadsheet authors discern errors with a more pro-
nounced mapping between the problem domain and the spread-
sheet.

One thing that therefore becomes clear is that allowing spread-
sheet authors to express themselves more at a domain level than
just at a spreadsheet specific level could reduce the mental barri-
ers that spreadsheet authors can have in mapping with what they
think in their head and how to express that in a spreadsheet. This
would thus provide a paradigm shift - a shift from only allowing
spreadsheet authors to express themselves in a spreadsheet mainly
in spreadsheet specific terms to being allowed to do the same in
higher-level domain terms. In other words, instead of spreadsheet
authors expressing themselves mainly in spreadsheet terms, .i.e.,
the spreadsheet model, as in the current traditional spreadsheet
paradigm when creating spreadsheets or indeed debugging spread-
sheets, they should be allowed to express themselves in higher level
domain terms (i.e. the domain model). Although some spread-
sheet systems, such as Microsoft Excel, allow one to define for-
mulae in domain terms, one has to define cell names separately
through named ranges and as such it is error prone and also not
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easy to define formulae in domain terms. The SUMWISE spread-
sheet extension by Miller et al. (2010) employs user-defined row
and column names, rather than the usual A1 (or R1C1) references
found in traditional spreadsheets. In other words, spreadsheet au-
thors can use domain terms to define and edit spreadsheet formu-
lae in this environment which completely replaces the traditional
spreadsheet environment. However, the usability of the SUMWISE
extension has not been empirically evaluated. In the paradigm shift
we are proposing, spreadsheet authors should easily use domain
terms while in the traditional spreadsheet environment. Moreover,
we should also have an empirical basis for using domain terms in
spreadsheets.

This proposed paradigm shift could therefore be applicable in
spreadsheet activities such as:

(i) When creating a spreadsheet, instead of spreadsheet authors
defining their spreadsheets in traditional low-level spreadsheet
specific terms such as cell references, they could also do so by
using high level domain terms.

(ii) In debugging, when fixing errors in a spreadsheet, the spread-
sheet author could fix the errors in higher level domain terms
than in traditional low-level spreadsheet specific terms such
as cell references.

We thus also give a demonstration of how this paradigm shift
could specifically be implemented in spreadsheet debugging and
in particular when fixing spreadsheet errors. This demonstration
attempts to answer the research question:

RQ8 – Is it possible to construct a tool that is based on a different paradigm
rather than the current traditional spreadsheet paradigm?

We also do an evaluation of the proposed tool based on the fol-
lowing research question:
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RQ9 – What are the effects of such a tool on spreadsheet authors’ mental
models?

6.2 A PARADIGM SHIFT IN SPREADSHEET DEBUGGING

In the traditional spreadsheet paradigm, debugging a formula re-
quires the spreadsheet author to click on a formula cell and read the
formula. And the referenced cells are normally highlighted when
one is in edit mode. This is true in spreadsheet systems such as
Microsoft Excel. The problem that arises is that this formula is in
low-level spreadsheet specific terms and yet the spreadsheet au-
thor mainly thinks of the problem being solved on a spreadsheet in
higher level domain terms. We found in the study in Chapter 3 that
when explaining a spreadsheet, spreadsheet authors mainly do so
in domain/real-world terms and therefore it would be appropriate
that even in other activities such as debugging, spreadsheet authors
should also be allowed to think in domain/real-world terms. And
the study in Chapter 5 showed that with formulae expressed in
higher level domain terms, participants were able to locate more
errors than in the traditional spreadsheet paradigm. With this in
mind, it would therefore be appropriate that the spreadsheet au-
thor also be given another view of the formula in domain terms and
they should also be allowed to easily fix errors in domain specific
terms that could then be reflected in low level spreadsheet specific
terms.

We demonstrate a paradigm shift in spreadsheet debugging
through a prototype tool that we have developed that allows one
to be able to fix errors in a spreadsheet using higher level domain
terms. The tool is an extension of the spreadsheet visualization
tool that we presented in Chapter 4. We call this prototype tool
a paradigm shift spreadsheet visualization tool or paradigm shift
tool in short. The paradigm shift tool extends the tool defined in
the previous chapter by providing the ability to allow one to fix
errors in higher level domain terms. The tool thus displays formu-
lae in domain terms but also allows one to fix errors using domain
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terms. Currently, the tool does not allow entering the formulae in
domain terms at the very beginning as it is just a prototype tool.
We deliberately excluded the creation of formulae from scratch in
domain terms as the purpose of the tool is to demonstrate proof of
concept of the paradigm shift we are proposing.

The tool has the following features and characteristics:

(i) The tool displays formulae in “more user friendly” domain
terms and also allows one to fix errors in higher level domain
terms.

(ii) Cells that are being referred to in the domain terms narra-
tive are also automatically highlighted and their background
colour matches with the background colour of the narrative.
In many spreadsheet systems, such as Microsoft Excel, ref-
erenced cells are highlighted in edit mode. We have thus ap-
plied the Gestalt Law of Similarity whereby objects of the same
colour are naturally perceived as related (Wertheimer, 1938).
In this case, matching background colours of the narrative and
highlighted cells helps the user to automatically perceive the
two as related.

(iii) All formula cells are marked with a magenta right border so
that a user can have a general overview of all formula cells
and thus could actually help one to differentiate formula cells
from text cells as well as input number cells.

(iv) Each domain terms narrative is shown when a formula cell
is active and the narrative is positioned a little bit lower than
the active formula cell to avoid distractions when navigating
through the cells.

(v) To track changes automatically, the domain terms narratives
are automatically re-generated as one works through the spre-
adsheet hence providing real-time interactivity. Automatic
generations of visualizations is important because users are
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not comfortable with tools that require much user interven-
tion
(Sajaniemi, 2000).

(vi) The tool is superimposed on the spreadsheet display. This is
important because users may find it tedious and confusing to
determine the correspondence between a separate visualiza-
tion and the spreadsheet itself (Sajaniemi, 2000).

As already alluded to above, this paradigm shift tool differs
from the domain terms visualization tool presented in Chapter 4 in
that the domain terms visualization tool just displays formulae in
domain terms but does not also allow one to fix errors in higher
level domain terms as the paradigm shift tool does.

6.2.1 Implementation

The tool is implemented as an add-on to a popular spreadsheet sys-
tem, Microsoft Excel, so that it should not be completely different
from the traditional spreadsheet environment. Again, this was to
take advantage of existing user experience as their familiarity with
existing tools and techniques could become worthless if the tool
is too different from what they know and how they are used to
work (Kulesz, 2011).

Figure 6.1: An illustration of a high-level architecture of the paradigm shift tool.
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Figure 6.1 depicts a high-level architecture of the paradigm shift
tool. In the tool, events such as editing a domain terms narrative
(a higher level formula) trigger the domain terms narrative builder
to translate the domain terms to spreadsheet terms using the “do-
main term to spreadsheet term” translator and thereafter the af-
fected cells are highlighted accordingly.

The tool thus has the following components: Domain Terms
Narrative Display (already described in Chapter 4); Domain Terms
Narrative Builder (already described in Chapter 4); Domain Term to
Spreadsheet Term Translator – translates a particular domain term
to its corresponding low-level spreadsheet specific term; Cell High-
lighter (already described in Chapter 4); and Event Handling Inter-
face – captures events such as editing of a domain narrative.

6.2.2 The paradigm shift tool in action

We demonstrate the tool in action in the “Sales Report” spread-
sheet depicted in Figure 6.2 up to Figure 6.4. In Figure 6.2, cell C18
has an error – the January Totals for the South region is missing
out the sales by Mark Watts. In spreadsheet specific terms, the for-
mula, SUM(C14:C17), in cell C18, is missing out cell C13. In domain
terms, the corresponding narrative given is “SUM( Jan | Jane Hill ...
Jan | Gill Smith)”. To correct this error, the spreadsheet author has
two options: to either fix it by correcting the spreadsheet specific
formula by changing it to SUM(C14:C17) or by editing the domain
terms narrative from “SUM( Jan | Jane Hill ... Jan | Gill Smith)” to
“SUM( Jan | Mark Watts ... Jan | Gill Smith)”. The second option is
closer to what a spreadsheet author thinks in their head because the
error is that “sales by Mark Watts” have been left out. Therefore re-
placing “Jane Hill” with “Mark Watts” should correct the problem.
And indeed, using our tool, we demonstrate a spreadsheet author
editing the domain narrative appropriately as in Figure 6.3. The
corrected domain terms narrative is then exited to effect the change
as in Figure 6.4. The tool user can exit the domain terms narrative
by clicking in any other cell. The effected change can be verified
by clicking on the corrected formula cell such as in Figure 6.5 and
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indeed the domain narrative is reflecting the change and the high-
lighted cells provide a further confirmation of the change. A check
on the spreadsheet specific formula on the formula bar also reflects
the change – SUM(C14:C17) is now SUM(C13:C17).

Figure 6.2: An illustration of the paradigm shift tool – step 1 (an error in cell C18 whereby
“Mark Watts” has been left out).

Normally, in a spreadsheet, a label can have multiple occur-
rences. This can be problematic to know which label is the one be-
ing referred in the domain narrative. In our tool, we have devised
a way to handle this. A user is asked to pick the correct occurrence
of a label. The label that can be chosen at a given time is high-
lighted in colour - yellow if the label is referred to in a “row-wise”
context and green if referred to in a “column-wise” context. We
illustrate how we deal with the multiple occurrence label problem
in the error fixing process illustrated in Figure 6.6 to Figure 6.10.
Particularly, in Figure 6.8, since there are two labels titled “Total”
in cell E4 and cell A9, the first “Total” label is encountered and the
user is asked if that is the correct “Total” label that should be used
in the domain narrative particularly for “Production | Total”. This
is the wrong label being referred to and as such the user answers
in the negative to the question. The “Total” label is highlighted in
yellow as it is being referred to in the “row-wise” context in “Pro-
duction | Total”. If it were being referred to in the “column-wise”
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Figure 6.3: An illustration of the paradigm shift tool – step 2 (incorrect domain term “Jane
Hill” replaced with correct domain term “Mark Watts”).

Figure 6.4: An illustration of the paradigm shift tool – step 3 (corrected domain terms
narrative exited to effect the change).
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Figure 6.5: An illustration of the paradigm shift tool – step 4 (verification of effected error
correction).

context as in say “Total | Stationery”, the label would have been
highlighted in green. It is important to note that in this case we
are trying to locate the right “Total” label for “Production | Total”.
This step will be repeated also for “Accounting | Total”. In other
words, each occurrence of a label in the domain narrative is treated
separately. Overall, it takes quite a good number of steps to correct
an error which involves a label which has more than one occurrence
in a spreadsheet.

6.2.3 Limitations of the paradigm shift tool

The paradigm shift tool we have developed serves to demonstrate
that it is possible for a spreadsheet author to fix errors in a spread-
sheet in high level domain terms. However, it has some limitations.
A major limitation with the tool is that one cannot use it to define a
domain terms formula from “scratch”. As such, it can only be used
to edit the automatically generated domain terms formulae with al-
ready defined corresponding cell-referenced formulae. Other lim-
itations which mainly stem from the implementation approach we
used are as follows:

(i) The names of labels or symbolic names used in a spreadsheet
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should not include the following operators: “+”, “-”, “*”, “/”,
“(”, “)” and “...”. This pre-condition has been imposed be-
cause these operators have been used in the tool to identify
domain terms in the narratives.

(ii) Normally, in a spreadsheet, a label can have multiple occur-
rences. In this tool, it is laborious and time consuming to
effect a domain narrative change when there are multiple oc-
currences of a label in a spreadsheet. Ideally, it would have
been possible to highlight all alternatives at the same time and
let the user simply pick the right one.

(iii) Any input cell to a formula cell needs to have a column label
as well as a row label otherwise we will not be able to trans-
late a domain term to a spreadsheet specific cell reference for
input cells that lack these. However, this limitation could be a
blessing in disguise as it forces a spreadsheet author to define
a column label and row label for each input cell which could
be good practice to produce readable and self-documenting
spreadsheets.

(iv) Each label has to occupy only one cell otherwise searching for
a label that occupies more than one cell is not plausible with
this tool. We also note however that in many spreadsheets,
labels may occupy more than one cell but we are putting for-
ward that not allowing a label that occupy more than one cell
could also be one one way to encourage spreadsheet authors
to produce readable and self-documenting spreadsheets.

Although the above limitations make the use of the tool clumsy,
it is not a problem because the tool was created just to test the fea-
sibility of the paradigm shift idea and it is not intended for real
use. However, one interface enhancement that would be more de-
sirable for the tool would be to allow spreadsheet authors to edit
formulae in the displayed domain narratives by not typing by hand
but by just pointing and clicking on required labels. This would
improve efficiency and accuracy in formula formation using higher
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level domain terms and also eliminate the multiple occurrence label
problem as spreadsheet authors would simply select their desired
label by pointing and clicking.

Figure 6.6: An illustration of the multiple occurrence label problem – step 1: An error
occurs in cell E9 in that the sum is leaving out D9 or in domain terms, it is leaving out
Accounting total. The correct domain narrative should be “SUM( Production | Total ...
Accounting | Total )”. “Sales” needs to be replaced with “Accounting”.

Figure 6.7: An illustration of the multiple occurrence label problem – step 2: The erroneous
domain narrative is corrected with “Sales” edited out and replaced with “Accounting”.

6.2.4 Evaluation of the paradigm shift tool

In evaluating the tool, we had the following research question in
mind:

RQ9 – What are the effects of such a tool on spreadsheet authors’ mental
models?

In this evaluation, we did not do our evaluation based on us-
ability attributes by Nielsen (1994) as the paradigm shift tool is a
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Figure 6.8: An illustration of the multiple occurrence label problem – step 3: The user is
taken through a sequence of dialog boxes so that they choose the label that is being referred
to in the domain narrative.

Figure 6.9: An illustration of the multiple occurrence label problem – step 4: This is the
right label being referred to and as such the user answers in the affirmative to the question.
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Figure 6.10: An illustration of the multiple occurrence label problem – step 5: The correc-
tion has been effected and the user can verify this by clicking on the formula cell they were
correcting.

prototype rather than a fully functional tool. Instead, we opted to
investigate the effect of the tool on mental models in spreadsheet
authors. We did this by giving participants a debugging task to do
without the tool and with the help of the tool. The debugging task
involved an error description sub-task and an error fixing sub-task.

Methodology

The participants in this study were the same participants that par-
ticipated in the usability evaluation of the domain terms spread-
sheet visualization tool (see Chapter 5) since they were already fa-
miliar with the tool except for how to actually use it to fix errors.
Therefore the participants were twelve in number. The researcher
visited each participant at their place of work. Two spreadsheets
were used in the study – the “Group Profit Summary” spreadsheet
which we denoted in this study as “S3” and the “Consolidated
Statement of Shareholders’ Equity” which we denoted in this study
as “S4”. Both spreadsheets were sourced and adapted from the EU-
SES spreadsheet corpus (Fisher & Rothermel, 2005). These spread-
sheets were financial spreadsheets which any accountant could eas-
ily understand.

We seeded the two spreadsheets with similar errors as in the us-
ability evaluation of the domain terms visualization tool presented
in Chapter 5. The errors were typical errors spreadsheet authors
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make as adapted from Raffensperger (2008) and Duggirala (2012).
However, we excluded error types A, B and C in this study for the
following reasons:

• Error type A (formula with no precedents (hard-coded val-
ues)) was excluded because hard-coded values are not nec-
essarily errors although they can have repercussions on the
correctness of a spreadsheet since the values are not automat-
ically calculated through formulae.

• Error type B (numbers formatted as text) was excluded be-
cause once a number is formatted as text, it is captured in a
domain narrative of a formula cell that references it. So, fixing
an error of this error type through a domain narrative has to
happen not on this cell having a number formatted as text but
rather on a formula cell that references it.

• Error type C (formula accidentally overwritten with constants)
was excluded because the paradigm shift tool only allows one
to edit an already generated domain narrative i.e. a domain
narrative cannot be entered from scratch. In this error type,
a constant will mean that there is no formula at spreadsheet
specific level and there is no domain narrative for that formula
hence the formula has to be entered from scratch.

The error types of seeded errors and the number of seeded er-
rors in spreadsheets S3 and spreadsheet S4 are given in Table 6.1.

Six participants were requested to describe and fix the seeded
errors in their first spreadsheet without the tool and the second
spreadsheet with the paradigm shift tool (three starting with spread-
sheet S3 and three starting with spreadsheet S4); the other six were
requested to describe and fix the seeded errors in their first spread-
sheet with the paradigm shift tool and the second without the tool
(and again half of them starting with spreadsheet S3).
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Table 6.1: Error types of seeded errors and their corresponding number of seeded errors in
spreadsheet S3 and spreadsheet S4.

Error Type
Errors in

Spreadsheet
S3

Errors in
Spreadsheet

S4
(D) Formula missing some
range

1 1

(E) Formula incorrectly copied
such that it refers to
neighbouring range

1 1

(F) A numerical formula
pointing to a label when it
should point to a number

1 1

(G) A wrong problem domain
formula

1 1

Each participant was introduced to the concept of fixing errors in
domain terms through a demonstration using a demo spreadsheet
just before working on a spreadsheet with the paradigm shift tool.
Though both spreadsheets used in the tasks were financial spread-
sheets, their structure was different so that the participants could
not have a carry-over effect as they moved from the first task to the
second task.

In the study task, each participant was informed about each cell
containing an error (and this was so because we were not neces-
sarily looking at how many errors they can correctly identify but
rather the nature of their mental models as they do the task). The
researcher therefore clicked the first erroneous cell in a spreadsheet
at hand and let the participant first write down the description of
why that cell was erroneous and then fix the error (using the tool if
available or without the tool if not available) and also write down
how that error was fixed. This was done before moving on to the
next cell. This process was repeated for all the errors in the spread-
sheet at hand.
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The researcher was just clicking on the erroneous cells to avoid
influencing the participant’s thought process. This way verbal ex-
pressions of the location, which could influence how a participant
thinks were avoided, and the participants were working with one
error at a time. All the errors were given in the same order for all
the participants (starting from error type D to G).

For each participant we thus collected what they wrote down in
the error description sub-task and error fixing sub-task both when
they were not using the paradigm shift tool and when using the
tool. Each of the written transcripts was analyzed and classified
using the adaptation of inter-rater reliability verified program sum-
mary analysis technique by Good (1999) in which each object/noun
is classified as spreadsheet specific or domain-specific or real-world
as we did in Chapter 3. The categories are not exclusive, i.e., an ob-
ject can be, say, both domain-specific and real-world.

Results

In the error description sub-task, the number of coded object refer-
ences varied from 5 to 18 (mean 12) without the tool and from 4
to 26 (mean 15) with the tool. The relative frequencies of the three
object reference types in the error description sub-task without the
tool and with the tool are given in Table 6.2 and illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.11.

Table 6.2: Relative frequencies (%) of different object reference types in the error description
sub-task without the tool and with the tool.

Condition Total
Without tool With tool
M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.

Obj.ref. Real-world 11.2 11.8 11.1 14.2 11.1 12.8
type Domain 13.0 14.7 65.9 20.8 39.6 32.3

Spread-
sheet

91.6 10.2 42.3 21.2 67.0 29.9
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Figure 6.11: A line illustration of relative frequencies of overlapping object reference types
in the error description sub-task.

We ran a two way repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with two within-subjects factors with the relative fre-
quency of each object type as the dependent variable and two in-
dependent variables: tool usage with two levels (without tool and
with tool) and type of object reference (real-world, domain specific
and spreadsheet specific). We used an alpha level of 0.05 for the
tests. There was no main effect of tool usage (F(1,11) = 0.424, p
= 0.528). However, there was main effect of type of object refer-
ence (F(2,22) = 65.22, p < 0.0001). There was also a significant two
way interaction of tool usage and type of object reference (F(2,22) =
40.87, p < 0.0001). Looking at the means as also illustrated in Figure
6.11, tool usage is a very influential factor as it impacts differently
in each of the two scenarios particularly for domain references and
spreadsheet references. However, it is also clear that tool usage
does not affect real-world object references.

In the error fixing sub-task, the number of coded object refer-
ences varied from 4 to 18 (mean 10) without the tool and from 5
to 23 (mean 14) with the tool. The relative frequencies of the three
object reference types in the error fixing descriptions without the
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tool and with the tool are given in Table 6.3 and illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.12.

Table 6.3: Relative frequencies (%) of different object reference types in the error fixing
sub-task without the tool and with the tool.

Condition Total
Without tool With tool
M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.

Obj.ref. Real-world 4.3 9.1 15.3 20.5 9.8 16.5
type Domain 6.4 14.9 76.4 18.2 40.5 31.9

Spread-
sheet

97.5 8.7 32.5 18.3 65.0 36.1

Figure 6.12: A line illustration of relative frequencies of overlapping object reference types
in the error fixing sub-task.

We also ran a two way repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with two within-subjects factors with the relative fre-
quency of each object type as the dependent variable and two in-
dependent variables: tool usage with two levels (without tool and
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with tool) and type of object reference (real-world, domain specific
and spreadsheet specific). We also used an alpha level of 0.05 for
the tests. There was no main effect of tool usage (F(1,11) = 3.555,
p = 0.086). However, there was main effect of type of object refer-
ence (F(2,22) = 75.36, p < 0.0001). There was also a significant two
way interaction of tool usage and type of object reference (F(2,22) =
80.47, p < 0.0001). Looking at the means as also illustrated in Figure
6.12, tool usage is a very influential factor as it impacts differently
in each of the two situations particularly for domain references and
spreadsheet references. However, it is not clear on the effect of tool
usage on real-world object references. A posthoc analysis with a
Bonferroni adjusted alpha level, 0.017 (i.e. 0.05/3), indicated that
there is no significant effect of the use of the tool on real-world
object references in the error fixing sub-task, p = 0.11 > 0.017.

The intention of our study was not to find which situation pro-
vides for spreadsheet authors to locate more errors. However, many
participants had trouble identifying errors of error type G (“a wrong
problem domain formula”). In particular, four participants (33%)
literally wrote down “no error identified” when not using using
the tool and only one participant (8%) wrote down the same when
using the tool. Seven participants did not literally write down “no
error identified” but had problems in either of the sub-tasks.

In summary, 25% of errors of error type G were correctly de-
scribed by participants when not using the tool while 75% errors of
the same error type were correctly described by participants when
using the tool. On the other hand, 33% of errors of the same error
type were correctly fixed by participants when not using the tool
while 75% errors of the same error type were correctly fixed by par-
ticipants when using the tool. Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 present a
summary of participants’ performance for all the error types in the
error description sub-task and error fixing sub-task respectively.

Discussion

In the error describing sub-task, participants used mostly spread-
sheet terms when describing an error in the without tool case (13.0%
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Figure 6.13: Bar chart illustrating relative frequencies of errors correctly described per
error type without the tool and with the tool.

Figure 6.14: Bar chart illustrating relative frequencies of errors correctly fixed per error
type without the tool and with the tool.
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domain references vs 91.6% spreadsheet references). The use of
domain terms is rather less evident. This is in line with the ear-
lier study described in Chapter 5, i.e., with no tool support, it was
found that spreadsheet authors mainly use the spreadsheet model
in describing errors in spreadsheets.

However, in the study in Chapter 3, participants using plain
Microsoft Excel, i.e. without tool support, verbally described errors
using 52.2% domain references vs 51.3% spreadsheet references; in
the study in Chapter 5, participants without tool support described
errors (through written transcript) using 23.3% domain references
vs 92.8% spreadsheet references; and in the study reported in this
chapter (Chapter 6), participants without tool support described
errors (through written transcript) using 13.0% domain references
vs 91.6% spreadsheet references. The results of the without tool
situation in the studies in Chapter 5 and and this chapter (Chapter
6) seem to agree although in the study in Chapter 5, the participants
were not explicitly told to write down why particular cells were
erroneous. However, both are written transcripts. This is however
different if we compare with the verbal transcript of the study in
Chapter 3. The spreadsheet references in the verbal transcript seem
to be roughly the same as the domain references. This is in contrast
to written transcripts where spreadsheet references are clearly more
prominent than domain references.

This could be explained in several ways. First, the nature of the
transcript could have an effect. We put forward that when a person
talks aloud (verbal transcript) they become more verbose to make
more sense to the listening person while when writing down their
thoughts (written transcript), they write straight to the point just to
capture the very essence of what they are thinking hence the reduc-
tion in domain references. As Horowitz and Newman (1964) cor-
roborates - speaking and writing represent different strata of a per-
son and although both functions funnel thought processes, speech
includes more feeling and more “first thoughts” and impulsivity,
whereas writing samples more of the intellectualized and rational
and deliberate person. Second, in the study in Chapter 3, partic-
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ipants were working with their own spreadsheets whereas in the
other two studies, spreadsheets were originally created by others.
We put forward that in the studies in Chapter 5 and this chapter
(Chapter 6), the participants had to first comprehend the spread-
sheet and – as they were searching for errors – they probably did
this by looking at the formulae, hence starting their work with the
spreadsheet model and resorting to the domain model only to com-
pare the spreadsheet model with the domain model. In the study in
Chapter 3, they had a very good domain model of the spreadsheet
from the very beginning, and hence could utilize it more. Thus,
the ownership of a spreadsheet (whether being the original author
or a later debugger) probably affects the roles of the three mental
models, especially when starting to work with a spreadsheet.

There could also be other uncontrolled factors that could affect
the differences. Thus the mental models in the without tool support
situation would not be inherently different in their content, but their
prominence probably varies. Indeed, in all error description tasks
without the tool, the prominence of the spreadsheet model is either
the same as the domain model (verbal transcript) or is more than
the domain model (written transcript) but it is not less prominent
than the domain model.

On the other hand, in this study, with the paradigm shift tool,
the situation changes significantly - the participants use mostly do-
main terms when describing an error in the tool case while the use
of spreadsheet terms is rather less evident (compare 13.0% domain
references vs 91.6% spreadsheet references in the without tool case
with 65.9% domain references vs 42.3% spreadsheet references in
the tool case). In the tool case, the domain reference usage not only
increased to 65.9% (from 13.0% without the tool case) but also over-
shadowed the 42.3% spreadsheet reference usage. Thus the tool not
only increases the usage of the domain model but also makes the
domain model to eclipse the usage of the spreadsheet model. Thus
the tool promotes a shift from having the spreadsheet model always
dominant (as in the without tool case or traditional spreadsheet
paradigm) to having the domain model dominant over the spread-
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sheet model in the tool case. Thus the tool promotes a paradigm
shift in the error description sub-task. And indeed looking at the
transcripts, for example, without the tool, one participant described
a “formula incorrectly referencing to neighbouring range” error as
“instead of adding from C16 to I16, it has wrongly added from C15
to I15”. With the tool in use, the participant however described a
similar (but not same error) in the other spreadsheet as “Profit af-
ter taxation for 1992 is wrongly added, that is, it is picking items
from 1993”. The tool thus has an effect on the spreadsheet authors’
mental models when describing or locating errors in a spreadsheet.

The tool seems to provide a platform for a spreadsheet au-
thor to describe an error in terms of the problem domain rather
than the traditional low-level cell references and hence providing
a paradigm shift in how spreadsheet authors normally describe er-
rors in spreadsheets. This effect could be positive because as we
found in Chapter 5, spreadsheet authors located more errors with
the domain terms spreadsheet visualization tool than without the
tool. Although the intention of this study was not to find which
situation provides for spreadsheet authors to locate more errors,
with the tool, participants had relative ease in finding out why a
particular cell was erroneous. Particularly, without the tool, many
participants had trouble identifying why a “wrong problem domain
formula” (error type G) erroneous cell was as such. This was how-
ever not the case with the tool. For example, in one error, “Values
of Shares” were erroneously added to “Number of Shares” which
obviously does not make domain sense. As reported above, 25%
of errors of error type G were correctly described by participants
when not using the tool while 75% errors of the same error type
were correctly described by participants when using the tool (see
Figure 6.13). By displaying formulae in domain terms, the tool it
seems, helps the study participants to think mainly in terms of the
problem domain and thus to discern easily that a formula does not
make domain sense.

In the error fixing sub-task, participants used mostly spreadsheet
terms when fixing an error in the without tool case (6.4% domain
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references vs 97.5% spreadsheet references). The use of domain
terms is rather less evident. This is in line with the study described
in Chapter 3 that was conducted in a similar situation, i.e., with
no tool support, it was found that spreadsheet authors mainly use
the spreadsheet model in fixing errors in spreadsheets. However, in
the study in Chapter 3, participants using plain Microsoft Excel (i.e.
without the tool) when fixing errors used 36.5% domain references
vs 64.5% spreadsheet references; and in the study in this chapter
(Chapter 6), participants without tool support when fixing errors
(through written transcript) used 6.4% domain references vs 97.5%
spreadsheet references. The spreadsheet references in the study in
Chapter 3 (verbal transcript) seem subdued while the domain ref-
erences increase. This is in contrast to the study in this chapter
(written transcript) where spreadsheet references are clearly more
prominent than domain references. These differences could be ex-
plained in a similar way as in the error describing sub-task.

In either case, the spreadsheet model is always more prominent
than the domain model. Thus the mental models in the without
the tool case would not be inherently different in their content, but
their prominence probably varies and indeed in all error fixing tasks
without the tool, the spreadsheet model is always prominent over
the domain model whether in a verbal transcript or a written tran-
script.

On the other hand, in this study, with the paradigm shift tool,
the situation radically changes - the participants use mostly domain
terms when fixing an error in the tool case while the use of spread-
sheet terms is rather less evident (compare 6.4% domain references
vs 97.5% spreadsheet references in the without tool case with 76.4%
domain references vs 32.5% spreadsheet references in the tool case).
In the tool case, the domain reference usage not only increased to
76.4% (from 6.4% without the tool case) but also overshadowed the
32.5% spreadsheet reference usage. Thus the tool not only increases
the usage of the domain model but also makes the domain model
to eclipse the usage of the spreadsheet model. Thus the tool pro-
motes a shift from having the spreadsheet model always dominant
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(in the without tool case or traditional spreadsheet paradigm) to
having the domain model dominant over the spreadsheet model in
the tool case. Thus the tool also promotes a paradigm shift in the
error fixing sub-task.

The shift in the roles of the mental models however seems to
vary depending on the task at hand. The shifting is larger in the
error fixing sub-task than in the error description sub-task (see Fig-
ure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 in the with tool case). The difference in
the prominence of the domain model and the spreadsheet model
in the error fixing task is larger than in the error description sub-
task – 32.5% domain references vs 76.4% spreadsheet references
(difference of 43.9 percentage points) in error fixing while 42.3%
domain references vs 65.9% spreadsheet references (difference of
23.6 percentage points) in error descriptions. We put forward that
this could be the case because there is also a paradigm shift in the
way one also does the actual fixing of errors (a physical manifes-
tation of the paradigm shift in that instead of making a correction
on a spreadsheet formula the person now edits a domain narrative
and thus further enforcing a paradigm shift). Nevertheless, a per-
son will still have to verify that fixing an error in domain terms
also resulted in the right change in the spreadsheet model. Thus as
long as one is in the current traditional spreadsheet environment,
the spreadsheet model can not be completely eliminated in the
spreadsheet author’s mind. However, we envisage that in a spread-
sheet paradigm where cell references are not used, the spreadsheet
model, as defined in our context, could vanish totally.

In addition to changing or shifting in the roles of the mental
models in the two sub-tasks, the tool also improves the mapping be-
tween the domain mental model and the spreadsheet mental model
as the difference in the prominence of the domain mental model
and the spreadsheet mental model in the tool use scenario is much
smaller than in the without tool scenario (see Figure 6.11 and Fig-
ure 6.12). The mapping is however stronger in the error description
task as compared to the error fixing scenario as the difference in
the prominence of the domain model and the spreadsheet scenario
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is smaller in the error description task than in the error fixing task.
We however expect that with further usage of the tool, the usage
of spreadsheet terms would decrease even further and use of do-
main terms would further increase. The improved mapping thus
seems to be temporary as we expect the domain model to com-
pletely eclipse the spreadsheet model with further usage of the tool.

The tool, therefore, does not only promote a shift in the roles of
mental models but also improves the mapping temporarily between
the domain model and spreadsheet model although in varying de-
grees depending on the task. This shift in mental models is signif-
icant yet the study participants traditionally (without use of tool)
describe and fix spreadsheet errors mainly in spreadsheet terms.
Therefore, again, we could expect that with further usage of the
paradigm shift tool, the usage of spreadsheet terms would decrease
even further and the use of domain terms would further increase. A
novice starting to use spreadsheets with the tool (i.e., a newcomer
in spreadsheets) would probably, therefore, not talk in spreadsheet
terms at all and therefore talk in domain terms only. These re-
sults further solidify our case for the need to have a paradigm shift
in spreadsheets - a move from the current traditional spreadsheet
paradigm to a paradigm that is closer to the problem domain.

Threats to Validity of Study

Just as in the study reported in Chapter 5, the spreadsheets that the
participants used in this study were not created by the participants
themselves and as such there could be an effect of unfamiliarity
with the spreadsheets on the tasks at hand. However, the spread-
sheets were quite simple and from the accounting field which the
participants themselves belong to. Moreover, spreadsheet users fre-
quently use spreadsheets created by others (Mittermeier & Cler-
mont, 2002). As such, using spreadsheets created by others could
help to realistically evaluate the effect of the tool on spreadsheet
authors.

The tool itself is clumsy as it is just a prototype tool hence could
affect the validity of the study. However, for example, in the study
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we were not interested in the actual steps on how the participants
could fix an error using the tool or without the tool but rather a
participant’s general understanding of an error fix. Thus we were
not interested in the usability of the tool but rather to gauge the
mental models of the participants when doing the sub-tasks.

The tool in its current form does not fully support well a dis-
tinction between relative and absolute references particularly if one
wants to specify an absolute reference in the domain narrative. This
could bring confusion to a spreadsheet author and hence affect the
study. However, the spreadsheets we used in this study did not
have absolute references hence this confusion could not arise.

6.3 CONCLUSION

We reported a paradigm shift that we are proposing in spreadsheet
creation and debugging. We have thus demonstrated a prototype
of a spreadsheet visualization tool that allows spreadsheet authors
to fix errors in a spreadsheet in domain terms which is currently
not easily done in the traditional spreadsheet. This demonstration
answers the research question RQ8 – Is it possible to construct a tool
that is based on a different paradigm rather than the current traditional
spreadsheet paradigm? Our empirical evaluation of the prototype
paradigm shift tool showed that the tool promotes spreadsheet au-
thors to think more in domain terms in a way that overshadows
the way spreadsheet authors traditionally think when they are de-
scribing errors and even when fixing errors. This finding answers
the research question RQ9 – What are the effects of such a tool on
spreadsheet authors’ mental models?

These findings provide evidence that it is possible to have a
paradigm shift in spreadsheets from the traditional spreadsheet
paradigm to a paradigm where spreadsheet authors express them-
selves more at a higher problem domain level than just at a spread-
sheet specific low-level. And this paradigm shift could be advan-
tageous as the study in Chapter 5 showed that with formulae ex-
pressed in domain terms, participants were able to locate more er-
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rors than in the traditional spreadsheet paradigm.
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7 Conclusion

7.1 A REFLECTION ON THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In this research work, we presented one way in which the spread-
sheet error problem could be dealt with. In particular, we chose to
attack this problem, by studying spreadsheet authors’ mental mod-
els in order to better understand why the spreadsheet process is
so error-prone and to be able to devise new tools that better corre-
spond to spreadsheet authors’ mental processes. We chose to study
spreadsheet authors’ mental models because it is a common asser-
tion that humans have mental models of the systems they interact
with and it is difficult to explain many aspects of human behaviour
without resorting to a construct such as mental models (Rouse &
Morris, 1986). And as such, we argue that it is important to first
of all understand what types of mental models spreadsheet authors
possess when they are doing different spreadsheet process activi-
ties. In this work, therefore, we applied the theory of mental models
to come up with a proposed solution to the spreadsheet error and
comprehension problem.

For each of the three specific objectives we had in this research
work, we thus now give summarized answers to the specific re-
search questions we had.

For the first objective, i.e., investigating and characterizing men-
tal models of spreadsheet authors as they are doing various spread-
sheet tasks, and particularly, when they are explaining and debug-
ging their spreadsheets, the corresponding research questions and
their summarized answers are as follows:

RQ1 – Do spreadsheet authors have several mental models when they are
doing various spreadsheet tasks, and particularly, when they are
explaining and debugging their spreadsheets?

Based on the empirical study we conducted, presented in Chap-
ter 3, we characterized spreadsheet authors to have (at least) three
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mental models of a spreadsheet: the real world model that comprises
general knowledge of the world around us; the domain model that
represents knowledge of the problem domain and the functionality
of the spreadsheet in problem domain or application terms; and the
spreadsheet model that codes the expressions and data relationships
in the spreadsheet.

RQ2 – What are the roles of mental models in spreadsheet authors when
they are doing various spreadsheet tasks, and particularly, when they are
explaining and debugging their spreadsheets?

Based on the empirical study we conducted, presented in Chap-
ter 3, we found that when explaining a spreadsheet, the real-world
and domain mental models are prominent and the spreadsheet
model is less evident, but when locating and fixing error, one must
constantly switch back and forth between the domain model and
the spreadsheet model, which requires frequent use of the mapping
between problem domain concepts and their spreadsheet model
counterparts.

RQ3 – What are the implications of mental models in spreadsheet
authors on spreadsheet authoring and debugging tools?

Based on the empirical study we conducted, presented in Chap-
ter 3, we inferred that a tool intended to aid in comprehension
and debugging of spreadsheets should make prominent real-world
and problem domain concepts and map them easily to spreadsheet-
specific details.

For the second objective, i.e., development of a spreadsheet visualiza-
tion tool that demonstrates that it is possible to devise spreadsheet
authoring and debugging tools that are easy to use, efficient and
correspond to spreadsheet authors’ mental models of spreadsheets,
the corresponding research questions we had for this objective and
their summarized answers are as follows:
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RQ4 – Is it possible to develop a spreadsheet understanding and
debugging tool that relieves users from spreadsheet details and lets them
utilize more of their mental model of the application domain?

This question was covered in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In Chap-
ter 4, we gave a description of the domain terms spreadsheet visual-
ization tool that we developed. The tool displays formulae in higher
level symbolic names or domain/real-world terms and referenced
cells are automatically highlighted. In Chapter 5, we reported that
we found that the tool increased the role of the domain model while
significantly reducing the role of the spreadsheet model when lo-
cating errors.

RQ5 – Can the tool be learned easily by users?

This question was covered in Chapter 5 where we reported that
overall, study participants performed well on both the learnability
tasks that we gave them. And as such, we concluded that the tool
was easy to learn.

RQ6 – Can the tool help users in debugging their spreadsheets?

This question was covered in Chapter 5 where we reported that
the tool helped study participants to locate more errors in spread-
sheets although different aspects of the tool may be more helpful
for some error types than others.

RQ7 – Can spreadsheet authors be satisfied with the tool after using it?

This question was also covered in Chapter 5 where we reported
that overall, the subjective opinion of the participants on the tool
shows that, generally, participants found the tool useful and thus
were satisfied with the tool.

For the third objective, i.e., putting forward a case if there is need to
shift from the traditional spreadsheet paradigm to another paradigm
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that can better reflect spreadsheet authors’ mental models, we pre-
sented the same in Chapter 6. The corresponding research ques-
tions we had for this objective and their summarized answers are
as follows:

RQ8 – Is it possible to construct a tool that is based on a different
paradigm rather than the current traditional spreadsheet paradigm?

In Chapter 6 we presented a prototype of a spreadsheet vi-
sualization tool demonstrating spreadsheet debugging in a new
paradigm and also gave out limitations of the tool. We called this
tool a paradigm shift spreadsheet visualization tool. In particular,
with the tool, the spreadsheet author could also fix errors in higher
level domain terms than just in traditional low-level spreadsheet
specific terms such as cell references. Currently, the traditional
spreadsheet paradigm does not easily support this.

RQ9 – What are the effects of such a tool on spreadsheet authors’ mental
models?

We tackled this research question in Chapter 6 where we evalu-
ated the prototype paradigm shift tool to gauge the effects of such a
tool on spreadsheet authors’ mental models. The results of the em-
pirical evaluation of the tool showed that the tool promotes spread-
sheet authors to think more in domain terms in a way that over-
shadows the way spreadsheet authors traditionally think when they
are describing errors and even when fixing errors. In other words,
when describing and fixing errors, the tool seems to make spread-
sheet authors invoke the domain mental models much more than
the spreadsheet mental model. This is in sharp contrast to having
a prominent spreadsheet mental model when they are describing
and fixing errors in the traditional spreadsheet environment. Thus
the tool promotes a paradigm shift in the way spreadsheet authors
think when debugging their spreadsheets.
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7.2 OUR CONTRIBUTION

Hereby is a summary of our specific contributions, from this re-
search work, in the area of spreadsheets:

(i) We have characterized spreadsheet authors to have (at least)
three mental models of a spreadsheet: the real world model that
comprises general knowledge of the world around us; the do-
main model that represents knowledge of the problem domain
and the functionality of the spreadsheet in problem domain
or application terms; and the spreadsheet model that codes the
expressions and data relationships in the spreadsheet. When
explaining a spreadsheet, the real-world and domain mental
models are prominent and the spreadsheet model is less ev-
ident, but when locating and fixing an error, one must con-
stantly switch back and forth between the domain model and
the spreadsheet model, which requires frequent use of the
mapping between problem domain concepts and their spread-
sheet model counterparts. These results suggest that a tool
intended to aid in comprehension and debugging of spread-
sheets should make prominent real-world and problem do-
main concepts and map them easily to spreadsheet-specific
details.

(ii) We have developed a new spreadsheet visualization tool (a do-
main terms spreadsheet visualization tool) that demonstrates
that it is possible to devise spreadsheet authoring and debug-
ging tools that are easy to use and that correspond to spread-
sheet authors’ mental models of spreadsheets. The tool trans-
lates traditional spreadsheet formulae into symbolic name
based problem domain narratives and highlights referenced
cells. The tool was found to be easy to learn and helped
the study participants to locate more errors in spreadsheets.
Furthermore, the tool increased the use of the domain mental
model in error descriptions and seemed to improve the map-
ping between the spreadsheet model and the domain model.
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Many tools anecdotally assume that symbolic names and for-
mula translation can be useful to users. We thus believe that
the empirical evaluation of our tool in locating errors in spread-
sheets is one other contribution that empirically demonstrates
the usefulness of translating traditional spreadsheet formulae
into higher level problem domain terms in the spreadsheet
process such as in debugging.

(iii) We have also proposed a shift from the traditional spreadsheet
paradigm to another paradigm that better reflects spreadsheet
authors’ mental models. In particular, when creating a spread-
sheet, instead of spreadsheet authors defining their spread-
sheets in traditional low-level spreadsheet specific terms only
such as cell references, they could also do so by using higher
level domain terms. And in debugging, when fixing errors in
a spreadsheet, the spreadsheet author could also fix the errors
in higher level domain terms than just in traditional low-level
spreadsheet specific terms such as cell references. We thus
developed a prototype tool (a paradigm shift spreadsheet vi-
sualization tool) to demonstrate that it is possible for spread-
sheet authors to also fix spreadsheet errors in domain terms.
Our empirical evaluation of the tool also showed that the tool
promotes spreadsheet authors to think more in domain terms
in a way that overshadows the way spreadsheet authors tradi-
tionally think when they are describing errors and even when
fixing errors, and hence promoting a paradigm shift from tra-
ditional spreadsheets.

7.3 FUTURE WORK

The domain terms spreadsheet visualization tool presented in Chap-
ter 4 gives out spreadsheet formula narrations in domain terms, but
does not efficiently allow spreadsheet authors to enter or edit for-
mulae using the same notation. Adding such feature to the tool
would further decrease the need for the spreadsheet model and
bring formula editing closer to the domain model. Though our
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paradigm shift tool presented in Chapter 6 clumsily allows this, we
believe that more work needs to be done to improve this feature
and thus also we also need to comprehensively conduct its feasibil-
ity and usefulness. Moreover, ideally, spreadsheet authors should
be allowed to create spreadsheets by writing formulae in domain
terms. This will be part of our future work.

Another line of our future work will be to investigate how our
proposed paradigm shift in spreadsheets and indeed other results
of this research work, could be applied to other end-user program-
ming environments.
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Appendix A: Part of the
spreadsheet used by partici-
pant no. 2 in the spreadsheet
explanation task

Note: Confidential data has deliberately been blurred.
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Appendix B: Transcript of
an interview with participant
no. 2 in the spreadsheet expla-
nation task

Interviewer (Q): Bennett Kankuzi. Respondent (A): <name deleted>

Q:
Thanks a lot for accepting to participate in this study. First of all
I would like to ask you on your background in creating spread-
sheets. How many spreadsheets have you created so far?
A:
So many, because mostly the spreadsheets we create them for man-
agement accounts monthly, quarterly and sometimes half a year. so
mostly we play around same sort of formatting.
Q:
Do you create the spreadsheets for yourself?
A:
Yes and and we try to modify it from other sources we try to create
something to link to it, like where we get the inputs when I create
it I just leave it to get the data direct from it.
Q:
So you created this spreadsheet for what?
A:
For quarterly management accounts
Q:
In general, do you encounter problems when you are creating
spreadsheets?
A:
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The challenges which we have in our spreadsheet, is that it is so
big. It is like a moving one, because we have to add in additional
months so sometimes when you are not careful that you are on
which month you tend to get data from the other month.

*** PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS STARTS HERE ***
(focus is on answers from the participant)

Q:
So we have a spreadsheet in front of us here which you have
circled groups of related cells. What is this spreadsheet all about?
A:
This spreadsheet is all about profit and loss for one quarter, for
three months.
Q:
And then I can see you have circled groups of cells there. Would
you mind explaining why you have circled them as such?
A:
I have circled them mostly on the top parts. This is like our
main revenue with three lines I circled these cells vertically. They
are related in that they are both revenue. On the first one, is the
passenger revenue. Second one it’s cargo, we carry cargo on our
planes. The third column is like on the same passenger we charge
fare, but in our sales internally we do apportion like fuel surcharges
and sales surcharges for our passengers. So we try to split it to
show as a percentage of our revenue and in a way this column it is
related horizontally also because these are turned to
passenger revenue. These are the same cargo revenue and
fuel surcharge but they are also related like this one. These are
actual for the quarter. This is budget for the quarter. Due to past
experience, we do have also budget to compare how well we do
and this column is related to this one in a way that it compares with
the same quarter last year. We do also compare how we performed
last year in the same quarter, so on these ones as well, we are saying
they are related because they are like direct operating cost for us
to operate. We have to have fuel, landing, handling, so they are
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Transcript of an interview with participant no. 2 in the spreadsheet
explanation task

also related to this bottom line if they are overheads like salaries,
personnel but we differentiate them.

Q:
That’s why you have drawn this line that crosses over?
A:

Yeah, from direct operating cost to overheads, general overheads,
the same as with these ones and these, they are related in a way that
these are direct operating costs, these are actual and these are for
the same quarter previously. And this is what we call other revenues
I mean fixed cost, the insurance cost and the fixed cost we differen-
tiate them from direct operating costs because these ones regardless
of whether we operate or not, but we have to pay them. So in a way,
they are related in their own, so these subtotal for the cost, that is
the total direct operating cost, total fixed cost and
total general overheads. They are also related because they are all
our cost which have been subtracted from our revenues. But our
revenues as well, they are categorised into two. The other ones
are these ones where we call other income. Other income com-
prises of we call ticket block-outs. Ticket block-outs are like when
passengers buy tickets from us we don’t take it as a sale. To us is a
liability because we haven’t provided a service yet in that account.
What will happen is, either people will be refunded or people will
fly on another airline, those airlines will bill us. If they fly on
our airline that’s where these ones we recognise as our revenue.
But the ticket drop-outs in the airlines we have sales. There are
some tickets which are not refundable because they are discounted
so with the passenger like yourself after six months but after nor-
mally a year, we say it is a drop-out because it’s our revenue though
we haven’t provided a service but by agreement and other airlines
also if they have not billed us we need specific time as specified
by our time, we take it as our revenue so that’s a drop out. So
for <system name deleted>, it was a system of selling airline tickets
where by <airline name deleted> was providing that service on be-
half of <service provider name deleted> in <country name deleted>.
This is where we were getting commission. Then there is this
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management fees, which have two subsidiaries, the
<company name deleted> and <company name deleted>. These are
government grants, it’s like being a government institution once in
a while to give us grants so we group them on there own like they
are related, like they are not part of our core business as opposed
to ticket sales so we try to show them differently because they are
not part of our business but it’s still they are our revenues.
Q:
So I have also seen that they are other cells which you have not
marked or grouped. For example, down there, on ’less depreci-
ation’ on air craft and non aircraft. Why did you not like group
them or let them to be part of some groups? Was it deliberate?
A:
No, it was not deliberate it’s only because I was doing it in a hurry,
because they have also some relationships on their own.
Q:
And I have seen that you have have some groups of related cells
which are overlapping in the sense that they belong to one group
of related cells but you have also put them in another group of
related cells, why is it so?
A:
It’s so because they are like, what causes the overlapping, is like
operating cost and other overheads or fixed cost they are part of
the costs but because we tried to create different cells because of
their nature.
Q:
Because of their nature? What do you mean by their nature?
A:
It means that we wanted to show that those costs without them we
can’t operate.
Q:
And for variance actual for September 2011, I have seen that you
have also not grouped these? Was this also deliberate?
A:
No, it was not deliberate but I was somehow in a hurry. These as
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Transcript of an interview with participant no. 2 in the spreadsheet
explanation task

well could be related some sort of in one way or the other. Like
these variances, I do not know if I can be circling them now?

*** PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS ENDS HERE ***

Q:
You can leave them as such, it’s no problem. I don’t know if
you have got any comments on spreadsheets before we close the
interview?
A:
I do not have any but because I do a lot of work on spreadsheets, I
intend to do a refresher course on spreadsheets because it seems to
be a very important tool.
Q:
Thanks so much for your time.
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Appendix C: Sample object
reference classification used
in program summary analy-
sis

Object reference classification used in program summary analysis
of transcript for participant no. 2 in the spreadsheet explanation
task

No.
Object
reference

Real-world
specific

Domain
specific

Spread-
sheet

specific
1. profit and loss no yes no
2. one quarter no yes no
3. three months yes yes no
4. main revenue no yes no
5. three lines no yes no
6. cells no no yes
7. revenue yes yes no

8.
passenger
revenue

no yes no

9. cargo yes yes no
10. cargo yes yes no
11. planes yes no no
12. third column no no yes
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Continuation from previous page - Object reference classification
used in program summary analysis of transcript for participant
no. 2 in the spreadsheet explanation task

No.
Object
reference

Real-world
specific

Domain
specific

Spread-
sheet

specific
13. passenger yes yes no
14. fare no yes no
15. sales yes yes no
16. fuel surcharges no yes no
17. sales surcharges no yes no
18. passengers yes yes no

19.
percentage of
our revenue

no yes no

20. column no no yes

21.
passenger
revenue

no yes no

22. cargo revenue no yes no
23. fuel surcharge no yes no

24.
actual for the
quarter

no yes no

25.
budget for the
quarter

no yes no

26. budget yes yes no
27. column no no yes
28. same quarter no yes no
29. last year yes yes no

30.
direct operating
cost

no yes no

31. fuel yes yes no
32. landing no yes no
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Continuation from previous page - Object reference classification
used in program summary analysis of transcript for participant
no. 2 in the spreadsheet explanation task

No.
Object
reference

Real-world
specific

Domain
specific

Spread-
sheet

specific
33. handling no yes no
34. overheads no yes no
35. salaries yes yes no
36. personnel no yes no

37.
direct operating
costs

no yes no

38. overheads no yes no

39.
general
overheads

no yes no

40.
direct operating
costs

no yes no

41. actual no yes no
42. same quarter no yes no
43. other revenues no yes no
44. fixed cost no yes no
45. insurance cost no yes no
46. fixed cost no yes no

47.
direct operating
costs

no yes no

48.
subtotal for the
cost

no yes no

49.
total direct
operating cost

no yes no

50. total fixed cost no yes no

51.
total general
overheads

no yes no

52. cost yes yes no
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Continuation from previous page - Object reference classification
used in program summary analysis of transcript for participant
no. 2 in the spreadsheet explanation task

No.
Object
reference

Real-world
specific

Domain
specific

Spread-
sheet

specific
53. revenues yes yes no
54. revenues yes yes no
55. other income no yes no
56. other income no yes no

57.
ticket
block-outs

no yes no

58.
ticket
block-outs

no yes no

59. passengers yes yes no
60. tickets yes yes no
61. a sale no yes no
62. liability no yes no
63. service yes yes no
64. account no yes no
65. people yes no no
66. people yes no no
67. airline yes yes no
68. airline yes yes no
69. airline yes yes no
70. revenue yes yes no
71. ticket drop-outs no yes no
72. airlines yes yes no
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Continuation from previous page - Object reference classification
used in program summary analysis of transcript for participant
no. 2 in the spreadsheet explanation task

No.
Object
reference

Real-world
specific

Domain
specific

Spread-
sheet

specific
73. sales yes yes no
74. passenger yes yes no
75. six months yes yes no
76. a year yes yes no
77. drop-out no yes no
78. revenue yes yes no
79. service yes yes no
80. agreement yes yes no
81. airlines yes yes no
82. specific time no yes no
83. time yes yes no
84. revenue yes yes no
85. drop-out no yes no

86.
<system name
deleted>

no yes no

87. system yes yes no
88. airline tickets yes yes no

89.
<airline name
deleted>

yes yes no

90. service yes yes no

91.
<service
provider name
deleted>

no yes no

92.
<country name
deleted>

yes yes no
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Continuation from previous page - Object reference classification
used in program summary analysis of transcript for participant
no. 2 in the spreadsheet explanation task

No.
Object
reference

Real-world
specific

Domain
specific

Spread-
sheet

specific
93. commission no yes no

94.
management
fees

no yes no

95. subsidiaries no yes no

96.
<company
name deleted>

no yes no

97.
<another
company name
deleted>

no yes no

98.
government
grants

no yes no

99.
government
institution

yes yes no

100. grants no yes no
101. core business yes yes no
102. ticket sales yes yes no
103. business yes yes no
104. revenues yes yes no
105. relationships no yes no
106. operating cost no yes no
107. other overheads no yes no
108. fixed cost no yes no
109. costs no yes no
110. cells no no yes
111. nature no yes no
112. costs no yes no
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Continuation from previous page - Object reference classification
used in program summary analysis of transcript for participant
no. 2 in the spreadsheet explanation task

No.
Object
reference

Real-world
specific

Domain
specific

Spread-
sheet

specific
113. variances no yes no
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